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City Council Employs Personnel For 1973
$488,400 Grant For
Water System Okayed
Federal grants totaling
$488,400 have been received by
the Murray Water & Sewer
System for the construction and
extension of the southwest
sewer interceptor line which
will serve most subdivisions in
the southwestern portion of the
city.
A $195,360 grant from the
Environmental
Protection
Agency (EPA), announced
yesterday by Congressman
Frank A. Stubblefield, coupled
with grants of $121,600 and
$171,440 announced previously,

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
We were pleased to see that
Gary Hohinan was named as
the Park Director. This young
man has done a good job for the
city, stepping in when the Park
Director resigned several
months ago.
Apparently the city parks and
recreation will be more in the
linielight in the future than it
has for the past twenty-five or
thirty years,. With the city
growing in population and in
every other way, this is as it
should be. A good recreation
program for all ages is a must
for the future and with Councilinan Rex Alexander and
Gary in charge, we feel that it is
in good hands.
As the city grows too, it appears
that a full time mayor will be
needed with a city commission,
or the city manager form of
government. City councilmen
give so much of their time from
their own businesses that
serving on the council
represents a real contribution.
There's a new book out called
"Employer's Guidebook to Fair
Employment Practices". These
practices are required under
the federal laws. So now it
seems that an employer must
buy a book so that when he hires
somebody he will be following
the law. It is not enough that he
has to gamble every thing he
owns to start a business, but he
also has to follow federal law on
who he hires. He is guaranteed
nothing when he enters
business, yet is hamstrung by
every conceivable government
and beaurocratic rule.
We feel that it is the government's job to make it easy for
business to operate and expand,
because business provides the
jobs, not hamper and harass.
An owl run over on the Hazel
highway. Probably ran into
(Continued on Page Twelve)

The Weather
loudy and warmer today,
with highs in the mid 50s.
Cloudy and warmer tonight and
Saturday, with a chance of
showers tonight becoming more
likely Saturday. Lows tonight in
the mid 40s. Highs Saturday in
the upper 50s. Cooler Sunday,
with showers ending.
Kentucky's extended Outlook
for Sunday through Tuesday
Turning colder through the
period. Showers ending in the
east on Sunday. Fair Monday.
Snow or rain on Tuesday. Highs
in the 40s and low 50s Sunday,
lowering to around 40 Tuesday.
Lows in the 30s Sunday, lowering to the mid 20s by
Tuesday.

gave the system the $488,400
total.
The Murray Water & Sewer
Systeni had qualified for a grant
equal to 55 per cent of the
eligible cost of the project under
EPA guidelines according to
John Trotter, superintendent of
the system.
The total eligible estimated
cost of the project, Trotter said,
is $880,000 with an additional
$165,000 ruled ineligible by EPA
bringing the total estimated
cost of the project ta $1,045,000.
The superintendent indicated
that possibly the $165,000
ineligible under EPA rules,
could qualify for a grant from
the Department of Housing and
Urban Development HUD)
amounting to approximately
$80,000.

Trotter said that in order to
receive the 55 per cent grant.
from EPA,the local system had
to agree to take a loan for a
portion of the project from the
Kentucky Pollution Abatement
Authority, which was set up in
the 1972 legislature. He said that
the loan would be a long term
loan at a relatively low interest
rate.
The first portion of the interceptor sewer line was
completed in June of this year,
and at that time, the system
asked EPA for a change in
scope of the project and for an
increase in the grants.
Work on the remainder of the
interceptor project is expected
to get underway in the spring of
this year.

Airport Board Receives
Grant For Master Plan
The Federal Aviation Administration of the Department
of Transportation has approved
a $4,646.00 grant to the MurrayCalloway County Airport
Board,
according
to
Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield.
Dr. Hugh Oakley, chairman
of the airport board, said the
grant is the federal government's share of the cost of the
updating of the master plan of
the airport.
Oakley said that the total cost
of updating the master plan
will be $7,000 to $8,000. Of this
amount, the federal govern:
ment pays two-thirds, the state
government one-sixth, and the
local board one-sixth. Oakley
said.
The master plan is a general
guideline for the operation of
the airport and includes a
complete drawing of the

INDEPENDENtE,Mo.( AP)
— Harry S. Truman's widow
and daughter, "touched by the
outpouring of sympathy and affection from citizens everywhere? have expressed their
appreciation to those who
joined them in mourning for
the 33rd president.
In a statement made public
after Truman was buried late
Thursday in the courtyard of
his presidential library, Bess
Truman and her daughter,
Margaret Daniel, said they
were "impressed by both the
dignity of the ceremonies and
the warmth of the tribute paid
to Mr. Truman."
The ceremonies of Wednesday and Thursday were solemn
and simple. Thousands viewed
Truman's casket as he lay in
state before the funeral attended mostly by family and hometown friends.
The tributes will continue. A
memorial service will be held
Jan. 5 in Washington's National
Cathedral for the Man from Independence who died Tuesday
at 88. And the nation's flags. by
President Nixon's order, will
continue to fly at half staff for
another 26 days.
Randall Jessee, the long-time

Planned At Shady Grove
A New Year's Eve Singing
will be held at the Shady Grove
Baptist Church on Sunday,
December 31, from seven p.m.
to past midnight.
Several groups will be present
for the special occasion and the
public is invited to attend.

facilities, a study of the comprojected
the
munity,
population growth, the community's needs for airport
services, the environmental
aspects of airport growth, and
the general affect on the
community, Oakley said.
An engineering planning firm
will make recommendations on
improvements to the airport,
which will be included in the
new master plan, Oakley said.
improvements
Such
will
probably include extensions of
the runway and cross-runways,
enlargement of the apron and
parking area, he added.
Navigational aides and other
iniprovements will probably be
included, also.
The main purpose of the
grant.Oakley said,"is to enable
the airport board to update the
roaster plan for the further
development of the airport."

friend who acted as the family
spokesman through the days of
Truman's final illness and burial, said the 87-year-old widow
expects to continue making her
home in the white frame house
where the Trumans spent most
of the 53 years of their marriage. The home is about a half
mile from Truman's gravesite.
Mrs. Truman's widowed sister-in-law, May Wallace, lives
nearby.
Jessee told newsmen he was
moved
Mrs.
deeply
by
Truman's composure as she sat
before her husband's casket
during Thursday's final rites.
(Continued on Page Twelve)

Bynum Reports
Missing Boat
Roy Bynum of Murray Route
Five reported Thursday that his
Riviera 25 feet long pontoon,
blue and white, with a 55 h.p.
Evinrude motor was -missing
from the dock at Farmer's Cove
in the Blood River section of
Kentucky Lake.
Bynuin said he discovered the
pontoon missing yesterday and
said he did not know whether it
had been stolen or broken loose
from the dock.
A reward of fifty dollars ($501
has been offered by Bynum for
"information leading to the
arrest and conviction of persons
concerning the theft of the
pontoon," according to the
(office of Sheriff Clyde Steele.
The pontoon broke loose or
was stolen sometime in the past
two weeks, Bynum said.

PLAQUE PRESENTED—Preston -Ty" Holland, head football coach am murray High for the Last
43 years, was presented a plaque by the Tilghman High School and City of Paducah. in recognition of
his contribution to the athletic prOgrams of Murray High, and his eoutribution to area schools. The
presentation came between the Calloway-Carlisle and Murray-Tilghman games at the Paducah
('hristmas Tournament Thursday night.

Louisville Family Tells Story
Of Managua Earthquake Disaster
Mrs.
Salazar
said
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP)— em. Mrs. Maurieio Salazar was Thursday. For some reason I
sleeping in a hotel room in decided not to go."
When the earthquake hit, she
Managua,Nicaragua, early last
Saturday when she heard "a put shoes on her children—
"there was glass all over the
roar of noise and cracking."
"I knew it was an earth- place"—and fled.
By the time I got them
quake. I'd never been in one."
It felt like someone was jump- ready, my husband had gotten
ing up and down on the bed there. The house he was visitmg) in was destroyed. He lost
next to me," she said.
"I don't think it lasted more the suit he was wearing,"
than 10 seconds, and in 10 seconds it was like somebody
dropped a bomb."
She and her husband were in
Nicaragua visiting relatives of
Dr. Salazar, a Louisville surgeon.
The family, including three
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP)
children ages 6, 7 and 8, re- — Experts from the United
turned to Louisville Thursday.
States began a study today of
-My husband was out in the
the feasibility of rebuilding
city that night with his brothearthquake-shattered Managua
on its present site.
Teams of geologists and
seismologists arrived from the
United States Thursday as speciali.sts from Mexico and Venezuela announced preliminary
findings.
Demolition crews were still
All schools in the Murray
dynamiting and bulldozing in
Public School System with the
exception of Murray High the downtown area next to
School will reopen Tuesday. Lake Managua, clearing it of
January 2, according to Fred damaged structures and the
Schultz, superintendent of rubble of buildings and homes
that were flattened in seconds
Murray City Schools.
Murray High students will by the severe quake Carly Satreport for the spring semester urday. An estimated 7,000-5,000
on Wednesday, January 3.
Schultz said.
Bus schedules for Carter. Watchnight Services To
Robertson and Murray Middle
Schools will be regular runs oro Be Held At Sugar Creek
Tuesday and the regular high
Watchnigtt services' Will be
school bus schedule will start on
--lield.at the Sugar Creek Baptist
Wednesday.
Murray High School com- Church on Sunday, December
pleted the fall semester prior to 31, from 7:30 to twelve midthe Christmas Holidays and night, according to Rev. Gerald
Tuesday will be a professional Owen, church pastor.
The scheduled program inday for the high school staff.
During this time, preparation (lu(Ies
pospel
singing,
will be made for opening the preaching, fellowship meal,
spring semester on Wednesday, summer mission report, etc.
Rev. Owen invites the public
January 3. New students that
are entering Murray High to attend the services and if
School at that time should unable to attend the entire
report to the principal's office evening to conic at the time
on Tuesday, January 2.
convenient.

City Schools
Openings Set

The Salazars, along with
about 60 other persons, spent
the night huddled in groups in a
field area cross from the International Hotel.
"The room was completely
demolished on the inside," she
said. "All the fixtures were
broken and the wall was
cracked ."
The refugees huddled in the
(Continued on Page Twelve)

persons were killed and 20,000
seriously injured.
Although Managua has been
hit twice in 40 years- by niurderous earthquakes, a group of
Mexican experts led by Dr.
Cinna Lomnitz reported to Nicaraguan authorities that there
was no need to relocate their
capital city.
"Most of the city is located
on hard volcanic tuff—solid
stuff," said Ikinnitz, director of
the Department of Seismology
at the University of Mexico.
"Its subsoil is sounder than
(Continued on Page Twelve)

The Murray City Council last
night employed city personnel
for another year, named a Park
Director and passed two ordinances on the second'reading,
one relating to zoning and the
other being the salary schedules
for 1973.
The salary schedule ordinance will be published in
Saturday's issue of the Ledger
and Times.
A printed sheet was furnished
each city council member last
night, listing the departments of
the city and the employees in
each department. Only the
persons listed on the sheet were
employed for the year 1973.
The name of Murray Natural
Gas System Superintendent
Wayne Doran did not appear on
the sheet and therefore he was
not hired for the year 1973.
Gerry Requarth was named as
Assistant Superintendent of the
Murray Natural Gas System, a
new position.
Management of the gas
system has come under fire in
the last several months from
several councilmen.
Gary Hohnian was named
unanimously as Park Director
for the Murray City Park
System. He has directed the
park system for the past three
and one-half months on an interiin basis.
A zoning ordinance was
passed on the second reading,
changing the zoning for a large
artillith of Bagwell Maim
from R-2 to R-4.
Mayor Holmes Ellis announced that the Murray Water
and Sewer System will realize a
saving of $220,580 by refinanceing the water and sewer
system bonds. Bonds were sold
Wednesday night at a lower
interest rate than the city is now
paying, with the resultant
saving.
Councilman Alexander announced that South Central Bell
plans to remove the wood poles
on the court square and that

Carter To Visit
Sanctified Hill
Mudslide Area
CUMBERLAND, Ky. AP)—
Mayor Darrell Roberts has said
Rep. Tiiii Lee Carter, R-Ky.,
plans to visit Cumberland this
afternoon and view the Sanctified Hill area, where a mudslide that began Dec. 14 has
forced residents frOill 17 homes.
The massive area of oozing
earth has moved steadily downward since heavy rains broke
its grip on the underlying rock
and-started it creeping.
Two of the houses perched on
the moving slide area were
torn down Tuesday to keep
them from tumbling onto
houses below.
"They were just ready to
topple," Mayor Roberts said.
Persons who had to leave the
area are being put up in private homes at present, and will
have first priority in obtaining
space in a housing project now
under construction.

t
new metal strek light pole
should be ordered. This was
approved.
Councilman Allbritten announced that the steel for .the
hospital addition constructior.
has arrived and that progress
should be made in the coining
months. Mayor Ellis also announced that the hospital has
changed over from natural gas
to oil to aid in conserving
natural gas for other local uses.
A standby heating system was
installed when the hospital was
constructed:— Councilman Melvin Henley
reviewed the
ambulance
situation which the city and
county will face in July' of 1973.
The regulations set forth by the
state are so stringent that local
funeral homes will have to give
up this service. Henley
estimated that it will cost the
city or the city and county
together about$125,000 to set up
a two-ambulance system.
He pointed out that it will not
only be an expensive operation
to set up, but that it will also be
expensive to operate since
about fifteen people will have to
be employed in order to comply
with state regulations. The
service will not be a free service
(Continued on Page Twelve)

LOS ANGELES 1AP
—
Newsman William Farr, spending his 32nd day in jail today,
has been behind bars longer
than any other American reporter imprisoned for refusing
to reveal news sources, his defense defense committee says.
A committee spokesman who
i»ade the announcement
Thursday said the longest such
sentence served by any other
newsman was 30 days.
Farr, 38, was given an indeterminate sentence last Nov.
27 by Superior Court Judge
Charles H. Older who presided
at the Charles Manson murder
trial. Older wants Farr to identify the sources of a story he
wrote during that trial.
Farr has refusecl,saying that
personal-eanirTence and professional ethirs forbid him from
breaking a pledge to keep the
sources secret.
Appeals of Farr's contempt
of court conviction are pending
in, federal and state courts but
there has been no indication of
when a ruling might be forthcoming.
In a case this year, Newark,
N.J., iiewsiiian Peter Bridge
served 120 days for refusing to
answer questions of a grand
jury. In 1961. newswoinan Vi
Murphy, now of the San Diego
Union, served 30 days in a Denver, Colo., jail for refusing to
reveal confidential news
sources of a story she did on
corruption in government.

Nue Prayer Call

The Character Of A Wise Man
ATTEND NOON PRAYER CALL
EACH DAY AT THE COURTHOUSE
The Ledger & Times, in cooperation with the
local Ministerial Association, will publish a daily
.ievotional over the next two weeks in con
'unction with the Key '73 Noon Prayer Call
nationwide observance

Read 1.uke 6:46-49.
Whosoever cometh to me, and heareth my
sayings, and doeth them, I will shew you to
whom he is like: I.uke 6:47
There are three words here that characterise a wise man in the eyes of Jesus Christ.
They are "Whosoever cometh to me, heareth
my sayings, and doeth them. To come to Him
as the Saviour, to hear Him as the Teacher,

and to obey Him as Master is evidence that
we have been and are being taught of God and
made wise in Christ. These two builders are
representatives of two great classes or
conditions of Men—Those who live by faith in
the Son of God,and those who walk in the light
of the sparks of their own kindling.
Prayer: Lord help me in this day of
materialism to dig deep and lay the foundation upon the solid rock that the building we
erect in this life will weather the storms, and
my Soul will be Saved. for Jesus sake Amen.
Thought for the day: A wise Man will not
only bow at the manger but also at the Cross,
Paul Wanger, Pastor
Calvary Temple First
Pentecostal Church of God
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I making concentric circles,
Am broadened beyond selfishness.
By sharing this with you.

n, i92

The outcome
Is directly proportionate
To the unequalization
Of the equasion
Of in come and out go.

Like It Is
There is a professed fondness nowadays for
"telling it like it is." Sen. Harry Byrd Jr. of Virginia
has done just thaT in summing up for the record of
federal government spending over a 20-year period.
According to a table he prepared, the receipts of
the federal government in 1954 were $62.8 billion,
outlays were $65.9 billion. That left a deficit of $3.1
billion. Interest on the federal debt in that year was
$6.4 billion.
- Sen. Byrd traced the trend of rising spending and
:deficits and the soaring interest charge on the public
debt down through the estimate for 1973.
He reveals that/fiscal
fiscal 1973 is expected to show
government reeerpts -of $152.6 billion. Spending is
foreseen as reaching $190.4 billion leaving a deficit
of $37.8 billion. Interest charges on the public debt
are estimated to total $22.7 billion.
We need public officials who, even in an election
year, draw the/ line at approving ever bigger
government spending programs that hit us all with
more taxes or more inflation, or both.—Rocky
Mount (N.C.) Evening Telegram.

Issues Remain
Two prominent contempt of court cases involving
a New Jersey newsman and a Ham ard professor
have ended becauses the grand juries which indicted
them have been terminated.
Editor & Publisher advises all newsmen: "That
does not eliminate the issues, however, and
newsmen should not relax.
"Reporter William F. Farr of Los Angeles has
been put back in jail by a judge, not a grand jury,
who insists on using the newsman as a tool to enforce
his own gag order against attorneys and witnesses,"
Editor & Publisher editorialized.—Beaumont (Tex.)
Enterprise.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGES•711021 F7114

"Murray and Calloway County are well covered
--via radio with the sheriff's two cars, the two city
police cruisers, college police cars, and the state
police. All can keep in contact on one band or
another. The fire trucks are on radio too, as well as
the Murray Gas System," from column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray."
The Calloway County High School Lakers beat
.Sedalia 63 to 47 and Hickman County beat Mayfield
52 to 28 in the semi-finals of the Calloway County
Invitational Basketball Tournament.
Bryan Anderson has resumed his studies at the
. University of Kentucky after being the guest of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Anderson.
The family of J.D. Dill of Hazel met at the Murray
. Woman's Club House for the annual holiday get
together.

20 Years Ago Today
1.41:043101•TIPIES FELE

"Thanks to J.M. Thomas who sent us some fine
smoked sausage and a nice can of peaches," from
the column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray."
Marshall's Thundering Herd, the nation's top
scoring basketball team, won over Murray State
College Thoroughbreds 86-to 81. Beshear for Murray
was top scorer with 40 points.
A.J.(Sime) Burkeen was honored with a dinner on
his 81st birthday held at the home of his son and
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Barnes Burkeen.
Joe Pat Hackett, student at Georgia Tech,
Atlanta, Ga., is the holiday guest of his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Pat _Hackett.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Christ is preached: and I therein do rejoice, yea,
and will rejoice.—Philippians 1:18.
In our world's dark hour, the gospel of Christ is

our one hope for real peace. We should gladly hear
and liberally support this gospel.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.

When a politician dies, he is mourned by family
and friends, sometimes missed by his colleagues
and eulogized by his enemies, not only because there
can now be no more of him but because there was so
little Of him when he was here.
"That he was born it cannot be
denied. He ate, drank, slept.
talked politics and died."
—Eulogy for a councilman

Trailer Park Tumble

BY TO*PERKINS

Wallace Witmer'Co., 1509 Madison Ave.,
Memphis, Tn.. Time S. Life Bldg , New
Stephenson Bldg.,
Detroit, Mich.

per year; more than 150 miles from Murray, $18.00 per year
subscriptions plus 5 percent
state tax.

THE
FAMILY‘
LAWYER -

—Tom Perkins.

To stimulate business, the owner of a suburban trailer park installed a set of climbing bars for
children. However, in disregard
of the manufacturer's advice, he
placed the apparatus over a solid
strip of blacktop.
One day, a seven-year-old boy
lost his grip on the bars and fell:
heavily to the pavement. In short
order, the park owner found himself on the target end of a lawsuit.
And the court ruled that the
boy was indeed entitled to damages. The court said the defendant
was guilty of negligence in creating a condition of special danger
to the unwary young.

Your Love is Moon Dust
Your love is moon dust upon a barren land
Dead ashes of the past, when you touch my hand.
Once a flame did leap at your slightest touch.
Now I draw back burned by loving you too much.

Once I walked free in love with you.
Free of the burden of all worldy care,
Free as the space around us, always,
Knowing you were there, knowing you were there.

A CAl•--1t)1.-E.

IN

ME

But like the flaming candle to the moth,
I've learned to beware, yes to beware,
When a maiden walks by my side
With moon dust sprinkled hair.

DARKNESS

INVITATION TO ADVENTURE

Apollo joins wonders of world
Breathes there an American with
a soul so dead that his spirits and his
heart did not lift as Apollo 17, the
final and most dramatic of all of
America's moon shots rose from
Florida on what may be man's final
mission to the moon in this decade.
The drama of the minor contest
between man and computers giving
instructions to the missile and the
awesome spectacle of the launch itself detracted for a moment the attention that Astronauts Eugene Cernan, Ronald Evans and Harrison
Schmitt deserved — but not for long.
Even as the Americans disappeared into the void's of space the
discussion about the significance of
the moon exploration, as symbolized
by Apollo 17, emerged on earth. It is
a discussion far removed, for the
most part, from cryogenics, relays,
circuits, biology, geology or the material fallout from the expenditure of
11 years and $25 billion in treasure
that has dominated earthling discussion previously. Now historians,
philosophers and authors have taken
over to seek the deeper meaning of
the pioneering efforts in space.
Some, like Historian Arthur
Schlesinger insist that "the 20th
Century will be remembered when
all else about it is forgotten as the
century in which man first burst out
of his terrestrial bonds. ..." Eric
Hofer philosophizes deeper that "we
might even find God out there. ..."
More than a few, such as the
French philosopher Dr. Claude Levi
Strauss, believe that the Apollo program has "opened a little window ...
the one moment when the prison
opens on something other than the

world in which we are condemned to
live."
As always there are skeptics like
Dr. Garret Hardin of the University
of California who contends that it is
time to retreat from space exploration for a few centuries. "The principal excuses for the space program,"
he said, "can only be called spiritual
... President Kennedy said we must
go to the moon because it is there."
Even in the "spiritual sense" British physicist and author C. P. Snow
insists that, in the long run, space
exploration will have a bad effect
because it will give mankind the
feeling that our world has finally
closed in ... this is forever the last
mortal frontier."
In reality, President Kennedy said
on May 25, 1961, when he announced
the Apollo program, that "now is the
time to take longer strides, time for
a new great American enterprise
which may hold the key to our future
on earth."
The international scope of the discussion of Apollos 1 through 17 and
its depth, which touch the very foundation of the Judeo-Christian ethic,
are perhaps unprecedented — other
than on the subject of war.
It also is noteworthy that even the
critics of the moon landing program
speak of it with a degree of awe.
No political circumstances, no
false economies, no earthly social
problems can obscure the fact that
Americans alive today have had a
ringside seat at the 17th wonder of
the modern world — the Apollo program conducted by the United
States of America.

Fear Of Paper Shortage Now
As Documents On The Increase
By HAL BOYLE .
NEW YORK (AP) — Paper
... paper... paper!
One fears we may be strangled by paper.
.Napoleon Bonaparte said an
army marches on its stomach.
But the modern U.S. business
world marches on paper. The
American economy produces an
estimated one million pages of
new documents every minute,
of which some 250 billion pages
a year must be stored,
temporarily at teaaL
Business firms alone — leaving Out the work o(,government
paper shufflers — now store
and maintain. more than a
trillion pieces of paper in 200
million file drawers. Each year
they are adding 175 billion new
pieces of paper to , this
enormous trove. Storage costs
alone now run into billions of
dollars annually.
The problem of handling all
this material has given rise to
a new profession — records
management — says Dr. Maxwell Pollack, president of Van
Corp., of
Research
Dyk

Whippany, N.J., a firm active
in coinniunications technology.
Dr. Pollack predicts that in
the future this paper blizzard
will intensify rather than lessen
and have far-reaching effects
on the economy.
"More paperwork is, inevitable in a fast-paced And increasingly computerized
world," he said. "The profusion
of electronic machines in offices will not cut employe levels but add to them, thus creating a need for new legians of
Girl Fridays.
"The clerical' work force is
growing five times faster than
the general popu tatlovaari now
receives about $80 billion a
year in salaries.
"The 10 million clerical employes now on the job is almost
double the 1940 total."
Dr. Pollack noted that despite
the current recession there is
still a shortage of stenographers and trained secretaries.
Other studies have shown that
business managements often
are more reluctant to cut their
office clerical staffs than their
factory eniployes.

The job future is also brighter today for office workers. The
government has predicted there
will tie a need for at least 200,000 new secretaries a year for
some time to come.
The paper storm is heightened by the increasing output
of educational institutions. It is
estimated that more than a majority of all the scientists ever
horn on earth are still alive.
They are producing fresh paper
mountains of documents,
graphs, research reports and
learned journals. One of the
biggest problems of science is
how to digest its own output.
It won't be long, some experts figure, before America
will be using 500 pounds of paper a year for each titan, woman, and child in the population.
So what can we do about all
this? I don't know about you,
but I know what I'm going to
do. I'm going to clean out a
couple of file drawers - and
I'm also going to plant a few
trees in my back yard. I don't
want niy descendants to run.
Out of paper.

My heart an eternal flame may glow,
But! hold back the heart of me that once loved so,
And when you see a fair maid walking with moon dust sprinkled
hair
Take heed of my warning, and beware, Take heed and beware.
For she will capture you close in her warm embrace
Taking you with her to that outer space,
Where the moon dust glows, and every man knows...
Is dead ashes of the past.
Bea Smith
1001 Vine

Little World Called i
By Nel Modglin
As mother of damaged brainchildren,
search dark rooms of the mind
and babble, idiot-wise.
Are my offspring doomed, as hostile
voices in the eternal hush?
No poem is ever perfectly made, I say
If so, WHO is the matter
with me, God? Implacable law
demands that I obey
else I shall DE SC END in stillness.
I refuse to believe such destiny
was dreamed for me.
So, my children are begotten;
most will die, ingloriously.
Perhaps one will be a constant star.

The rapid spread of trailer parks
has focused attention on the responsibilities of the management
in case of an accident. The law
says the management must show
both foresight and diligence in
the way it maintains its premises.
But not every accident that
happens in a trailer park is the
park's fault. In another case, a
woman was injured when a tree
came crashing down on her trailer during a storm. She too sued
For damages, arguing that the tree
was decayed and should have
been cut down.

4.)
3

Yet, there had been no signs
of decay.. visible on the outside of
the tree, nothing to put the management on the alert for trouble.
The court laid the accident to an
"act of God" and turned down
the woman's claim.
Nor' will the law blame the
management if the victim has voluntarily "assumed the risk" orritilf
jury. Thus:
A woman taking a shower in a
trailer park shower room gashed
her foot on a broken tile. But
%hen she demanded damages in
court, the management pointed
out that there were two other
shower rooms which she knew
could have been used with greater
safety.
Rejecting her claim, the court
said:
"One who chooses to follow a
dangerous course when there is
a safe course known and available
is said to have assumed the risk.
This relieves the defendant of responsibility."

1
1

An American Bar Association
public service feature by Will
B
d.
tel 1973 American Bar As.sociation

Hospital Report

Home Water System Should Be
Planned Iola Family Needs
How much water does your
family use—or need—each day?
And how can you make sure you
get the proper amount, with
enough pressure to allow the
use of several outlets ac tbe
rrrt
same time?

mend 30 psi to 50 psi systems.
The Water Systems Council
suggests that the first step in
getting the right system for
your home is to contact a
reliable local water systems
dealer. He may be a well driller,
If your source of water is a a plumber, a hardware dealer,
private well, you should have an or a home appliance dealer.
adequately
sized
water Your dealer wilk help you
systern—incliding putnp and calculate youIe,. -act water
accessory equipment—to make requirements b sed on the
sure that a supply of fresh water facilities and appliances inis always available,- under stalled in your home.
--A water system properly
press e, for immediate use in
sized for pressure delivers a full
your title.
To s e your pump correctly, even flow of fresh water
krao
of the peak Water simultaneously to a number of
demand in your home is outlets at all levels in the house.
essential.
The
demand For more information on
(capacity) in gallons per modern wells and water
minute should equal the number systems, send 25 cents in coin
of water outlets installed. For to: Dept. 15, Water System
Council, 221 N. LaSalle St.,
eXailtple, a water system with a
capacity of 12 gallons per Chicago, Ill. 60601. Ask for
minute would be required for a "Free Water: A guide to
modern home with two Private Wells and Water
bathrooms, a kitchen, an g-stem."
automatic dishwasher, an
automatic washing Machine, a
laundry tub in the basement,
and two outside faucets.
Your water system should be
capable of delivering the
required capacity in your home
continu(iusly for one hour.
You'll need about 75 gallons a
day per person for household
the, plus more for outside use.
A water system is normally
set to operate at pressures
between 20 and 40 pounds per
square inch. Where special
situations exist—where the
pump is installed at a great
distance from the house or
outlets are more than 20 feet
above
the
pump—
manufacturers now recom-

DECEMBER 24, 1972
ADUI.TS 61
NURSERY 8
NEW BORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Hugh Combs and Baby
Boy, Route 1, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Kathleen Louise Anderson, Rt. 4, Benton, Mrs.
Genalla Nesbitt, Rt. 1,, Hazel,
Fred Chapman Enoch', Rt. 1,
Hazel, Elroy Sykes, Box 301,
Murray, Mrs. Nell Bertha White
and Baby Girl, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Mrs. Patricia Annette Pendergrass and Baby Boy, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Kathy Darlene
Puckett and Baby Boy, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Mrs. Mary June
Fandrich and Baby Girl, 802 S.
16th. St., Murray, Mrs. Lucy
Mae Holcomb, 511 N. Lee.
Mayfield, Mrs. Stella Mae West,
Box 84, Lynnville.
Nt ben a recipe calls for I
tablespoon of unflavored
gelatin. use I packet of it. Thin amount will gel 2 cups; or I
pint. of liquid.

. cfliAL
THEATRE
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(
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PRIZES
Wlio Will B

RULES:
1. Winning baby must be born in this county.
2. Parents must be residents of this county.
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3. Exact time of birth must be certified by attending physician.
41
,

4. Applications must be received at the Ledger & Times
office by Thursday, January 4, 1973.
5. In the event of a tie, the awards will go to the first received.
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2 CASES OF BABY FORMULA

2 TICKETS to either of the

A SAVINGS ACCOUNT NOW OPEN

For The First Baby Of 1973
from

For First Miss or Mr. 1973
at

Bank of Murray

Storey's Food Giant

bairn, the court
to follow a
%hen there is
vsn and available
umed the risk
defendant of rear Association
eature by Will

10 GALLONS OF GASOLINE
For The Parents of The First Baby of 1973
Compliments of

Super Shell Service
Max McCuiston, owner

A BOTTLE OF

BABY CUP

TOTAL BODY MOISTURE LOTION

For The First Baby of 1973

For The First Mother of 1973
from

Compliments of

Lindsey's Jewelry

Merle Norman Cosmetics

I/

Bar Association

Report
1972

A DOZEN BEAUTIFUL RED ROSES
For The Mother of Miss or Mr. 1973
from

Shirley Florist
DNIISSIONS
lbs and Baby
ton.
AIS
Louise AnBenton, Mrs.
, Rt. 1, Hazel,
Enoch.: Rt. 1,
vkes, Box 301,
11 Bertha White,
Rt. 2, Hazel,
Annette Penby Boy, Rt. 7,
Kathy Darlene
by Boy, Rt. 1,
Mary June
by Girl, 802 S.
ay, Mrs. Lucy
511 N. Lee.
tella Mae West,
lk.

We Would Like To Say Congratulations to The First Baby
of 1973 With Its

Ten

SILVER
DOLLARS

Murray Beauty Salon
Northside Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
For The Woman Who Cares

Compliments of

A BOTTLE OF

SINCERELY AUBREE MILK BATH
For The First Mother of 1973
from

Fashion Two-Twenty
Cosmetics

Ryan Shoe Store
of Miss or Mr. 1973

To The First Baby of 1973

TO MISS OR MR. 1973

FIRST PAIR OF SHOES

SHAMPOO & SET FOR MOTHER

1 CASE OF BABY FOOD

FREE PIZZA or ITALIAN
SPAGHETTI DINNER
To Parents of First Miss or Mr. 1973

Trenholm's Drive-in

FREE - 10 GALLONS OF GAS
For Parents of Miss or Mr. 1973
Compliments of

J

S Oil

pe calls for I

f itnf la% orpd
ticket of it. That •
el 2 cups. or I

BABY ARRANGEMENT
CONGRATULATIONS
From

irtf,) L.11.1
2—1
0 1f:3

PHOTOGRAPH OF THE NEW BABY
(

Love's Studio
Serving Murray for 35 Years

d

oTHEATRE

See Us For All Your Needs In Flowers and Gifts

A GIFT FOR THE FIRST BABY
OF 1973

Dale & Stubblefield
— REXALL DRUG —

503 Poplar Street

FREE BABY MATTRESS
to
First Miss or Mr. 1973

Thurman's Furniture
1 DAY
FREE BABYSITTING
Ann Rose - Owner

THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

Church Of Christ

Scotts Grove
11 00 a ni
Worship Service
Evening worship
7 30p rh

New Providence
Morning Worship
11 •.m.
Evening Worship
6 30p.m.

t1iULL
Lh

Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
Ha m
Evening Worship
730 p M.

Li

University
Morning Worship
'0 30a m.
Evening Worship
4 CIO p.m.
Green Plain
Morning Worship
10 4S a.m.
Evening Worship

Methodist
Pales/sp. Uplela
Worship Service 21 a m. 1st
Sunday, 10 a m 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel United
Sunday 4Sc hooI
10.30 a.m.
Worship Service
9.30 a m.
South Pleasant Grove
Morning Worship
10.45 a.M.
Evening Worship
7 .00p.m.
Good Shepherd United
Worship Service
11 00 a.m.
Sunday School
10 00 am.

First Baptist
Morning WorShiP
10. dam.
Evening Worship
7 30 p.m.
Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

1.1a.m.
P.m -

Sinking Springs
Morning Worship
116.m.
Evening Worship
7:30P.M•

Ihis NEN-YEAR

Brooks Chapel United
1st Sunday
7 00p m
2nd Sunday
9 30a m
3rd & 4th Sundays
11 00 a m

Hazel Baptist
Morning WorShiP
Evening Worship
Poplar Springs
Morning Worsn,p
118.M.
Evening Worship
6 30p.m.

Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
10 1081.m.
Evening Worship
6 XI° m.

what a boon that is only for the turning of a new leaf
How sweet it is that we can begin again. For some
of the old would be a pill much too bitter
to swallow
But underneath all this, all of us know, the
newness must be within us. We must think new
thoughts. We must become new persons.
We must cultivate new attitudm and even
develope a new heart. If we love, it must be stronger

Momma Worship
Sunday School

New Mt. Carmel Missionery
Morning Worship
11 00a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.

10 a m

this year. If we create, it's got to be better. '

11 a m

We can't have a New Year unleas we make it a
new
one. Let us make Christ OUT pattern, our ideal.

First Methodist
Worship
8 45& 10 50 a m

Flint Baptist
Morning Worship
7:30p.m.
Evening WOrShil7

Salem Baptist
Morning worship
11 aim
Evening WorSniI7
7 - IS o.m

Ye h P. awe
TIE Omni Is hie
••••••••••••
.•• •••• 1.0.7
••••••••.11 0.1..4

Cole's Camp Ground
Worship Service
10 00 a rn.
Oexler-Hardin United
Worship Service 10 00 a.m.
1st I. 2nd Sundays, 11.00 a.m.
3rd & 4th Sunday, 630 p.m.
1st IL 3rd & 4th Sunday

Sugar Creek
Morning worship
11 a.m.
Evening worship
7:15 p.m.
Owens Chabot
Morning Worship
11:00AM
Evening Worship
S:30 PM
Lone Oak Primitive
IST. surioay
10:30 A.M.
3rd Sunday
200 P.M.

Locust Grove
Mornqlq Nor ) p
11 00a.m
E . en.nq Worsti,p
7 00p m

St Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass $ a m., 11 a m 4:30
pm
Saturday Mass
6:30 p.m.
Christian Science
Worship Service
11am
Jehovah's Witnesses
Watchtower
10 X a m
Bible Lecture
9 XI• m

10 00
11 00

Wayman Chapel A.M.E.
wo,sr,,pServ,ces
tlam,lpm
St John's Episcopal
Sunday School
10 . 30a m
Morning Worship
930. m
Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday School
9 15a m
Mor meg ri'OrC1
10 30a m

PASS OR PLAY?
the basket for Cello
Howard pumped in
dropped the first-ro

Seventh 6ay Adventist
Sabbath School
10 00 • m
Worship ServiCe
9 30 • m

L.•

Christian

•.• ••••••••
Ik••1..44 ••••
•• ••I•••• 1H,••••
••• •••Il *M..0 •••••••
..111•••••••

Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 10:00 am. 1St
Sunday-11 00 a.m . 3rd. Sunday
Sunday School 11:00 a.m
1st
Sunday-10.00 a.m. 2nd., 3rd. &
4th Sunday
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service 10,01 a.m. 2nd.
Sunday . 11:00 a.m 4th Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 1st, 3rd
& 4th Sunday
11'00 a.m. and
Sunday

Faith Baptist
Morning Worship
11 A.M.
Evenina Worship
6.30 P.M.

Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School
loam

OS•00° SO %••••• OOO
.0

10:00a.m.
11:00a.m.

Other
Denominations

Liberty Cumberland
10a m
Sunday School
11 pm.
Worship Service
Plesant
Grove
North
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 pm.
Worship Service
Oak Grove
10 a.rnSunday School
Worship Services II a rin., 7 pm.
Mount Pits/nit
Morning Worship
Slam.
7p.m.
Evening Worship
First Presbyterian
Church School
930a.m.
Worship Service
10145 con

.0•••
••••••••
Ia. 111 -1••••

tle.m.
3P.M.

Coldwater
.
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6ip.m.

Presbyterian

Church -Going-Year

Goshen Methodist
WOrShip Services at 11 a m 151 &
3rd SundayS, 7 p m 2nd & 4th
Sundays
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9 45 a m 15t
Sundays,
3r0
II a m 2n0 6. 4th
Sunday

Slam..
7 p.m

Church School
Worship Service

This New Year would be a grand and beautiful
New Year if we could make it

Russells Chapel United
Sunday School
10 a m
Morning Worship
II am

Friendship
Sunday School
Morning Worship

Almo Heights
1141.m.
Morning worship
7:30p.m.
Evening worsn,p
Vaite0, 310 Irvaa
loam
Sunday School
Evening Worship
Ip m
United, New Concord
Sunday SC77001
10 a .rri.
Worship Services Item , 7p m.
Calvary Temple
10a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Services
11• m , 7:30
P
First Assembly 01 God

We have proof inn C,orinthians that old tgings
really pass away and all things become new. And

Temple Hill United

Second Street
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Pentecostal

except to rearrange the calendar.

Kirksey United
Morning Worship
1;00
::00 a
prn
m
Evening Worship
Coldwater United
Worship Service 11.00 am 1st &
2nd Sunday. 1000 am 3rd & 4th
Sunday School 10 00 a.m. 1st &
2nd Sunday' 1100 am
3rd & 4th
Sunday

Kirtisey Baptist
Morning Worship
11 am.
Evening Worship
7 30p.m.

Murray Church
loam
Sunday SchoOl
11a M
Worship Service
LocuSt Grove Church
11 a rn
Morning Worship
7 p.m
Evening Worship

talk as if had things will, of themsels.ex,
become good things, with no effort on our part

Independence United
1st & Ath SundaYs
2nd Sunday
1s
19'
00
0o
3°p
aa. rmn
3rd Sunday

it• m
6 30p m

Nazarene

-*Ariaissami MARI,Pi Wm /Yap. 2/ea4,
as though there were some magic in the month of

Bethel United
1st Sunday
1100a
2nd & 4th Sundays
7:00p
3rd Sunday
9. 30a

West Murray
Morning Worship
10 S0a.m.
Evening WorShiO
60.M.
Union Grove
Morning Worship
10 50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 30p.m.
Seventh& Popahr
Worship Service
10:10a.m.
Evening Service
6p.m.
New ConCOr0
Morning Service
10,5011.M.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Plftlartt Valley
Morning Worship
11 a.M.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.

First Christian
Worship Services
10 )Oa m
pm

7

Murray Christian
Worship Ser V iCeS 10 IS a M , 7 p M
a
i

Triangle Inn
Waymim Chapel
AME Church
Morning Services 10 . 45 A.M

RESTAURANT & CAFETERIA
YOUR CHOICES-Have a seat & order or
cafeteria line
t A breakfast Anytime &

The J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home

Use our

Shady Oaks
Mobile Home Courts

753-2411

753-4953

Mayfield Hwy. 121

Ph. 753 5204

-

Master Tire Service,
RECAPPING

A3P-

753-3164

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

,,Ii.o. 12th & Story
753-6455

E-ilmes

:

Ellis, Mgr

E. W Outland, Supt
Phone 753 8220
V

Hogs bought daily

209 So 7th

COMMERCIAL

621 So 4771

753-1751

Rudy Lovett Distributing
Co.

Lassiter & Frankhousor
Glass Company .

v 4. _I_
KtlitliCikil

Distributing Gulf Products
Tint• - O..r-I.0.•a• - ACCes•Or.•
sOUTot a«, Sr..
MURRAY . i‘v
pi. 'via 8•70...00mik.

, 4

Phone 753 1675

W

Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 171h

1105 POgUe • '2 Block E. of S. 12th.
Phone 753-1489

Call in Orders 753-7101

•

Trenholm's Drive-In
HENNY PENNY CHICKEN

. PIZZA

Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
Sales and Stervice

SPAGHETTI

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OF S200 OR MORE
12th

A

Chestnut

Phone 753-2997

Phone

II.

Peck's Auto & Furniture
Upholstery

Jack's Super Burger
1100 Chestnut Street-Phone 753-8488
Lubie & Reba Parrish, owners

MR

Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air ConditiOking-Heating-Commercial Refrigeration

8. MRS WM. A. JONES, OWNERS

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
Ph 753 7494

604 5 4th
i

Claude Vaughn
p,„„,„„„.,.

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

Palace Drive-In
Points

commercial and

Phone 753 7997
1415 Main Street

Phone 753 3202
I

Ill South 13th

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Physician On Call At All Times
.
1505 Stadium View Drive

Hutson Chemical Co. ;Inc.
"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"

Phone 753 193/

H&H Cycle Shop.
YAMAHA & OKW SALES & SERVICE
McCollough Chain Saws
816 Coldwater Rd
753 807$

4th St

.iO3
403 Maple

753 3251

MAYTAG
Phonc‘3 1763
_ ...
4.

JAS 0 ( l OPTON

Vegetables and Desserts
Open Sundays
Phone 753 7700

HEATiNC.

Fast .Service
Hwy 641 North

5 Mi

SHEET ME TAL

4th at Chestnut

All LONDITIONINr.
Phone 753 4837

SALES
s

Cain &

Treas Motor

Industrial Road

75111/6''

Taylor Motors, Inc.
"West Kentucky Transportation Center"
Your Full Line Chrysler Corp Dealer
4th*at Poplar
7S3 1377
NreasEwmimpares.

.

Phone 754 1319

.Blalock -Coleman
Funeral

Home

muR.RAY/1144/Alf

rRiv4e
,
ta eowtb,
I sr.••••3

,:e.

•

.01,, Jiit'
$107

'Invites

W.),(Triad

You

To

The Private
Living - At No

753 6734

U 5 641 North

Phone-507-M 3280

BE A L'S

7th & Maple

Fitts

Tune-Up & Carburetor Service
Minor Repair & Welding
North 4th St.
Phone 753-8119

-

_

- :BOOKS

111181111111111
753.6015

Wallace's
Book Store

_S:...., 9//..-, .S...t. 11.....,,
1413 Olive Blvd .

71 'III

Block & Ready

East Main Street

-

1-4ighway 611 frith

Ph 753-9999

Mix Co.

BUILDING BLOCKS & READY
MIX CONCRETE

.„
.7.
v.,
,
BURGER
QUEEN

viol

SERV ICE

Custom Pipe Bending
Lifetime GuAtanteed Mufflers

Cost"

...MASt
9EY FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE ,

Adding Machines and

•

God Is Love

Sales
Ambassador Hornet-Matsdor-Gremlin-Jeep
Top Quality Used .Cars
•
,,,._
Five Points
Phone 7516448

SERVICE & RENTALS

Typewriters
Calculators
1 is so 4th

...._

1

Pool Office Equipment & Supplies
Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.

vt-iFic-,

_

No. Murray on 641

American

DIV

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

A Choice Selection of Relishes Salads tOf AI ,.

.

753 6685

Neal Starks
MOBILE HOME SALES
SALES & SERVICE

Motors

W

ColonialHouse
Smorgasbord

.-,-;
Kv

FRIGIDAIRE

MEMBER F.T D
SO2 N

Fern Terrace Lodge

IV1,,rrAy

RCA VICTOR

TD

Phone 753 3()37

Mrs Mona Purdom RN Admin
"A HOME OF DISTINCTION FOR THE
SENIOR CITIZEN -

Ward-Elkins

!
-

.‘Vin
ALAI

i

Shirley Florist
.

SALES AND SERVICE
Admiral & Whirlpool

Residential - Sales & Service

__. 1;tvairs & Installation - Gas & Scwei
50) N tth
Phene 7S1 s1611

•

Dunn Furniture, TV &
Appliance

r

205 No 4th Street

,.,
-

PARK RENTAL

:aiw'

Hwv. 94. 1 Mi. E. Murray Ph

Heating and Air Conditioning

"BOWLING AT ITS BEST/
Fire

-

753 5802

1

John D. Grogan Mobile Homes
- E
SALES
,- ii,...
SERVICE
.pill'
I

Phone 753-8181

802 Chestnut

Ph. 474-2211 Ext. 111

Park

Wells Electric

YOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE DEALER

chat*
Tried

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"

Ky. Lake State

Carroll Tire Service

el Buildings
•

WILHAM.MDR

.1. W

W HOUSE BOAT RENTALS 4.

I

RESIDENTIAL

S

753-3914

By THE ASSOC
Baltimore's fir
tion in the Natio
Association's Ce
balanced precar
gun of the baske
final moments
game against s
lanta Thursday
Both times, th
out going throug
Baltimore hung
victory over th
Hawks to mo
ahead of Atlan
Elsewhere
Thursday, New

Kenlake Marina

Residential - Commercial - Farm - Building Lots
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Washington-Miami

Pro Cage
Matchup Predicted Standings

ASSOCIATED PRESS
Bs THE ASSOCIATED PRMS
NBA
A wild weekend of bowlingEastern Conference
Atlantic Division
feetball style-gets underway
W. L. Pct. G.B
tonight with two post-season
Boston
-2I S .648 college classics.
Now York_
7! 10 .744 2
Buttal0
9 26 257 20
The Peach Bowl at Atlanta,
3 34 081 17
Philadelphia
Central Division
Ga., matches 18th-ranked West
Baltimore
21 14 600 Vir ihia against North Carolina
Atlanta
21 17 553 1/
1
2
Houston
16 18 .471 444
te. Meanwhile, at the
Cleveland
10 27 270 12
Tangerine Bowl in Orlando,
Western Conference
Fla., Kent State faces Tampa.
Midwest Division
W L. Pd. G.S.
There are four games SaturMilwaukee
27 IC) 730 day, including the East-West
Chicago
22 13 629 4
KC Omaha
20 20 500 8' 7
Shrine Game at San Francisco.
Detroit
16 20 4.4.4 KV 7
North Carolina, ranked No. 16,
Pacific Division
Los Angeles
7 800 - plays Texas Tech in the Sun
78
Golden State
72 12 647
5vs
Bowl at El Paso, Tex. In the
17 19 472 Ilys
Phoenix
11 29 275 19',2
Seattle
9 32 243 20
Portland
Thursday's Games
New-York 107, Buffalo 86
Baltimore 112, Atlanta 111
Milwaukee 115. Detroit 91
Golden State 118, Cleveland
105
Only games Scheduled
Friday's Games
Chicago at Boston. afternoon
Buffalo at Baltimore
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New York at Detroit
The Pacemaker Classic roust
Milwaukee at Houston
Portland at Phoenix
have had Mississippi State's
Kansas City Omaha at Los
Tacki Koroneos in mind when
Angeles
the basketball tournament origCleveland at Seattle
Only games scheduled
inated its title.
Saturday's Games
Koroneos, who finished with
Baltimore at New York
Buffalo at Atlanta
only seven points, and had
Milwaukee at Chicago
niissed his only two free
Phoenix at Portland
throws, made the heart-stopKansas City -Omaha at Gold
en State --ping third one with no time left
Philadelphia vs. Boston
at
Thursday night to give the unProvidence, R.I.
Only games scheduled
'defeatedkBulldogs a 66-65 openSunday's Games
ing round triumph over North
No games scheduled
Texas State.
Monday's Games
Los Angeles at Seattle
Mississippi State, 5-0, meets
Baltimore at Milwaukee
East Carolina for the chamOnly games Scheduled
pionship tonight.
Tuesday's Games
Philadelphia at Buffalo
Koroneos picked up a loose
Milwaukee at New York
ball with three seconds left to
Phoenix at Cleveland
Boston at Houston
play and was fouled. He was
Atlanta at Chicago
Kansas City Omaha at Port
land
Los Angeles at Golden State
Only games scheduled
By THE

Bs HUBERT MIZELL .
Associated Press Sports Writer
Feeling about as secure as an
opposing quarterback wearing
Mean Joe Greene as a necklace, it looks to nie like a
Washington vs. Miami matchup
in Super Bowl VII in January.
Then, it could be Pittsburgh
vs. Dallas.
Or the Redskins against the
Steelers.
Maybe even the Cowboys and
the Dolphins in a Super Bowl
rematch.
Nope,
going ahead with
it
Here- are Sunday's uncertainties:
MIMI 17, PITTSBURGH 13
•ft4Seacks up as a defensive
earthshaker withethe.Delphins
ge in
having a sliver of an
the running game.
Now don't go calling out
Franco's Italian Army. Rookie

Harris is sensational, probably
equal to-Miana strongboy runner Larry Csonka. But, the
edge might be the wide stuff of
Mercury Moms.
If it comes down to a war of
field oats, the thing could go
into overtime since the feet of
Garo Yepremian and
the Steelers' Roy Gerela seem
perfectly matched.
REDSKINS 28, COWBOYS 21

Dallas' defense isn't the
gang anytiewe and
Washington's
Over-The-Hill
trisee know this may be, for
some, the last shot at the big
bonanza.
The quarterbacks, Bill Kilmer of Washington and the
Ceebeys' Roger Staubach, are
dead even in passing ability
and courage.
Thus, the edge comes from
the incredible running of Lawrence Brown.
lJiaiiiisday

'Skins Not Worried
Over Dallas Starter
By BRUCE LOWM
Associated Press Sports Writer
WASHINGTON

AP

- '•If

you do the right things on defense, anybody can be playing
quarterback and it won't much
iiiatter:' Washington coach
George Allen said.
Allen said Thursday he believed his Redskins would be
facing Craig Morton Sunday in
the-ganie to decide the National
Conference's entry into Super
Bowl VII-but he figured
wrong.
A few hours after the Redskins finished their closed workout, the Dallas Cowboys aneounced they would go with
quarterback Roger Staubach in
the game at Robert F. Kennedy
Stadium.
The fact that Staubach, more
of a threat to run, would start
in place of Morton, prone to
stay in the pocket, didn't concern the Redskins' coach.
"We are not preparing differently for either of them," Allen
said.
Allen who sprung a five-man
front line on Green Bay to negate the Packer's running
game, also said he didn't expeel any surprises from the
Dallas defense.
-We've played them twice
this year and we pretty much
knew what they've got," he
said. "It's just a matter of
dealing with it."
Washington defensive tackle

Bill Brundige didn't share his
coach's lack of concern over
Staubach's selection.
"I'd rather be facing Morton,
Brundige said, "Staubach's
more of a scrambler and I just
don't like to run too much. We
have to play more spread out
to try and contain him. And we
really can't use that five-man
line as effectively against
him."
Morton, who took over Dallas' signal calling when Staubach suffered a preseason injury, directed the Cowboys to a
10-4 record, one game back of
Washington in the East Division, and into the playoffs with
the NFC's wildcard berth.
But it was Staubach who got
Dallas past San Francisco and
into Sunday's game. He replaced Morton in the fourth
quarter last Saturday and,
trailing by 16 points, brought
the Cowboys within range of a
Toni Fritsch field goal, then
pissed for two touchdowns to
beat the 49ere. 30-28.
'You can't go into a game
thinking 'we've got to prevent
the pass' or 'we've got to stop
the run," Allen said, "or
you're going to get burned.
"It's like a batter who goes
up to the plate worrying about
the knuckle ball. He watches
three fast balls go by for
strikes and goes back to the dugout still waiting for the knuck-

Weekend Bowl Games Begin With Confidence Abounds In
Peach, Tangerine Bowl Games Pittsburgh For Victory

Koroneos Nets Charity
Toss To Lift Bulldogs

Thursday's
College
Basketball

ABA
East
14. L. Pct. GB.
Carolina
26 14 650 Kentucky
23 13 639
Virginia
21 21
500 6.
Memphis
14 24 368 12
Thursday's College Basketball
New York
13 24 351 IP,/
Results
West
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Utah
24 15 615 TOURNAMENTS
Indiana
20 17 541 3'4
ECAC Holiday Festival
Denver
20 17 ,541 3
Semifinals
Dallas
15 21 .417 P 2
S. Carolina 79. Manhattan 69
San Diego . 1626 381 9' 7
St John's, N Y 85, Mich 83
Thursdayl Games
Consolation
Utah 128, New York 90
Villanova 65, Boston Coll 63
Virginia 124, Dallas 117
Niagara
66,
Tenn 62
Carolina 120, Indiana 106
Gums City Tourney
Only games scheduled
•
Semifinals
Friday's Games
LaSalle 76, New Mex. St. 70
New York at San Diego
St
Joseph'S, Pa
76, Du
Dallas at Kentucky
guesne
Only games scheduled
Consolation
Saturday's Games
So Calif 70, Princeton 52
New York at Denver
Georgia 70, R I 62
Memphis vs Virginia at Nor
Granite City Classic
folk, Va
First Round
Kentucky
vs
Carolina
at
Hillsdale,
M.ch
72,
St
Greensboro, N.C.
John's,
Minn
50
Dallas at Indiana
St. Thomas, Minn 92, Pan
Utah at San Diego
h4ndle, Okla , 67
Only games scheduled
S F. Austin 100, Luther, Iowa
Sunday's Games
54
No games scheduled
W New England 84, St Cloud
Monday's Games
76
No games scheduled
Hall of Fame
Tuesday's Games
First Round
No games scheduled
Northeastern 69, S D St 67
Cent Conn 78, Springfield 76
Am International 73, HofStra
58
Geo.
Wash
61, eairielee
Dickingson 59
Quincy Holiday Tourney
Semifinal
Sam Houston St 62, Tenn. St
58
Augustana 69. Quincy 50
Sacred Heart Holiday Classic
Semifinals
Sacred Heart 117, Brandeis 87
a first-hand taste of parity with
Tufts 85, Bridgeport 81
Thursday's loss to Buffalo folConsolation
Amherst 82, Wagner 73
lowing a defeat by St. Louis,
Franklin 8. Marshall 80, Ho
another expansion team, on bart 60
Cotton Bowl
Wednesday. Reay complained
First Round
Sul
Ross
111, Bishop 98
bitterly over Buffalo's second
-Austin 64, E cent St okia
g.oal, claiming a Sabre was in 57
E. Tex Baptist 57, E. Tex, St.
the goal crease and that it
should have been disallowed. 56. OT
Second Round
"It would have been a different
Austin 70 Sul Ross 69, OT
Dallas Baptist 71, E
game without that goal," said
Tex.
Baptist 6.1
Reay.
Roanoke Invitational Tourney
Buffalo Coach Joe Crozier
Semifinals
American U. 99, Appalachian
shrugged off ReaySe-complaint.
St. 84
"I don't think he can blame
First Round
one goal when we put eight in
Clemson 85, Pepperdine 65
Furman 101, Texas 95
the net," said Crozier.

Sabres String Chicago 8-2 In
Only NHL Game Played Thursday
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Once upon a time, the Nations
al Hockey League dreamed
about the far-off future when
its expansion teams would
reach the promised land of parity.
Well, welcome to 1972 and
Buffalo's arrival in that promised land.
The Sabres stung Chicago 8-2
in the only NHL game played
Thursday night and the victory
was Buffalo's seventh straight
over an NHI. pre-expansion
team.
What's more, the -victory
ineved the surprising Sabres
into a tie for third place in the
NHL East with the idle New
York Rangers.
In the World Hockey Associ-

ation Thursday night, New
England downed Quebec 5-3,
Chicago rapped Philadelphia 63 and Minnesota downed Los
Angeles 4-2.
The Sabres exploded for five
goals in the third period, three
of them by Gerry' Meehan, to
wipe out Chicago. The tectory
stretched Buffalo's home ice
unbeaten string to 19 games.
The Sabres have won 16 and
tied three at home and are the
lone NHL learn still unbeaten
at home this season.
"Right now, in this building,
we just don't think we can
lose," said Meehan, captain of
the team. "There was no sense
Toni Webster 'clicked for a
winning in New York last night
pair of third period goals--his
and not winning tonight."
Chicago Coach Billy Reay got 29th and. 30th of the WHA season-to pace New England over
Quebec.

Pacers Drop Fifth Straight
It's tough going for the chainpion Indiana Pacers in the
Allierican Basketball Association these nights.
They suffered their fifth
straight loss Thursday night as
they fell before the Carolina
Cougars 120-106 and dropped
three games behind the first
place Utah Stare in the ABA
West.
The Stars enjoyed a 128-90
romp over the New York Nets
as Glen Combs and Willie Wise
combined for 50 points. The
Virginia Squires beat the Dallas Chaparrals 124-117 in the
other ABA game scheduled.
Milwaukee whipped Detroit
115-91, Baltimore edged Atlanta
112-111, the New York Knicks
trampled Buffalo 107-86 and
Golden State took Cleveland
118-p5 in the National Basketball Association.
The Cougars, on top in the

4 Alabama and seventh-rated
Texas, while top-ranked Southern California collides with No.
3 Ohio State in the Rose Bowl
at Pasadena, Calif., and Nebraska, No. 9, meets No. 12
Notre Dame in the Orange
Bowl at Miami, Fla.
The weekend winds up with
Defense was the item that
the Big Four bowls-the bestfleet reincerried the four
known of abe post-season acceaches as they completed
(ion. That starts Sunday night preparations
for tonight's two
with second-sanked Oklahoma
games.
Meeting No. 5 Penn State in the
-"Whoever does the best job
New Year's Eve Sugar Bowl of
stopping the other will be the
ganie at New Orleans. On New
winner," said Lou Holtz, coach
Monday,
Cotthe
Year's Day.
of North Carolina State, as the
ton Bowl at Dallas matches No. Wolf
pack, 7-3-1, readied to meet
West Virginia in the Peach
Bowl.
Beth teams compiled impressive offensive records during
the regular season with West
Virginia slightly ahead statistrally. The Mountaineers, 8-3,
averaged 36.5 points per game
given two free throws with
and gained an average of 411
regulation time elapsed. He
yards with quarterback Bernie
II issed the first but calmly
Galiffa at the controls. Galiffa
dropped in his next chance for
passed for 16 touchdowns and
the tension-packed victory.
2,312 yards during the regular
Jerry Jenkins topped the
season and ranked fifth in the
Bulldogs with 17 points while
nation in total offense with
Larry Fry had 15. Bobby Iver227.8 yards per game.
sen had 18 for North Texas.
North Carolina State averIn other games involving aged 432 yards and 32.7 points
Southeastern Conference and per game but two of the Wolindependent clubs, Georgia_ fpack's key performers, quartrimmed Rhode Island 70-62 in terback Bruce Shaw and runa consolation of the Quaker ning back Stan Fritts, were
City Classic in Philadelphia; nursing injuries and were listed
Niagara edged Tennessee 66-62 as doubtful starters. Shaw
in a Holiday Festival con- passed for 1,708 yards and nine
solation at New York; Florida touchdowns while Fritts ran for
State downed Penn State 70-62 689 yards and 17 TDs.
in the All-College tourney at
Don James, Kent State's
Oklahoma City; and Wake For- coach, figured his 6-4-1 team
est overpowered Tulane 95-66 in would need a superior effort to
the opening round of the Pal- knock off 9-2 Tampa in the
metto Classic at Charleston, Tangerine Bowl. "Flawless
S.C.
football," was what James
Tini Bassett scored 21 of hisVaeggeit Kent State would re,
23 points in the second half to quires''
rally Georgia, 3-2, to its-- Texas Tech readying for Sattriumph. The Bulldogs meet urday's Sun„ Bowl clash with
Southern California for fifth 16th ranked north Carolina, figures there will be some heavy
place tonight.
Tennessee, now 2-3, and play- hitting in that encounter.
Tech, unranked in the last
ing again without injured 7-foot
center Len Kosmalski, led at Associated Press poll, could
the half 35-30 but lost the lead crack the Top Twenty by
early in the second half and knocking off the Tar Heels. An'never recovered. John Snowtled other game that should have a
direct bearing on the rankings
the Vols with 24 points.
is the Astro-Bluebonnet showFlorida State, 6-2, was given down
Saturday
night.
a technical foul before the lame Tennessee, ranked llth with a
,began and was down 1-0 be- 9-2 record going in, faces the
'cause of the NCAA rule against team directly ahead of it in the
pregame dunking. Lawrence poll, No. 10 Louisiana State
McCray was the culprit but with a 9-1-1 season log.
made amends by hitting for a
game-high 19 points despite
missing most of the final period
with four fouls.
Gator Bowl at Jacksonville,
Fla., No. 6 Auburn goes up
against Colorado, ranked 13th,
and the Astro-Bluebonnet Bowl
at Houston has No. 11
Tennessee facing No. 10 Louisiana State.

Goalie Bruce Landon made 30
saves, many of them spectacuABA East, were led by Billy
lar to earn the victory for the
Cunninghanes 32 points as they
Whalers. The Nordiques got all
overcome the Pacers for their
(4-their goals in the final period
fifth in a row. George
when Guy Gendron, J.C.
MCGinnis was high for the
Tremblay and Alain Caron all
P.acers with 24.
hit. But Webster's two goals
Coultas tossed in 26 points and
kept New England otetop. _
Wise. 24 as they led the Stars
Chicago won its fifth straight
over the Nets. George Carter,
the Nets' leading scorer, was at home with Rosaire Paiement
ejected in the first quarter scoring two goals and Bob Siafter two technical fouls were cinski getting one goal and ascalled against him. "They ob- sists on three others to defeat
viously missed Carter," said Philadelphia.
Jan Pot1i81
laDell Andersen coach of the
-ry Mavety
Stars. Brian Taylor topped the and Rick trirtiThad the other
Cougar goals while Danny LawNets with 20.
Julius Frying scored 32 son, Don Herriman and Andre
points, 17 of them in the third Lacroix connected for the Blazperiod, to lead the Squires over ers.
the Chaps. Rich Jones and Joe
George Morrison scored a
Hamilton each scored 21 to pair-of goals and Wayne Conpace the Chaps who cut Vir- nelly picked up three assists as
ginia's 20-point lead to seven in Minnesota defeated Los Angethe last five Minutes.
les.

Old Dominion Classic
Semifinals
Stanford 67, Navy 6)
Va Tech 81, Old Dominion 80
Palmetto Classic
First Round
Wake Forest 95. Tulane 66
Brown 67. The Citadel 60
All-College Classic
First Round
Fla St 70, Penn St 60
Brigham
Young 83, Texas
A&M 81
Big Eight
First Round
Oklahoma 69, Oklahoma St
62, OT
Kansas St 91, Kansas 20
Pacemaker Classic
First Round
Miss. St 66, N Texas St 65
E. Carolina 83, NE La 75
Sun Bowl
First Round
Tex El Paso 71, SAAU 55
Indiana 75, Houston 72
Tangerine Bowl
Championship
E Tenn 80, Stenson 58
Consolation
Colgate 74, Rollins 63
Far West Classic
First Round
Wyoming 54, TCU 53
Oregon St 88, Baylor 54
Rainbow Classic
First Round
Wash 86. Subpac 77
North Carolina, 73, Utah 61
Nev-Las Vegas Holiday Classic
Championship
Nev Las Vegas 65, Ariz 64
Consolation
Purdue 82, Duke 77

By HUBERT MIZELL .
Associated Press Sports Writer
PITTSBURGH (AP) "We'll beat the Miami Dolphins," Terry Bradshaw said, a
glucose tube dangling from his
left arm at Divine Providence
Hospital.
"Miami's a heck of a team,
biit there's no reason they
should beat the Pittsburgh
Steelers."
That kind of confidence
abounds in Pittsburgh and
Steeler players already talk of
their trip to the Super Bowl.
The Dolphins' 15-0 record
seems to scare nobody.
With Bradshaw, the Pittsburgh quarterback, there's
nothing but victorious thoughts
even though he was flattened
temporarily Thursday by a 24hour virus.
"I'll be ready by game time,
you can bet on it," he said.
"I'll rest and get stronger here
in the hospitat and will have a
kit of time to think about
The Dolphins, champions of
the Eastern Division, meet Central Division king Pittsburgh
Sunday for the American Football Conference title at Three
Rivers Stadium.
Miami's squad flies into town
today for final preparations before the two National Football
League powers fight it out for a
spot in Super Bowl VII.

Inside Com

"I'll tell you about Miami's
defense," said Bradshaw, adjusting his huge eyeglasses.
"They're terribly quick. But.
I'm sure we can move the ball
and put some points on the
board."
Pretty, brown-I iaired Melissa
Bradshaw was again beginning
Ii' share her quarterback husband's confidence. It had been
a neigh day, though.
••I'te never seen anybody as
sick as Terry' was at 3 o'clock
in the morning," she said. "I
was terrified."
Bradshaw said he "spent the
whole night in the bathroom,
sicker than a dog." Then, at 5
Melissa called the Steelers' trainer.
Terry was in the hospital by
noon.
"I'm not missing a thing," he
said, adjusting the I.V. jug that
swayed above his head. "Wednesday was 0-Day (offense)
and I got in all my work.
Thursday is D-Day (defense
and they didn't need me, anyway."
Three years ago, Bradshaw
was drafted No. 1 out of Louisiana Tech and received a
bruising introduction to pro
football on a 1-13 Steeler team.
"I'll tell you, from 1-13 to 12-3
is a glorious feeling," he said.
"But, we're not stopping now
Miami's good, but we'll beat
'em."

Crawford Leads LaSalle
To Win Over New Mexico

By TED MEIER
action but No. 15 Indiana edged
Associated Press Sports Writer No. 13 Houston 75-72 in the Sun
The Skyman is the latest col- Bowl, No. 12 Florida State
orful personality to gain nation- tripped Penn State 70-60 and
al prominence in college bas- No.14 Brigham Young shaded
ketball.
Texas A&M 83-81 in the All-ColThe Skyman is the nickname lege.
for Jim Crawford, 6-foot-5 senIn the Big Eight, No. 16 Kanior co-captain for the LaSalle sas State tripped Kansas 91-70
College Explorers of Phila- and No. I9 Oklahoma went
delphia.
overtime to dewn Oklahoma
Crawford, who gained his State 69-62.
niclMartle because of .extraor';
Oklahoma State threw a
dinary' leaping ability, was La- scarce into unbeaten OklaSalle's most valuable player
homa, but went down as Tom
last season but his prowess was Holland scored seven points in
little noted because of LaSalle's the overtime that erased a
dismal 6-19 won-lost record.
four-point lead by the Aggies.
That picture was changed
"I think the 30-second clock
Thursday night as Crawford definitely influenced
the
threw in a career high of 30 game," said Sooner Coach John
points to lead LaSalle to a 76-70 MacLeod. "Otherwise I'm sure
victory over New Mexico State they' would have gone to a deCINCINNATI, Ohio AP) - in the semifinals of the Quaker lay game after they got the
Pitcher Wayne Simpson, sent City Classic. The victory, on lead in the OT."
Elsewhere Nevada-I,as Vegas
from Cincinnati to Kansas City the heels of LaSalle's 77-72 first
in a winter trade, is stoking up round victory over Southern won the Vegas Holiday by beatbaseball's hot-stove league by California Wednesday, was the ing Arizona 65-64 on Bob Florlabeling management of his for- Explorers' seeenth against two ence's last second basket and
defeats.
East Tennessee took the
mer team "unfair."
-That's as well as I've ever Tangerine Bowl, 80-58 over
'"They were unfair to me and
never were truthful," the 24- played," coinniented the Stetson.
National champion UCLA
year-old righthander said about usually taciturn Crawford who
grabbed 10 rebounds and made goes for its 52nd straight victothe Reds.
Speaking from Ponce, P.R., 11 straight shots in getting his ry tonight against Drake in the
Sugar Bowl at New Orleans,
in a telephone interview 30 points.
LaSalle now goes against itsThursday, Simpson declined to
say whether his comments city rival, St. Joseph's, in the
Ross Brooks
were directed at Reds Manager Quaker City final Saturday'.
Sparky Anderson or General The Hawks advanced by beat- By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
ing Duquesne 76-71.
BOSTON
I, AP i
Manager Robert Howsam.
Ross
St. John's of New York and Brooks, injured last month
"They'd tell me that I'd pitch
on certain days, then those South Carolina, on the come- after major league status as a
days would come around and I back trail like LaSalle, gained 3.5syeareild rookie goalie with
wouldn't be pitching," he said. the Saturday afternoon final of the Boston Bruins of the Nathe Holiday' Festival in New tional Mickey
"That has to upset a person."
League, is headSimpson, dealt to the Royals York. St. John's upset Michigan etl back to the minors.
85-81
on
Bill
Schaeffer's
lastwith outfielder' Hal McRae for
1114,
, Bruins-announced Wedpitcher Roger Nelsen and out- second jump shot and the nesday night that Brooks will
fielder Richie Scheinblum, post- Gamecocks whipped Manhattan jein the Boston Braves on the
ed a 13-1 mark in his rookie 79-69 as 7-foot Danny Traylor read and play' "at least" five
year in 4970 before running into put on an awesome first half teems with the American
show of 21 wefts, 11 rebounds
arm trouble.
Hockey League affiliate to reHe finished the season 14-3, and five blocked shots.
ere!, playing shape. He suffered
None
of
the Top Ten in the a
and dropped to 4-7 in 1971 as
broken collarbone in a
arm trouble continued to ham- Associated Press rankings saw Bruins' shooting drill Nov. 7.
per hini. He posted key vic_tories for the Reds in 1972, rinIVI
IMIUMAIIMPROUOIVINIIIIMUMMIROMIWIRAMIg
wound up with an 8-5 record
and 4.15 earned run average.
He saw no action at all in the i
1
World Series.
2
I
"After- the World Series, I
was'osteaming," he said. "It
was building up for some tune.
I mean they promised me that
I'd pitch in the series and I
didn't. It was evident I didn't
fit into their plans and I asked
them to trade ine."
One thing he said irked him
was that after he would pitch a
bad ganie, he would have to
"sit around for two weeks without pitching. They wouldn't
send tile back out there."
Simpson says he's been
throwing "real good" for Ponce
and has a 5-2 record.
He called the trade Dec. 1
"the first good news I've gotten
in 21 2•years. This trade should
give me a fresh start. I'm just
happy that what happened in
VIIINWVIASIAHAIIIIVIAIIIVINIA
Cincinnati is behind nie."

Simpson Labels
Management Unfair

Wake Forest charged out to a
58-32 halftime lead and the outmanned Tulane Green Wave
was never in contention. Ernie
Isisch led Tulane. 2-4, with 19
points.
Tonight Tulane meets The
Citadel in a consolation contest
while Louisiana State faces
Utah State in the Big Blue
Classic at Logan, Utah, and
Georgia Tech is at Maryland in
the Maryland Invitational.

Hula Coach
HONOLULU AP) - University of Wisconsin head
coach John Jardine has been
named assistant coach for the
Hula Bowl North squad, replacing Northwestern's Alex Agase.
Agase, who recently accepted
the head post at Purdue, told
Hula Bowl officials that he had
too much work pending in his
new assignment to give up the
time to participate in the Jan. 6
North-South football game here.

Attendance Increase
BIRMINGHAM, Ala, I AP)More than three million per-sons attended Southeastern
0
Conference football games this
season, an increase of almost
six per cent over 1971 attendance totals, the SEC announced
Thursday.
The total attendance mark
for 61 games was 3,055,339. The
average crowd exceeded 50,000
for the first time at 50,088.

Best Athlete
VIENNA (AP) - Austria's
Beatrix Schuba, the world and
Olympic figure skating champion, beat double World Cup ski
winner and current leader in
the Cup standings, Annemarie
Preen, in a sports writers' poll
of Best Athlete of the Year.
Miss Schuba, who meanwhile
turned pro, collected a commanding total of 1,544 points.
Miss Proell had 1,387 in the
neWstnen'S popularity count.

HOLIDAY RESTAURANT'
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Aurora, Ky,

REOPENING
January 2, 1973

Serving Your Favorite Foods!!

We Wish to Invite All
of Our Customers Bock
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Buddhist ChantBrings
Lisa Todd Sunshine
By DARREIL ROWLETT
Lisa Todd, a lanky California
lass best known for the flash of
her dark eyes and shapely torso,
has a flair for the exotic.
The sensuous "Sunshine,"
who spends time each week before millions
propositioning
beefy
Junior
Samples at the
Hee Hay haystack, is an insecure young
lady who feels
she has attained her success
with the show
on the strength
Rowlett
A a Buddhist chant.
Lisa remembered in a recent
interview that she took up
chanting over three years ago.
Down on her luck, she hoped to
find an acting job. According to
Miss Todd, the chanting has
helped
her
"physically,
spiritually, and materially."
She had been chanting only a
short time when she landed a
part on Hee Haw.
"People ask me if they can
chant for money," she said.
"Sure, you can chant for money.
What good would chanting be if
you couldn't see a marked
change in your life as a result of
it?"
"Sunshine," as Junior calls
her on the show, also claims to
have recently chanted her way
into a couple of movies. One,
"Doll Squad," will likely draw
an R rating.

people will immediately see a
tremendous change in their life
condition. I have a lot of
confidence now. Before, I was
very unhappy and I didn't have
much self discipline."
Lisa believes that chanting
and Buddhism changes a
person's outlook, then their
environment. "Of course, your
environment is only a reflection
of you," she said. "But that's
where the money comes in. If
you get yourself together,
naturally someone will want to
hire you. It's not money out of
the sky. I believe that chanting
can even make you a better
Christian." She doesn't consider
her
religon
contrary
to
•
Christianity.
Currently, Lisa kft' looking
ahead to a career as a country
singer. Nashville agent Joe
Taylor has already begun
booking her in such a capacity.
"I don't really sing well," she
purred. Yet she still hopes to
eventually record. "In a studio,
it's cool. You know,. they can
work all those little dials and
goodies and all."
Actually, Lisa can sing. Her
voice doesn't need electronic
alteration. As yet, she lacks the
confidence required for any
greatness in the field, despite
her chanting.
"I really love country music,"
she said. "It's just that by
working with the best in country
on Hee Haw, you can get kind of
shattered."

Nevada-Las Vegas
Is Holiday by beat65-64 on Bob Flor•cond basket and
essee took the
Bowl, 80-58 over
champion UCLA
52nd straight victogainst Drake in the
at New Orleans.

Brooks
SOCIATED PRESS
( AP) — Ross
jured last month
league status as a
rookie goalie with
Bruins of the Navy league. is headthe ii tinors.
ns announced Wed'lit that Brooks will
'shin Braves on the
'day -at least" five
ith the American
'ague affiliate to reg shape. He suffered
collarbone in a
'oting drill Nov. 7.
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youth stood ramrod straight as
he was sworn in by Maj. Gen.
John Cushman, commanding
general of the division and of
the post. Standing beside Cushman was Brig. Gen. Harold
'low, deputy commanding general and chief of staff of the
U.S. Army Recruiting Command at Hampton, Va.
Cushman called it "a significant day, marking the achievement of our objective to bring

the 101st to full strength with
volunteers."
Barnes, who plans to become
a paratrooper, will be sent to
Ft. Knox for basic training,
then returned here for the
paratrooper training.
He is guaranteed 16 months'
duty with the 101st, and will receive a $1,500 bonus for signing
with a unit of his choice.
"We are very optimistic to
provide a volunteer army that

Lisa doesn't want to be
thought of as a weirdo because
of her chanting and insists that
Buddhism is not a fad in this
country but a serious religion.
"Our philosophy is world
peace,"
she
explained.
"Naturally I want to be well
thought of and I know a lot of
people will not be able to accept
this, but I don't care if they
chant or not."
She continued, "By chanting,

THE VET:
In his old company he
learned
• skills
• discipline
• teamwork
• loyalty
Isn't he the kind of guy
you want in yours?

However, paratroopers will
be combat-ready by early summer and the 3rd Brigade should
be qualified within a month or

"Many campuses are askin4
now that ROTC return," lie
said.

Asked about a Pentagon report showing college Reserve
Officer Training Corps enrollments are at their lowest ebb
in 25 years, Yow said the program is capable of meeting its
responsibilities.

Mrs. Jesse Barnes accompanied her soil CarY, who is
one of nine children. -I'm
proud of my boy," she said.
Barpes said he picked the
101st because "I had heard
liabiSit it."

NEW YEAR'S
DAY

FABRIC SALE
Reg. 291 yd. 314"White

Reg. 501 spool, 100% Polyester

ELASTIC

Reg. 391 to $10.00 "La Mode"

THREAD

•BUCKLES
1/2 off

18° EA

YD.

250 yds to spool,
(Limit 4 to a customer)

(Limit 4 to a customer)

From our Own Plants!

Reg.$2.99 to $3.99 yd. First Quality

Reg. $2.9 to $5.99 yd. First Quality

POLYESTER

FALL & WINTER

WOOLENS

60" wide, All new Spring Colors
2 to 10 yard Mill Lenths
Large Selection of Stitches & Colors

Skirting, Suitings, Coatings etc.
Twexls, checks, Flannels, Worsteds etc.
2 to 10 yard Sample Pieces

Lisa insists that when she isn't
being shattered, Buck Owens
and Roy Clark, among others,
have given her a lot of good
advice and instruction.
At some time in the future, the
show's hierarchy might even
allow her to sing a solo. Should
that happen, Lisa might even be
forced to skip her Saturday
evening chanting sessions that
currently prevent her seeing
herself on television each week.

Hives Started Beauty
Business For Actress
By RENA PEDEFtSON
Associated Press Writer
DALLAS I AP) — It
isn't enough for Dina MerNI to be nestled in the
Post Toasties famiTy TOt'turmx'
with actor Cliff Robertson for a
husband and an acting career
for herself.
"I want to be busy and creative all the time, she said
with a technicoior smile.
So she has added the cosmetics business to her roles as
wife, mother. actress.
It all started when a cosmetics cornpany sent me some
makeup that gave me huge, GIANT hives!" she explained. "I
was furious that such products
could be on the market and I
protested to a cosmetics executive. It wasn't their makeup
that broke me out, but I told
them they ought to bring out a
makeup that was absolutely

Nicknamed the "Screaming
Eagles," the division lost many
of its men after the 101st returned front its long tour of
duty in Vietnam.

The program, comparativels,
Is far more successful tha
several years ago when it wa,
forced off a number of campusses, he said.

10:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.

KNITS
Lisa Todd

the American people want,"
Cushman said, praising the recruiting program.

Cuginian said.
During the past six months,
enlistments have gone over requirements needed for a volunteer army, he said, and expressed hope that Congress
would appropriate a bonus fund
to attract men with certain
skills.

OPEN JANUARY 1st

From our Own ;Mills!

safe for the consumer and easy
to use
She shook a headfull of honey
blonde hair — immaculately

Foods!!

FT. CAMPBELL Ky. (API
— When Gary Lee Barnes
joined the Army, he received
red carpet treatment with two
generals on hand.
The occasion was marked by
pomp not exactly because of
who he was or what he'd done,
but because he was the 10,000th
volunteer recruited by the 101st
Airborne Division in the last
nine months.
The 19-year-old Leitchfield

50

ight, No. 16 Kan• 6 Kansas 91-70
Oklahoma went
down Oklahoma
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10,000th Volunteer Gets Red Carpet

(Limit 5 yards to a customer)

15 Indiana edged
75-72 in the Sun
,
I Florida State
State 70-60 and
Young shaded
ol in the All-Col-

State threw a
unbeaten Okla•nt down as Tom
.• seven points in
• that erased a
d by the Aggies.
e 30-second clock
influenced
the
.•Iner Coach John
otherwise I'm sure
ave gone to a defter they got the
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coifed — and.said. -•There s no
reason for some of the things on
the market now. They just confuse the consumer and her complexion.•"
The cosmetics company gave
Miss Merrill the go-ahead to
develop her own safe-and-easy
products. Now she spends a lot
of her time jetting to department stores across the country,
telling women who wish they
looked like her how they can try
— with her beauty supplies.
"It's fascinating to me,
Miss Merrill says. "I like the
people. I like the selling. I like
the creative end such as designing the packaging — I just like
the challenge."'
The new role fits in with her
motto. "You're never too busy
to squeeze in one more thing."'
Miss Merrill. 47. has three
grown children from her marriage to Stanley Rumbough Jr.
and she and husband Cliff have
a 4-year-old daughter, Heather
Merriweather,. She said they
don't mind her new responsibilities. "because we have a
great sharing and giving relationship."
Miss Merrill. whose grandfather was Charles Post. the
cereal king, was taught not to
rest on the tamily wealth. "My
mother made me learn shorthand and typing so I could always earn a living."' She tried
acting instead and was a success playing sophisticated
beauties Her upcoming
projects Include two movies.
"The Walking Major:' and
"Throw Out the Anchor '•

Reg. $1.00 yd. First Quality

our Annual Fall & Winter

SOLID COLOR

BATISTE
,
38 colors to cfiliose from
Full bolts, Machine Washable
For Blouses, Shirts, Sleepwear etc

Reg. $1.99 yd. Washable

PRINTED ARNEL

FABRIC CLEARANCE
CONTINUES...
Our Fall & Winter Fabrics now Reduced to COST and
even LESS1 Polyester Double Knits, Woolens, Jerseys
etc. All now at fraction of our regular low, low pricei

WE SELL FOR LESS DIRECT
TO THE PUBLIC BECAUSE...
WE OWN OUR OWN MILLS
WE OPERATE AT LOWER OVERHEAD,
f OUR TREMENDOUS BUYING POWER GIVES US VOLUME DISCOUNTS
I OUR HUGE VOLUME ENABLES US TO SELL CHEAPER
f WE GET NEWEST FASHION FABRICS FROM OUR OWN PLANTS

JERSEY
New Spring 1 973 prints
Ante!, Nylon & Acetate Jersey
2 to 10 yard Sample Pieces

66

LOWEST PRICE
GUARANTEE
ONEY REMNANT HOUSE
GIVES YOU A WRITTEN GUIRANTEE
OF [OCR PRICES'

Paris, Tn.

e.4

P' If after puromw of fabric from REMNANT
HOUSE you find that you can purchaw the
identical fir‘t qualiR fabric from an. other „1
retailer in (he trade area at a fov.er rice. o.4
REMNANT HOUSE v411 cheerfplly refund the
r) difference.
01
GOotll AnIn.n One Nem. of 0,e,Cnafe
glj
of r abr.f. from Wernani HOuVel
el
fm
rfr
GUARANTEE OF LOWEST PRICES
go
ON 1ST QUALITY FABRICS'

4 D111110% Of'OVL 01- tilt k'ORL D3 F0REW0‘1 ill'.4REL tWA.N( I ICI OR( Rs

204 W. WASHINGTON

YD

9 - 5 IM - Th)
9 - 6 (Friday)
9 - 5:30 (Saturday)
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FOR SATURDAY, DECEMBER 30, 1972
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
A day of mixed influences.
Some excellent advantages
indicated, but it will be important to watch the budget and
not to overcommit yourself to
future expenditures.
TAURUS
CC
Apr. 21 to May 21)
Some hidden opportunities
look truly great. Finding them
and making the best use of them
will be a big factor in this day's
success; will also strengthen
future security.
GEMINI
: May 22 to June 21)
Mercury fairly generous.
Dovetail activities with those of
associates. Joint performances
more resultful than solo ventures now.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23)
Lunar aspects indicate a new
chance for advancement. Keep
going in familiar areas and
keep extracurricular activities
in their proper place.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 231
Focus ambitions on an attainable plateau. Don't strive
for the unreasonable. If not well
counseled, new ventures could
pose a problem.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) Frr
It may be advisable to
slacken your gait in order to
detect error of method or
details overlooked. Avoid
foolhardy ventures. Plan with
confidence.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Good influences. With discretion and diligence, you can
have a profitable day. Examine
requirements thoroughly and
satisfy them properly. It will
Pay off.
SCORPIO

(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Mixed influences. Average
effort will not reap as much as
the better try. A seeking,
searching mind will dig out the
essentials — and new opportunities.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
"
Splendid influences now give
hope for that which seemed
''lost," broader understanding
of complicated situations and
another way to get around a
knotty problem.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. V to Jan. 20) Vi
Some complexities indicated.
However, your ability to move
in tight spots and maintain
equilibrium through heavy seas
will pay off.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) -•*`"---,
Yoir, planets in fine configuration. Seek top-flight investments for your money, time
and talents. A rewarding day if
you play your cards right.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
You are one of those gifted
persons who can produce
original and unusual ideas when
they are most needed. This is
your day to shine
YOU BORN TODAY are
dandy combination of the
practical and the artistic, and
should attain considerable
success if you develop your
versatility
and
business
acumen. The Sign of Capricorn
has produced many moving
writers, brilliant educators and
statesmen; also scientists of
renown. You tend to worry too
much, however, and to doubt
your own abilities. Once you
overcome this lack of confidence, you should have clear
sailing. No doubt then that you
can keep in line with the top
achievers and even set new
records in surprising areas.
Birthdate of: Rudyard Kipling,
Eng. author; Alfred E. Smith,
American statesman.

Celebrate with the

Colonel's Holiday Pak

Sat.,Sun.,13 Mon.
15 pieces of chicken
1 pt.of cole slaw
lpt. of baked beans
1 pkg. Rolls
Large pkg. Potato Chips
2 Family Size Colas

Sunday
School
Lesson

TOSES

By Dr. H. C. Chiles
ISRAEL IN GOD'S HANDS
Jeremiah 18:1-11
Jeremiah did his best to awaken the consciences of the people
and to show them God's way. Their delinquencies, sins, and
failures cut the prophet deeply. He was disappointed, displeased,
discouraged, depressed, and somewluttf despondent over the
conditions which prevailed. To him it seemed that for Israel there
was nothing left but ruin. He wondered if the nation could not be of
further use to God, against Whose will her people had rebelled.
Thinking that God had done everything possible for the nation,
and balieveing that destruction was inevitable, Jeremiah was on
the verge of giving up and quitting. It was difficult for him to
understand how the wise and gracious purpose of God could be
accomplished through a people who persisted in ignoring His
purpose and rebelling against His will.
While Jeremiah was brooding over the failures of the people,
God told him to go down to the potter's house. Upon his arrival
Jeremiah found the potter engaged in his daily work. As he
watched him at his work, Jeremiah was given divine insight into
the ways of God with men, both individuals and nations. Gazing
intently upon this skilled and industrious workman, Jeremiah
must have noted at least four things:
A Person
Jeremiah observed an intelligent and capable workman at a
potter's wheel, taking a lump of clay, moistening it, kneading it
with his hands, and placing it on the wheel, which revolved at the
pressure of his foot on the treadle. He observed his nimble fingers
manipulating the clay on the revolving wheel, making it into a
useful vessel, in keeping with his purpose and design.
To Jeremiah the potter represented God, and this incident
taught the sovereignty of God. As the clay was shaped by the
.potter's hand, so the nations are shaped on the wheel of time by
the hand of the infinite God. The principle of God's sovereignty
calls for man's cheerful submission. Those who have yielded to
the skill of is hand have been made into vessels of honor for His
use. None should fear or shrink from the will of God for their lives,
for His will is always right and best for the individual or for a
nation.
A Plan
Jeremiah observed that the potter was working according to a
certain plan or design in his mind. That plan regulated and
determined everything that he did. Two important factors were
involved in his creative work, namely, the pressure of his hand
upon the clay and the pace of the revolving wheel, and the potter
was in charge or control of both. If a potter works according to a
plan, surely we can expect as much of God, Who plans every life.
Things cannot go well in any life that is outside the circle of God's
will. It is the mark of wisdom for every person to discover God's,
plan for his life and then to conform to it with unwavering fidelity.
Accept God's plan for your life becausese it is best for you.
A Probability
The potter concentrated on fashioning the clay into a useful
vessel, but something within the-clay would not yield to the deftness of the potter's hand,so his plan was thwarted and his purpose
was frustrated. Since the clay represents man, doubtless you
have caught the idea. Sin always mars and defiles an individual, a
fatnily, a church, or a nation. Nation after nation has defied the
will of God and come to disaster, defeat, and doom. Any nation
whose people persist in trying to get along without God will
eventually sleep in the cemeterytif defeated nations. It is both the
highest dignity and the greatest danger in life that we can say
"No"to God,and thus mar His plan for our lives. What a pity that
some refuse to do the work which God assigns to them!
A Possibility
Instead of tossing aside the clay in the marred vessel, the potter
started over again. With the same clay he attempted to make
another vessel as seemed best to him. He refused to permit his
skill to be baffled.
From observing the potter at work Jeremiah learned the
glorious truth that individuals, families, and nations, which have
been marred by mistakes, failures, and sins, can be remade by
the mighty power of God Who refuses to allow His skill to be
baffled. Just as the potter could not make what he wished with the
clay, but did the best that he could with what he had, God is doing
His best for and with us. In so many cases God has taken the
pieces of broken lives and made them over. However', we need to
know and ever remember that a broken life, whether of an individual or of a nation, will never be what it would have been had
it not been marred.
If you will place your life in God's hands, and let Him mold it,
make it, bless it, and use it, He will make of it something far
beyond anything that you could possibly do with it. Completely
sturender to His blessed will and let Him have his way wityou.

*

Prices In This Ad Good Fil.-Sat.-Sun., December 29-31

DRAPES

MATERIAL
60 Inches Wide

Regular to '6.96
Regular '3.88

$288
,

ydt

TABLE LAMPS

FATIGUE
MATS

MILK CAN STYLE
UNDER BED

=win,
Reg. 99
'

Heavy Fiberboard

724:p

FLOOR
LAMP

Reg. 5 1.48

•No-Mar Top

4-PC. PLASTIC

•White Shades' .

CANNISTER
SET

RUBBERMAID

CAR MATS

•Walnut Base

Protects Car's Carpet
Attractive, Long-,Wearing

New Design, in Gold,
Green or Orange

Reg.
'
15.97

Reg. '3.99

Reg. '4.88

$344
QUILTED TAFFETA
WHIRLWIND

BEDSPREAb

VACUUM CLEANER

•Twin Size •Floral Print

\

Cannister Type
with Attachments

Reg.
'
6.97

Reg.
'
29.88

88

BANKAMERICARD

GLASSBAKE OVENWARE
Rog.

BED
PILLOW
Foam Filled
Non-Allergenic
Regular '1.14

to $1.17

40C

77ç

Lovely Landscapes,
Seascapes

• 8 inch Sq. Cake
Dish
01214 Qt. Utility Dish
-Ilk -Qt.—Deep Loaf

Aet

Regular '9.97

Poke Guards

FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN
Murray Branch
7th and Main

I

ki u;cum

Phone

Linda Adams
753-2378

ADORN
HAIR
SPRAY
13-oz,
Reg. '1.72

BANDAID

CALM 2
SUPER DRY
ANTI-

SHEER
PERSPIRANT
STRIPS

30 to Box
Reg. '1.09

ERVIC:E

WetS

Guaranteed Mufflers at Economy Prices!
7th & Maple St.
Phone 753-9999

$

11 28

24"x 48"

PICTURES

• I Quart and
2 Qt.

MOVING?
Ito sure to get in touch
with the Welcome Wagon
hostess. She can help you
get to know your new community as quickly as possible.

DICK BOY
Joshua Lee is th
chosen by Mr. and Mr
Dale Dick of Murray R
for their baby boy,
eight pounds fourteen
born on Monday, Dece
at 1:17 p.m. at the
Calloway County Hosp
The new father is eni
Murray State Univers
Grandparents are M
Mae Dick of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. J
Tabers, Sr., of Fa
Route One. Great gra
are Mrs, Virgie Dick

Foam Rubber

Hog Market

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (API
policeman
—
Plainclothes
armed with sawed-off shotguns
have been stationed by the Police Department at various
businesses in an effort to cab
holiday season robberies.
Deputy Chief Carl Johnson
said more than a dozen policemen will remain stationed at
various city liquor stores, grocery stores and all-night gas
stationstwougli the first of the
year.

COMBS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
of Benton Route Two a
parents of a baby boy,
Todd, weighing eight pou
ounces. born on Si
December 24, at 2:30 am
Murray-Calloway C
Hospital.
They have anothe
Matthew, age ten,
daughter, Michelle, ag
The father is employed
Ingram Corporation,
sville.
Grandparents are
Mrs. Joe Combs of
Rivers and Mr. and M
Chambers of Benton
Two.

Ideal for Kitchen

STORAGE
CHEST

"Have Thine own way, Lord! Have Thine own way'
Thou art the Potter, I am the clay.
Mold me and make me After Thy will,
While I am whiting, Yielded and still."

Service-December 28.,, IM
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1111 Est. 650
Barrows and Gilts 1.00 lower
Sows 1.00 lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. - 830.75-31.25
US 1-3 200-250 lbs.- $30.00-30.75
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. - 829.25-30.00
_US 3-4 250-280 lbs. - $28.50-29.25
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. - 522.50-23.50
US 1-3 350-650 lbs. - 522.00-22.50
US 2-3 450-650 lbs. - 521.00-22.00
13oars 20.00-22.00

DOUBLE KNIT

Asstd. Sizes- Colors

Purchase Area
753-7101

POLYESTER

FIBERGLASS
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FBIRTITITSA
COMBS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Combs
of Benton Route Two are the
parents of a baby boy, Mark
Todd, weighing eight pounds 6'2
ounces: born on Sunday,
December 24, at 2:30 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have another son,
Matthew, age ten, and a
daughter, Michelle, age five.
The father is employed by the
Ingram Corporation, Gilbertsville.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Combs of Grand
Rivers and Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Chambers of Benton Route
Two.

DUNCAN GIRL
DICK BOY
A baby gift, Ladonna Kaye,
Joshua Lee is the name
weighing six pounds twelve
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Roger
ounces, was born to Mr. and
Dale Dick of Murray Route One
Mrs. Donnie Duncan of Dexter
for their baby boy, weighing
Route One on Tuesday,
eight pounds fourteen ounces,
December 26, at 11:59 pin, at
born on Monday, December 25,
the Murray-Calloway County
at 1:17 p.in, at the MurrayHospital.
Calloway County Hospital.
The new father is employed
The new father is employed at
by the General Tire and Rubber
Murray State University.
Company, Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mrs. Hilda
Grandparents are Mrs. T. W.
Dick
Mae
of Murray Route One
Duncan and Mr.and Mrs. Royal
and Mr. and Mrs. Joshua H.
Parker, all of Dexter Route
Tabers, Sr., of Farmington
One. A great grandmother is
Route One. Great grandparents
Mrs. Nettie Burkeen of Dexter
are Mrs. Virgie Dick of Murray
Route One.

itch en
ubber

99'

——--
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GAZETTE TERRACE

Published at:
1505 Stadium View Drive, Murray, Ky.
Editor: MONA PURDOM

ST1C

STER
in Gold
Orange

'3.99

287
iND
LEANER
ster Type
ttachments

• '29.88

2
88

4"x 48"

URES
y Landscapes,
Seascapes

ular 1997.

SUAVE
Shampoo
8-oz.
Size

r Reg. 64`
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We at FERN TERRACE wish to thank you for remem• bering us with cards, visits, fruit, candy, gifts, homeamde
•
• favors, songs, baked goods, flowers entertainment and
:
11 parties. Each In your own way has made our Christmas
•
• bright and beautiful: a long time remembered and treasured
•time for eaCh of us.
•
▪ We would like to acknowledge the following who cared to
• share with us this holiday season:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Randy Thornton Service Co.
Mr. James Lawrence
Wright and Crouch Construction Co.
Robert Orr and Company
Junior Boys Class of Grace Baptist Church
Hickory Grove Church of Christ
• Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
•
Gene and Jo's Flowers
Murray Lions Club
United Methodist Women
Mr. Robert Carlile
Mr. Ed Prince
J.3I. Churchill Funeral Home
New Providence Church of Christ
Murray State University Students
Immanuel Baptist Church
Zeta Dept. of the Murray Woman's Club
Jr. Class of New Concord Church of Christ
Baptist Student Union
Lyndia Cochran and Students
Martin Chapel Youth Choir
Murray Homemakers Club
Girl Scout Troop No. 196
Murray Christian Fellowship
Brownie Troop No. 216
Mr. Cantrell Jones and Group
Friendship Young Adult S.S. Class-Church of Christ
Dexter-Hardin Methodist Youth Choir
First Christian Church Choir
Beta Club of Calloway Co. High School
Palestine Methodist Church
W.M.U. Flint Baptist Church
Mr. Norman "SANTA" Culpepper
GA's & R.A.'s-Locus Grove Baptist Church
M.Y.F. —Bethel Methodist Church
South Pleasant Grove Methodist Church
Acteens-First Baptist Church
BuMac Boys
Mr. Clarence "SANTA" Boren
Mr. Vernon Stubblefield
Rev. Martin Mattingly
Mr. Gene "SANTA" Miller
Mr. Tom & John McElrath
Mrs. Lillian Shelton
Medline Industries
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Laurion
Mrs. Connie Sims
Mr. Frank Albert Stubblefield
We would also like to take this time to•thank Mrs. Glyco
Wells and the North Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Missionary Society for all of their many
volunteer hours spent baking birthday cakes for us this past
year. We sincerely appreciate you!!
We must also thank our staff for assisting at the holiday
Activities Without their co-operation, friendly attitude and
hard, untiring work, the holiday festivities could not have
been successful.
Our hats off to the FERN TERRACE EMPLOYEES:
Our Cooks: Martha Thorn, Gerrie Miller, Dorothy
Williams, and Faye Todd.
Kitchen Aides: Don Riley, Betty Arnn and Rachel Latham
Nurses Aides: Wanda Lyons, Peggy Parrish, Margie
Lyons, Norvell Hubbs, Melinda Stone, Dortha Duncan,
Dorothy Green, Noveda Bell, Inez Lovett, and Melba Todd.
Office assistant: Mildred Jones
Orderly and all around man L.D. Cook, and his assistants.
Beckham Passmore and David Barrowman.

Baptist Women Of
Elm Grove Hold
December Meet

r

I Via

Route One and John
Willeford of Texas.
DAVIS BOY
Mr. and Mrs.John H. Davis of
Murray Route Six announce the
birth of a baby boy, Christopher
Noel, weighing six pounds
fifteen ounces, born on Monday,
December 25,at 8:59 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. '
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Davis of Mena, Ark.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Pumroy of Tinley Park, Ill.
Great grandparents are Mrs.
Caroline Davis of Chicago,
and Ralph E. Puniroy of
Downers Grove, Ill.

—
.
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Professional man
really loves his work
By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR HEARTBROKEN: No professional man in his
right mind would have sexual relations with a patient. Your
husband needs treatment himself and should not be allowed
to continue practicing until he has been rehabilitated.
If you love him, don't leave him, but DO insist he see •
psychiatrist about his problem. If he continues as he is, be
will not only lose his family but his practice as well.
DEAR ABBY. I finally found one answer to the age old
"1 never received a 'thank you' for my gift" problem.
A few months ago, the son of a very close relative was
married. Prior to the wedding, the bride-to-be had more
showers, lunches, and dinners than most young girls. The
more like wedding
gifts she received were very lovely
gifts.
Many people were invited to the showers and, of course,
to the wedding, so many, many gifts were given to this
young couple. To date, not one person has received a
"thank you" note.
. Rather than bother the bride's mother for mother-inlaw] I called the bride. I figure that if she's old enough to
get married, she is old enough to explain why she didn't
bother to thank plople for their gifts. Also, I wanted to
know if mine was received
Her answer was, "Oh, yes, I got everything, but if I
only thank some of the people, the others will get mad."
How would you have responded to that?
E. K.
DEAR E. K.: I'd have told her that since she thanked
IforboAlY. EvItRYBODY was mad!

Campus Casual

HOLIDAY GOODIES—For a
very feminine holiday look,
it's the apron dress. White
tablecloth lace is posed over
black and white pin-dotted
cotton in this little girl
charmer from Cinderella's
Mrs. George Hart and
holiday collection.
grandson, George Landolt, are
spending
holidays
the
vacationing in Paris, France.
Rev. and Mrs. Larry Gilniore
Mr. and Mrs. Brandon Dill
and Mrs. Michael Dill have of Fort Worth, Texas, and Mr.
been the guests of their and Mrs. Jimmy Stroud of
daughter and sister-in-law, Paducah were the holiday
Mrs. James McMinn, Mr. guests of their parents, Mr. and
McMinn, and children of Mrs. Marvin Harris, Olive
Extended.
Lancaster, Ohio.

DEAR MIFFED: No. There have always been people
who talk about what they have, where they've been, and
who they know. The really worthwhile people talk about
Ideas and issues.
DEAR ABBY You once gave a definition for "MATURITY" before a high school audience in St. Louis six years
ago What was it?
WREN D.
DEAR LOREN: To be able to stick with a job until it's
finished, to do one's job without being supervised, to be
able to carry money without spending it, and be able to
bear an injustice without wanting to get even.
Problems? Trust Abby. For a personal reply, write in
ABBY. BOX 13700, L. A.. CALIF. tee* and enclose a
stamped, addressed envelope.
Hate to write letters? Send Si to Abby, Box Woe, Los
Angeles, Cal. 9006.11. for Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters for All Occasions."

Glad
New Year
Greetings

NEW YEARS DAY
FABRIC SALE
OPEN SUNDAY St MONDAY!
100% POLYESTER

KNITS
A truly outstanding selection—prints & solids, novelty prints, checks. stripes in
an array of colors. 60" wide
and on bolts. Machine wash
& dry. Made of easy care
100'. polyester.

NEW

• PLEASE FORGIVE US IF WE HAVE FAILED TO
•
• ACKNOWLEDGE ANYONE!
• 000000000000000000000is••••••••••••••••••••

to 2.99

BONDED
METALLIC

It's time to ring milt-our /Critie!.

for health, wealth and hfippinesskfor
specially nice friends and customers.

KINGSWOOD BEAUTY SALON
Freda Steely & Bonnie Watson
Kingswood Sub
Phone 753-55tr

99

100% POLYESTER

v Beautiful Prints
v Machine Wash & Dry
v 45" on Bolts $

DOUBLE
KNITS

67

Assorted stitches of perfect
polyester at a clearance
price. All 100% polyester.
60" wide, and on bolts.
Conte to Fabrific and save
on every yard of fabric you
buy.

Our Reg. 2.29

FASCH
KI
N
ITIFT
Arnel acetates, scents & nylons and soft & silky jersey
knits. 45" wide in designer
lengths. Come to Fabrific's
New Year's Sale and save.

Our Reg. 2.99

1

99

Values to
1.99 if
on bolts

QQC
r 0.

29YcD

Yo'

New Shipment
Printed Jersey

1
CORDUROY

Values to 1.99
if on bolts

DRAPERY
Antique
satins. damn
sheers and many more. 45"
wide. A truly beautiful assortment in drapery lengths.

Ong. to
2.99
lion bolts

Air

ASSORTED

NOTIONS
Low prices on scissors,
needles,
pin
cushions,
tracing
wheels.
Select
from over 30 items at a
fraction of Original price.

Values to
69'
II

E

SLEEPWEAR

CHALLIS

Corduroy in popular wide &
pin wale reduced specially for
this salt 100. cotton, 45" wide,
designer lengths. Sow and sate

OPER FROM:
Sun. 12:30-6:30
%ion. 9 a.m.-6:30

Y 0.

100% Orlon Acrylic

4P

P.S. When making your new year resolutions for voluntary
groups to assist parties, crafts, or special interests think of
us. We need you! Call 753-710.

'Values

• Our Reg.
2.99

Our Reg.
kor 79'
YEAR!!

KNITS
NIS

An outstanding bargain we know
you will appreciate. 100% orlon
knit face with 100'. acetate
bond. 60" wide. Solids & fan—
cies in designer lengths

Select from a wide range of
colors. Stock up now at clearante prices. 15% metal, gb•.
orlon acrylic, 60" wide and of
course on bol ts.

Gives body to any fabric
and handles beautifully.
100% non-vv3ven fibers 40"
wide. Machine washable. No
bias Of Vain.

HAPPY

1 Price
2 Sale

inAdoitalk\

QUILTS
v Machine Wash & Dry
v 45" on Boltss247
Our Reg. 2.99

INTERFACING

THANK YOU!!!!

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING IN REAR
Across from the Administration Bldg
Hours: 8-5 Mon.-Fri.

PeAdoecalk\

Originally to 1.99
DEAR ABBY: We are wondering how many married
couples are suffering from a social status game people pl.y
when two or three couples get together. It goes something
like this:
"We have three cars, two boats, and now HE is talking about buying another snowmobile! How do we get all
that in a two-car garage?"
Or, "We spent the weekend at the lake cabin with
[your favorite friendsl and drove over to this place for
dinner. Altho the tab was 983 for four of us, we weren't
impressed with the salad."
Abby, are we out of it? Why do people try to outbrag
each other? Is this something new in our affluent society?
MIFFED IN SX. LOUIS PARK

lUlk' pill. %all breakfast at one
a3 rteser vations at (ale dollar
tier ticuple should bc made by
December 30 with Messrs and
Mesdames Delmer Brewer,
J. P. Parker, David
or A. R. Hatcher.

The Baptist Women of Elm
Grove Baptist Church met in
the home of Mrs. June Crider
and Mrs. Mae Williams on
Tuesday, December 19, at
Mr. and Mrs, V.O. Shelton
eleven-thirty o'clock in the
wilk. celebrate their golden
morning.
Christmas carols were sung
wedding Anniversary with an
open hoifse of their foster son.
by the group prior to the buffet
luncheon served at noon. The
Jimmy Wilkinson and wife, at
beautifuully
home
was
515 Shady Lane, Murray, from
decoraged in the holiday theme.
Iwo to five p.m. All friends and
Sainday,
--NFeiaer 31
were
present
Those
A New Year's Eve party_ will relatives are invited. No gifts
Mesdames Ethel Simmons, oe at the Oaks Country Club at please
Letha Causey, Tennessee ooooooooooooooo oo • • • • • • • • • •
Outland, Louise Outland, Pearl
Moore, Eunice Shekel!, Juanita
Lee, Ethel Weston, Electa
Fulkerson, Floy Caldwell, Mae
Williams, and June Crider.

7Decov
' e -14141.-

DEAR ABBY: My home is on the verge of breaking up
and there seems little I can do about it. If I leave my
husband, there will be three teen-aged children without a
father, but I see no other solution.
My husband is a professional man with a valuable
career. He has admitted to having had sexual relations
with a young woman patient 10 years his junior and now he
says he's in love with her, but he claims he is also still in
love with me. Can this be?
- We were Married when we were both in college 23
years ago and I still love him. -Our sex life has been
tremendous,'yet he tells me that "in the line of duty" he
helped this woman to find her "ego identity" by teaching
her how to love.
Can't stay married to a man who would have relations
with other women in the line of duty or for any other
reason.
Is this something new in psychotherapy? I can't believe
psychologists really believe this will help their patients.
What of their own emotional involvements and that of their
families?
HEARTBROKEN

Saturday, December 30
Annual New Year's Eve
Dance at the Murray-Calloway
Country Club. Dancing from 9
to 1 a.m. to music. of Byron
Gallinaire and his band. Admission 910 per couple. No
reservatiiins necessary.
The annulTana dinner for
the congregation of the Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ
will be held in the all-purpose
room of the basement at six

khITS

A fantastic assortment of single and double knits in the
"look of wool" 100'. acrylic.
60" wide aid on bolts. Stripes
prints, c ecks. and novelty

..FABRIC CENTERS/

Ong. to
1.99 if
on bolts

88

'to.

COTTON
KNITS

Wow what a bargain en cottons and cotton blends. 45"
wide, perma press, machine
wash & dry

$ 1 00
100% POLYESTER

DOUBLE
KNITS
Low low clearance price on
100% fancy double knits
Jacquards, tone on tones,
multi-colors and many more.
60" wide and of course on
bolts. Machine wash & dry,
perma-press & no iron.

Our Reg. i3.99

79

Our Reg.
1.59

cfabila

FLEECE

Extra special low price en this
Popular winter fabric—(00'. nylon fleece. 45" wide, machine
wash and dry.

n

Da ily
9.9

YD.

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center SUNDAY
Hwy. 641 So. - Murray, Ky. 12:30-6:30

ii
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Feeding Cows On Pasture Through
Winter Season Proves Successful
GILBERTSVILLE, KY.—
Cows fed on pasture through the
winter have come through in
good shape under. southeastern
Ohio conditions. That is what an
Ohio State University researcher told an audience of Kentucky beef producers here
recently. The occasion was the
West Kentucky Beef Cow
Conference at Kentucky Dam
Village. The speaker was
Charlie Boyles, who supervises
Ohio State's Eastern Ohio
Resource Development Center
where studies on winter pasture
feeding are currently underway.
Boyles said winter pasture
offers farmers with beef cow
herds a way to cut costs. By
accumulating feed in the field
instead of harvesting, storing
and handling forage several
times, the cost and labor of
winter feeding can be substantially reduced. Also, costs
bedding are eliminated.
With the generally mild open
winters of the area and the
natural protection of the hills
and wooded ravines, conditions
-at the. Ohio research farm are
similar to those in Kentucky.
Boyles said the results of the
studies at the farm so fartBelw
that field stored forages have
enough quality to keep cows in
good condition. Dry beef cows

do not need the high quality feed
necessary for lactating dairy
cows, Boyles pointed out.
The idea behind the winter
feeding system is to accumulate
forage in the field during the
summer and fall, saving it until
late November. By this time the
cows have cleaned up sununer
pasture.
At the Ohio experiment .farrn
an eleven-acre thin, weedy
bluegrass pasture was grazed
until midswiuner, then -was
sprayed to kill the weeds. In late
summer, Ithe- pasture was
reseeded, producing an excellent stand of Kentucky 31 tall
fescue and ladino clover by late
fall.
The new stand developed
rapidly and was fertilized with
200 pounds of ammonium
nitrate per acre in early April.
The field was grazed for two
weeks in mid-May with 25 beef
cows and calves. The regrowth
.was baled in round bales in late
June, producing two tons per
acre of good quality hay. The
bales were left where dropped
by the baler, thus eliminating
handling and storage.
The field was allowed to
regrow again until late fall.
Harvested sample areas
showed 2.6 tons per acre of dry
matter regrowth, and added to
the hay, this made an accumulated total of 4,5 tons per

Mienie War Could Flare
Up Again Over Labeling

acre. A good stand of ladino carried one cow per acre for the
clover remained in the heavy winter months. Both bales and
tall fescue sod, increasing the standing forage were well
forage quality, The field was utilized with relatively little
divided into three lots with waste, Boyles noted.
electric fence for controlled
grazing.
._,The Ohio researcher said
Winter grazing began on dividing winter pasture' by
November 16 with 25 mature electric fence is a must. Cattle
beef cows in sood condition. tend to eat more feed than is
They were provided with only necessary if it is available. And
salt, minerals and water—no although
grazing
winter
_supplemental feed and no requires much itesS- labor in
shelter. The baled hay in the taking care of the cows, good
field at the time winter grazing managenient still requfres daily
began had 12.4 percent crude attention, according to Boyles.
protein, while the green stan- Good forage management is
ding forage had 11.6 percent. also essential. This includes
Both had well above the 7.5 liming according to soil tests
percent crude protein recom- well as adequate fertilization.
mended for mature pregnant
Boyles said beef producers
beef cows by the National
with cow herds in hill country
Research Council.
Boyles said that on March 15, should consider the possibilities
when the forage was used up, of saving feed and labor costs
the cows averaged only eight through winter grazing. He said
pounds less than when they the new forage handling and
started winter grazing. They feeding methods must be
wintered in good health, stayed worked into the existing beef
ifrgood condition and went on to cattle operations, ...but added
drop gbod healthy calves on that the potential contribution
of these neW methods is
pasture.
The percent crude protein in tremendous.
the forages changed very little
Boyles., was one of several
during the winter, Boyles said.
Standing forages sampled on guest speakers to participate in
January 31 had 11.2 percent the conference, which- was
crude protein, and the bales hay .sponsored by the University of
Kentucky
College
of
had 13.5 percent.
The winter pasture with the Agriculture and Livestock
baled hay and standing growth Breeder Journal magazine.
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By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer
WASHINGTON I AP) — A
stubborn wienie war, which
even spread in the White House
once, could flare up again when
hob:log eaters and makers
tangle over new labeling requireillents.
The Agriculture Department
is under pressure to streamline
hotdog labels and ban such _unappetizing animal byproducts
as lips, snouts and spleens:Consumer pressures, court
decisions and .the meat industry's slow acceptance of
new rules have highlighted hotdog struggles for the past ,four
years.
The latest USDA proposal,
which is open for public comment until Feb. 21, bows to recent court rulings that the -allmeat" labels on hotdogs contain up to 15 per centrpoultry
and non-meat ingredients are
iiiisleading.
Byproducts now are not
allowed in all-meat hotdogs, but
are permitted, along with cereals and dried milk, in plain
types.

OKAY, MAV/S,
CALLYOU
BACK RIGHT
AFTER •4
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DAGSV000-WERE GOING TO
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ANOTHER
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LIL' ABNER
Me?-who was
brung up in
Crime in America"
-live in the
-ugh'BooK

Of etiquette"?

I have
hopes it
will change
you
from a
hood
worm --

-to
- a

gentlewOrm!!

Please,
RocKy - oKay
you
Okay
said
you'd
do anythIng
For

me

I will
visit
you,
every
day-

Weil be
looking
forward
to that,
Mother-

Spea K
for
yerself,
babe!!
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HELP WANTED

1972 CHRYSLER New Yorker
fur door hardtop, full power aria'
air conditioned. 7,000 actual
miles. Lists for $6346.00, sell for
J5P
$4200.00. Phone 753-2720.

Call
753-1916

Full Time
-Day Cook

FOR SALE
SERVICES OFFERED
Overbey Appliance Repair
Open 24 hrs. a day
Will make house calls, pick-up
& deliver
Will work on anything small or
large i toasters, mixers,
washers, dryers, ect. I
Will sell used washers &
dryers with a guarantee
Phone 753-0043, if no answer
753-7448 or 753-3619 or 753-1844.
WANT TO BUY

Antiqu• Clocks
We boy and sell old clocks,
cases, works and parts.
Over 150 in stock. We
repair clocks. J & B MUSIC
Center. 753-7575.

Must Be A Good
Breakfast Grill Cook

IX YEAR old register •
ereford bull. Phone 436149,

Good Starting Pay

EGISTERED
B
brador Retriever, (
Id. Three white toy
gistered, eight wee
hone 753-6345.

Triangle Inn
753-4953
REAL ESTATE salesmen. Will
_ pay draw plus commission. Must
have Kentucky license and be
available to start iminediatel).
Telephone 502-522-8765 or mail.;
resume to P.O. Box 329, Cadiz,':,;.
Ky. 42211.
D290.)

WAITRESS

ISTOL, 45 CAL. Servic
us approximately 200 r
munition, pistol clea
antique pocket w
ar-old Waltham,
onditioned. Call 753-5,

SALE
Pianos & Or
BALDWIN

AND

Car Hostess
Full or Part Time

Ki
We've got the
selection and best

Prices Start

Appty In Person

For Major Contract Battles
By NEIL G1LBRIDE
AP Labor Writer
WASHINGTON tAP) — Organized labor is licking wounds
of its severest political split in
history and gearing up for
major 1973 contract battles that
could spell new economic crises
for President Nixon.
Echoes of the presidential
election in
which
Nixon
trounced Democratic nominee
George McGovern could haunt
crucial labor bargaining such
as the Teamsters' national contract for 450,000 truckers and
the United Auto Workers' negotiations for 750,000 auto and
farm-iniplement workers.

Big Labor split into Nixon,
McGovern and neutral camps
in the White House election.
Teamsters' President Frank
E. Fitzsimmons, who will head
the union's trucking talks, was
Nixon's No. 1 labor supporter
in the election, a fact that will
be difficult to ignore if the government finds it necessary to
intervene in the contract negotiations.
Auto Workers President
Leonard Woodcock went all-out,
for McGovern in the presidential race, and officials of his
union belligerently denounce
Nixon's wage controls.
Altogether, contracts covering nearly two million workers — most of them among
the nation's highest paid — are
up for negotiation, and a high
Labor Department official says
privately that 1973 bargaining
could be the most crucial of
Nixon's two terms in the White
House.
Many union officials warn of
pent-up demand by workers for
big wage hikes that will run
headon against the Nixon ad' istration's efforts at moderation to hold down inflation.

The AFL-CIO's 78-year-old
president, George Meany —
who was roundly denounced by
many labor officials for breaking traditional labor support for
the Democratic presidential
nominee
emerged, as the
title, of a pew biography describing him, as the "unchallenged boss of American labor."
Meany, after strongly indicating the AFL-CIO would
support any Democratic nominee except George Wallace,
New York Mayor John Lindsay
or "someone who advocates
surrender in Vietnam," led the
13.6-iiiillion-iiiember labor federation to a neutral position in
the Nixon-McGovern race.
Many pro-McGovern labor officials charged Meany was
more "neutral" for Nixon than
for McGovern, but political
analyst Richard Seammon said
after the election that Meany
was "the man who comes out
smelling like a rose."
Scammon, coauthor of "the
Real Majority" and director of
the Election Research Center,
said Meany correctly read that
labor union members were
sharply divided between the
Iwo White House contenders
and wisely kept the AFL-CIO
neutral.
Fitzsimmons's
Teamsters have not been part
of the AFL-CIO since they were
booted out on corruption
charges in 1955 during the scandal-ridden reigns of former
Teamsters Presidents Dave
Beck and James R. Hoffa.
The wounds over the election
will not heal easily in some
cases, and some insiders predicted an effort to overhaul the
AFL-CIO's Committee on Political Education with an eye to
• prevent future major political
splits.

ACROSS

ILL

AUTOS FOR SALE

Under the proposal, the all:
.
meat designation would be
dropped in favor of "frankfurter" or "bologna." These
could include only muscle
tissue or red meat plus up to 15
per cent poultry meat.
Sausages with additives such
as dry Milk, soy protein and
similar ingredients would have
to be labeled "frankfurter, nonfat dry milk added."
The latest proposals could result in the most physically fit
hotdogs since President Nixon
intervened in a 1969 dispute
over how much fat should be
allowed in them.
Until three years ago, there
was no federal lid on fat in hotdogs, and smile contained up to
50 per cent fat.
Consumer groups were pushing then to get the government
to set a 25 per cent maximum
fat limit. The Agriculture Department, under pressure from
meat companies, urged a limit
of 33 per cent.
But the White House spread
the word that Nixon supported
a 30 per cent limit, and that
percentage was adopted.

Organized Labor Gearing lip

Crossword Puzzle

NANCY
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Answe to Yesterday's Puzzle
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MOM
0030OO 00000M
Eli001=0013 MO
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OOOMMO GIOMO
COMO 001MO
OMOO OGGOOM
MOM OUM OORO
MOO WMODO MOO
00 =MOM Oe
BOOMUO 0111010Q0
OMMOO
Mama
7.1

2 Transferred
3 Faroe Islands
1 Tiny particle
vehtrIwind
5 Urge on
0 Encountered
9 Man's
5 Flat fish
nickname
6 Skinned
12 Woody plant
7 Guido's i4v,
13 Man's
note
nickname
8 Communist
14 Hostelry
9 Fabulous king
15 Cooled lava
10 Preposition
16 Weary
11 Printer's
18 Parent
measure
(coital )
17 Supposing that
20 A state (abbr.) 19 Hebrew month
22 Season of year 21 Cure
_24 Lure
23 Deposited
27 On the ocean
2S -ConcirriecT
4175-Worlhlets
56 13kbrilte- article
29 Athlet.c group' 26 Blemishes
43 Challenging
58 Small rug
31 Nahoor sheep
27 Confirm
46 Longed for
60 Worm
32 Killed
28 River islands
3.4 Face of watch
48 Title of
61 Behold,
30 Planet
,$6 Note of scale
respect (p1)
62 Spanish article
33 Want
37 Seasoned
51 Symbol tor
64 King of
35 Walk lamely
39 Impelled tellurium
Bashan
onward
38 Act
53 A slate ( bbr ) 66 P,peosition
41 Guides low
1
7 —1
4
'
note
7
8 .":".79
10 -11
.. 5 6
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42 Sow
••
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,..
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ICA 4, Inc.

The AFL-CIO Machinists union, a major McGovern backer,
warned of renewed efforts in
Nixon's second term at "antilabor" legislation in Congress,
which remains in the hands of
the Democrats.
Nixon withdrew his "crippling strikes" legislation late in
the presidential campaign, saying it was obvious it couldn't
make it through Congress in
1972.
But his labor secretary,
James D. Hodgson, said the
question of strike legislation
would be taken up again by the
new Commission on Industrial
Peace that Nixon intends to set
up.
Labor leaders — including
Meany — had sharply denounced the "crippling strikes'.
bill as a thinly disguised effort
at compulsory government settlement of labor disputes, and
fought it tooth and nail in Congress. • Another fight would
surely result if any similar legislation comes up this year.

Jerry's

CONRA

Hwy. 641 So.
SEMI-DRIVERS needed. Loca
company's need Certified Semi
Drivers. Earn $3004400 per week..
No experience necessary, will
train. For application call 317636-2675, or write Coastway
American Systems. P.O. Box
11125, Indianapolis, Indiana.
46201
January25C

HELP WANTED

WAITRESS
Afternoon Shift

Holiday
Restaurant
Aurora, Ky.

Call 354-8300

WANTED COOK and waitress.
Apply in person only at Five
The bulk of organized labor Points Barbecue, Coldwater
was also certain to oppose in Road.
D30C
Congress renewal of Nixon s
legislative authority to control UNLIMITED OPPERTUNITY
wages and prices in their for Men or Women: we are
present form. The law expires panding our sales force-h.) .
April 30.
opening for 3 additional men or
Administration sources said women interested in making $200
the White House hadn't decided or more per week. Year around..
yet whether to try to extend the employment, with future assured'
present system of controls, for the right man, or woman
modify themn or junk them alto- one of the fastest grov.
gether. The latter seemed the companies in our field. Foi
personal interview write to Mr:
most unlikely possibility.
John W. Isbell P.O. Box 442
The Nixon administration, Fulton, Ky. 42441.
J4C
near yearend pointed to considerable success in reducing the WANTED COOK, waitress and
annual inflation rate to a little dishwasher. Apply in person, no
over 3 per cent a year com- phone calls to Southside
pared with an annual rate of Restaurant.
J3C
4.6 per cent when Nixon first
took (1ffice.
AUTOS FOR SALE
Most labor unions complained
1963 CHEVROLET pickup, real
that Nixon's controls were
good mechanical shape. 1932
tougher on wages than prices,
Ford three window coupe. Make
arid were helping give big busia sharp street rod. Phone 492-8727
ness record profits.
D29C
after 4:00 p.m.
Auto Workers contracts with
Ford, Chrysler and General
Motors covering 670,000 wor- 1971 PONTIAC Grand Prix.
kers expire in September, along Sharp!!Low mileage, all power.
with contracts for some 73,000 Phone 753-8818 or 753-9997. D29C
farm equipment employes..
The Teamsters national con- 1970 CHEVELLE Super Sport,
tract expires in June.
power brakes, and steering and
automatic transmission: Very
good condition. Phone 753Gifts For Inmates
D29C
1222,
JACKSON, Mich. t AP) —
-Convicts at Southern Michigan
Prison here will be getting
. their Christmas cans after all
Prison officials had refused
to admit representatives of the
Detroit-based Prisoner Solidarity Committee on Christmas
Eve who wanted to deliver 76
cans of cookies, chicken and
nuts because they had not followed proper channels.

'444°'
cludes bench & (I(

1966 FOUR door Chevrolet sedan,
good condition, good tires, air
ci.nditained, It wally ()wiled. Price
$600. Phone 753-1721.
1330C
•
1969 FORD Ranger, !..) ton pickup
truck. Can be seen at 603 South
4111 Street or phone 753-8986
between 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. J4C

1968 FORD LTD 'station wagon,
power brakes, power steering,
air conditioned, automatic
But Warden Charles Egeler transmission. 1971 Chrysler New
said Tuesday he would make Yorker, fully equipped. Extra
an exception in the case, "now clean,
Phone 753-7370 after 5:10
that we have handled gifts pre.
D3OP
from all the families of the
prisoners."
Prison rules state presents 1969 CORVE1TE coupe 359--300
must be in tin cans, factory automatic. Air, tape player, side
packed and vacuum sealed. pipes, luggage rack, new tires,
low mileage. $3200.00. Phone 753The cans will be
delivered 0046 or 753-7530 after 6:00 prit.
Thursday.
J5('
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Paducah, Ky

19 Bwy.

Ph.
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.00 or best of
5 after 4:30 p.m
AMITLSS ALU
anufactured a
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urray, phone

XCELLENT,
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1.0k -1444---K,
titer,
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ulified veter
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Bank financing
Mobile Home
Beltline Highwa
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e A Good
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tarting Pay

gle Inn

3-4953

TE salesmen. Will
S commission. Must
'ky license and be
start immediately .
32-522-8765 or wail
.0. Box 329, Cadiz,
1)29C

HONDA CB100
One Used and One New

SALE
BALDWIN
KIMBALL

Hostess

We've got the finest
selection and best prices.

• Part Time
In Person

Prices Start at
$44400

y. 641 So.

7ERS needed. I A)ca
need Certified Semi
rn $3004400 per w
;nee necessary, willapplication call 317or write Coastway
Systems. P.O. Box
lianapolis, Indiana.
January25C

P WANTED

'AITRESS

:ernoon Shift

Holiday
estau rant
Aurora, Ky.

iII 354-8300
COOK and waitress.
person only at Five
larbecue, Coldwater
D30C
'ED OPPERTUNITY •
or Women: we are exour sales force-have.
or 3 additional men or
terested in making $200:
)er week. Year around;
ent, with future assured'
;ht man, or woman. In:
the fastest growing
s in our field. For
interview write to Mr...Isbell P.O. Box 442
J4C
y. 42041.
COOK, waitress and
!r. Apply in person, no
falls to Southside
J3C
t.
OS FOR SALE
:VROLET pickup, real
!chanical shape. 1932
!e window coupe. Make
.reet rod. Phone 492-8727
D29C
p.m.
NT1AC Grand Prix.
.
ow mileage, all power
D29C
97.
753-99
1-8818 or
,
rLVELLE Super Sport
and
ing
steer
akes, and
Very
ic transmission:
753e
Phon
lition.
D29C

_

R door Chevrolet sedan.
idition, good tires, air
ed, locally owned. Price
1130C
•
ne 753-1721.
:17)Ranger,'z ton pickup
in be seen at 603 South
et or phone 753-8986
3:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. J4C
1D IND -station wagon,
rakes, power steering,
iditioned, automatic
son. 1971 Chrysler New
Fully equipped. Extra
lione 753-7370 after 5.:00
D3OP
RVF:TTE coupe 359-300
IC. Air, tape player, side
iggage rack, new tires.
.age. $3200.00. Phone 75353-7530 after 6:00

Great Gift!!
MUST SELL!- $250.00

dudes bench & delivery

CONRAD'S
Pianos & Organs
Paducah, Ky

metal storm
USED BALDWIN Spinet pianos. TWO.ALUMINUM
ngs. One is
openi
fit
to
ws
windo
Used
s.
organ
Used Baldwin
other is
The
.
width
33'2
2
to
301
do
Baldwin grand pianos. Lonar
width. 60-64 in length.
35'2
to
32,::
from
s
acros
any,
Comp
Piano
D29C Good condition. Phone 753Post Office, Paris,Tenn.
D30C
3202.
GERMAN SHEPHERD puppies
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
for sale. AKC call 753-0741. D29P
in Kentuc.ky,..No increase in
prices. Country Boy Stores,
TEAC AUTOMATIC reverse
Army Surplus, 9 miles from
tape deck A4010S and 25 tapes
Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky
$350.00. Also Pioneer SR202
117 and 164. Open Sunday until
reverberation amp,$50.00. Phone
D29C
.m.
4:00p
D29C
753-9862.

All makes & models Furnaces
Couches & Chairs
Refrigerators & Stoves
Washers & Dryers
Black Leather Lounge Chair
Cottage Cabin
Storage Buildings (various sizes)
Dinette Sets
Gun Case (holds 6 guns).

WOOD, $12.00 per rick,
ered. Phone 437-4548. D30C
,ECTRIC utility pole, both
d 220 current boxes. Same
w. Cheap. Also 1961
'let piskup,....1 1467 motot,
bber. Air conditioner, wide
ean,good truck. Phone 7531)30C

•

has many of their
UNIQUE
HANDCRAFTED
GIFTS at
10% Off
1119 No. Arcadia
INTERNATIONAL Metro
il truck; 1953 Ford pickup
•trical truck; Riding garden
ctor with plow, disc, cultivator
mower. Also 30" gas range,
uxe model. Phone 753-9686.J2C

We Pat, Dortha, and
Terese want to wish
each and everyone a
Happy and prosperous
New Year. We appreciate each of our
customers more than
words can express. You
have made our business
larger each year and we
ho#e: to see everyone
again in 1973.

BILL'S
MOBILE HOME REPAIR
Almo, Ky.
Hwy. 641 North
0880
Phone 753ELECTRIC GUITAR, almost
brand new, and small amplifier.
$60.00 for both. Phone 753J4C
6422.

BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
D29C
Post Office, Paris, Tenn.

chairs. Good condition. Phone
J2P
2293 after 3:Oo

- BULLS or HEIFERS
From 1 Week to Weaning Age
For Further Information . .

After 5:00 p.m.
/,•

for
A LOANS, no down payment
Willed veteran. 12 years to
to
y. Drive on out almost
ne.
Beltli
on
e
Bridg
larks River
nk financing on spot. Bill's
h
Mobile Homes, 3900 .Sout
Ky.,
ah,
Paduc
way,
Beltline High
D30C
443-6150:
RE BEDROOM doubleei-only 1.6595.00. Bill's Mobile
Homes. South Beltline Highway,
Paducah,Ky. Phone 443D30C
6150.
1957, 6 Cylinder, 3-4 ton Chevy
pickup truck. Motor just overhauled, good tires, good body.
Reasonable price, phone 753D29C
3085.
ONE 1952 FORD tractor with
equipment. , one bush hog, one
grader blade and one 1958 Oldsmobile four door sedan. Call
J2P
489-2416, after 5:00 p.m.

Sale

New Year
One

Group 100% Wool

One Group 100% Wool

SUITS
Straight Leg
Values to 15.00
$2500
Single Breast
Double Breast $1500

SPORT
COATS
Values up to '60x
Now Priced from

To$15'

"
$10

One Group Stay Press

CASUAL PANTS
Flare Leg
$400
""
125'
to
sire
Values from

* LOTS OF OTHER GREAT VALUES *
The

college Sho

Across From MSU Library
Free Parking!

2 Mile North of Murray)
1
(/

1215 Diuguid Drive

BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
TFC
FURNISHED APARTMENT, or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m.
living room, kitchen, bathroom
two
with shower and bath. One or
L WORLD ELECTRONICS
- tMAL
Apart
n
erma
Zimm
oms.
bedro
307 N. 4th 753-6091
RADIO, TELEVISION,
ments, South 16th Street, 753
J14C
SMALL APPLIANCE
6609.
SALES 8. SERVICE
FOR RENT

[

IN CB & CAR

FOR ALL your additionsremodeling, residential or
commercial. New or old. Free
TFC
estimates. Call 753-6123.
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
13th Street "Every day you
telay lets bugs have their
TFC
way."

Radio, TV &
Stereo
In-Store Repair on
All Brands
Murray Home
& Auto

Blue Marlin
Club

(

Phone 489-2161

:489-2166
753-4823' :

SPECIALIZING
1 or 2 bedrooni apartment. Fully RADIO REPAIR
FOR ALL your glass needs call
1,
ry
,
Janua
able.
avail
Furnished,
Carl Hroward Glass Company.
ce
Servi
Call
.
IR
ments
JOHN'S REPA
1973. Embassy Apart
Specializing in conunercial and
and
TFC Plumbing-electrical-roofing
753-1331 or 753-6127.
J12C
auto. Phone 753-0176.
or
days
97
753-58
e
Phon
ntry.
carpe
two
TFC
,
ENT
RTM
APA
DUPLEX
753-7625 nights.
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
bedrooms, central heat and air,
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
105 North 3rd Street
SPECIALIZES IN WOOD
ceramic tile bath, washer and
AND
.
stove
in
built
up,
dryer hook
GENERAL HOUSE wiring.
utilities. COMPOSITION ROOFING
plus
month
per
00
$125.
ApInstallation or rework. No job too
;
NURSE AIDE class
TFC OOPER CONSTRUCTION CO
big or too small. Call for estimate
plications are being accepted for Phone 753-3850.,
January4P
remodeling.
and
ing
59, Jim.
be
to
Build
,
436-21
class
ing
train
aide
a nurse
567
3.54-6
104
e
,
Phon
ay
nouse
Murr
TWO BEDROOM
conducted at the
Calloway County Hospital, North Ninth. Key at 102 North
C.
during the month of January, Ninth. Write Harding
Spiders
k,
Termites
1973. Applicants must have Williams. 236 Locust, Minon
be
cohipleted 2 years of high school Illinois 61760. Owner may
INV*.
Eat Your Home
the
and be at least 18 years of age. contacted at Holiday Inn
lp IWO
morning of
Apply at the hospital personnel afternoon of 27 dec. or
1)290
office. An equal opportunity 28 Dec.
Roaches*
D30C
employer.
Carry Germs
'
I
Mut St
unLARGE TWO bedroom
with
furnished duplex apartment
$110.00 per month.
carport.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
D30C
Phone 753-1837.
iate
immed
for
L
LOT
TIFU
BEAU
building. Sharp St.L.near city park
Wednesday, Dec. 27
BUILDING FOR body 'shop or
shopping center, • city school
n & The
Brie
up shop. Natural gas and
clean
606Phone
sity.
univer
hospital,
operated doors. Air
uns
ric
-Sh
a
elect
-Say
TFC
Men
549-2494.
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
or furnished. Good
ress
comp
er.
Summ
D30C
day the year round...Winter and
Friday, Dec. 29
location. 753-3018.
163 ACRES near Kirksey, gravel
stock
David See's
pit, timber, tobacco barn,
barn, rental house, pasture, and
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
Combo
cropland, dark fire tobacco, corn
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"
base, only $26,000, call owner,
rday, Dec. 30
Satu
Mayfield 247-7132 or 247-1285. TFC

ARS 36" white gas range,
.00 or best offer. Phone 753Motor TAPPAN, refrigerator, white,
TFC 1964 FORD GALAXIE XL.
5 after 4:30 p.ni.
753_
and transmission likeziew. Phone single door with freezer.
D29P
rs
TFC
gutte
3137.
753-6637.
AMIT'SS ALUMINUM
anufactured and installed by
kins Gutter Installation,
urray, phone 753-8407 or 753January25C
XCELLENT, EFFICIENT,
t
conomical, Blue Lustre carpe
ooer
shamp
ic
electr
leaner. Rent
re Shopping
1.011 B4K, Belai
D30C
.
.enter

753-0176

Protect Your Home!

\ HOLSTEIN CALVES

/./
1CHENETTE SET; table and

i

IF NO ANSWER CALL
Carl Howard
Bobby Marshall

Carraway Furniture

Come By, Check the Bargains!

The
Vic!
pbc

ice
•Locally owned to guarantee you prompt serv

NOTICE

NOTICE

Clearance Sale

ERGLASS PANELS, name
rid factory seconds, ideal for
is, carports, storage houses,
•es, trailer skirts, as low as .08
square foot. Plexiglas for
in windows, doors, and
thine cabs, as low as .50 per
• re foot. Ross de Tuck Salvage
7-2420, Martin, Tenn. Open
ys a Week. 25 selections of
ling from $2.85 to $7.90 per
New and used money safes
D30C
Ie.

kt

E
°NOW THAT THOSE BUSY130DIES HAV
HERE,
UPT
KS
ROC
ING
MGG
ED
ISH
FINALLY FIN
M."
I'LL GET 13ACK TO MY POE

Year End

Ph. 443-.6453

'19 Hwy .

•Latest equipment available.
•15 & 20 Year Built-Up Roofs.
•Free Estimates - Terms Arranged
•Installation and Repair.
•Most Reasonable Prices in the 4-State Area.

Phone 753-6213 Aft.

Pianos & Organs

erry's

Carl R. Howard
Roofing Company

• Two Helmets

ISTOL, 45 CAL. Service model,
us approximately 200 rounds of
munition, pistol cleaning kit.
antique pocket watch, 75ar-old Waltham, recently
onditioned. Call 753-5776. D29P

AND

NEW IN MURRAY

1 97 1

tfnc

BLACK
EGISTERED
brador Retriever, one year
Id. Three white toy poddles,
gistered, eight weeks 'old.
D29C
hone 753-6345.

ITRESS

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

IX YEAR old registered polled
ereford bull. Phone 436D29C
149

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED
FOR SALE

A d 75C3a:I9 6

8ANKAMERICARD

835,000-245 ACRES,located on the
old Murray-Paris Road. Approximately 100 acres tillable.
Contact Moody Realty Company,
write P.O. Box, Paris, Tenn. or
D30C
phone 901-642-5093.

Brien & The
Men-Say-Shuns
Monday, Jan. 1
The Wonders

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Rent A New
Blue Luster
SHAMPOOER

Kelley's Termite
Pest ControlMurray. Ky.

100 S. 13th Street

WESTERN AUTO
Home of
The Wishing Well

Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
Years
Home Owned and Operated Over 20
ucky
Kent
of
Licensed by State
v. Member Chamber of Commerce

Call For NEW YEAR'S
RESERVATIONS
Paris, Tenn. 642-9804
4 HOUSE TRAILER on private lot.

FIVE ACRES, located On Kentucky Lake, 400' water frontage.
Sale price $12,000. House included. Contact Moody Realty
pool Available now. Only 3 blocks
JOIN or start car
Company, . Write P.O. Box 615, WANT TO
third
for
from campus. Water and stmt.
City
2Union
Paris, Tenn. or phone 901-64 to Goodyear
J4C
D29P
furnished. Phone 753-7833.
D30C shift, 11-7 call 753-0741.
5093.
BY OW.R; four bedroof.
,home, s•ith large den, large
privale p.ikio, large utility room,
,
maple cabinets, dishwasher
r
Carte
to
Close
sal.
garbage dispo
to
and Middle Schools. Priced
right
to
able
avail
loan
Bank
sell.
or
person. Phone 753-1822 days,
TFC
753-6342 nights.
BE,ArliTIFUL YEAR around
ess
cottage, located on Cypr
Creek. Fireplace, two bedrooms,
age.
boat dock, 190' water front
Sale price $27,500. Contact
Moody Realty Company Write
P.O. Box 615, Paris, Tenn or
D30C
nhone,901-642-5093.

man12 ROOM Brick Colonial
sion, on 42 acres in Dukedom,
of
Tennessee, with over 1 2 mile
.
highway frontage. $27,500.00
- 42C
Phone 912 i 776-5397.

•

If You

Miss Your Paper
Please Phone
Your

Paper Carrier
First
If No Results:
Phone

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

753-7278

Music Lessons
Professional teachers of
Piano, organ, voice guitar,
accordion, drums and band
instruments J & ES Music
Center. Murray, Ky 753
7575

UNFURNISHED SIX room stone
house, newly redecorated, including carpets, throughout, gas
heat. Deposit required. Available
J2C
January 1. Phone 753-3143.

TUNING -Repairl'IANO
rebuilding,. Prompt expert serAPARTMENT. vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
EFFICIENCY
Dill at Dill's pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
on
Brand
Mrs.
See
Trailer Court, located Murray Murray. Kentucky. Phone 753F2C
Drive In Theatre entrance. J2C 8911.
TWO BEDROOM house, 104
Nor,th 9tlI Street. Key at 102 North
901. Write Harding C. Williams,
116 Locust, Mononk, Illinois,
J1947
61760.

Pranos.Organs

r

MOBILE: HOMES: one 10' x 50',
all electric, large hit, good neighborlio4pd, $70.00 per nionth. Also
0
one 8' x 40 two bedroom, $45.0
per month. Phone 489-2595. .J2C

peoPle buy
See why more
other
Wurlitzer than any Rental
sales Service
piano
and
piano
purchase Practice
Center,
studios .18.13 Music
Murray, Ky 753 7575

PIANO TUNING and Repair.
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered
craftsman Piano Technician
TFC
Guild.

Papering
Painting
Canvas
Ceiling Tile
Shop at Home
FREE
ESTIMATE

Bill Houghton
753-0961
PEST CONTROL
fin
:RAGE HOME sprayed
No
815.067-Six month guarantee.
red.
monthly-:Fontract requ.
Superior Exterminating;
Company.Phone 753Januaryl1C
7266.
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Mrs. Baker Four Arab Terrorists Flown To
Succumbs Cairo After Rele
asing Hostages
On Thursday

FRIDAY-DECEMBER 29, 1972

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

State's First Black Mayor Is
Excited Over Glasgow Progress

City Council ...
(Continued from Page I)

Scottie Free, tippler; Marion F.
and ambulance charges will McPherson, tippler; Marcus
GI ASGOW,Ky.(API - Ken- ed in the state since he took o(- possibly be two and one-half Hargrove, tippler; Richard W.
tucky's first black mayor, re- fice.
times as much as local funeral Holt, tippler.
BANGKOK ( AP) - Four being invested as crown prince Junta, Egyptian Ambassado
r
"I thought there would have homes are now charging, he
Mayor's Secretary
Arab terrorists who occupied at a ceremony in Parliament Moustafa el Essawy and others. viewing his four years in office,
says he is "terribly excited" been more black mayors by said.
Mary Allbritten
the Israeli Embassy in Bang- House. Two of the terrorists
During the
night the over Glasgow's progress while now, but I'm not terribly surThe Police Committee headed
Mrs. Cecil ( Bobbie i Baker kok for 19 hours were flown to posed as diplomats returning terrorists agreed to release
Murray Water
the he has been mayor. .
prised that there aren't," he by Councilman Buel Stalls
died Thursday at the age of 34. Cairo today after freeing their from the ceremony in white tie hostages in exchange for
& Sewer System
safe
At
the
same
time,
end.
Mani
announced that it had decided to
She was pronounced dead . on six Israeli hostages and surren- and tails to get past the Thai conduct out of the country
John H. Trotter, superus
and Luska J. Twyman is somewhat
::.11ere in Glasgow, our race try a new shift arrangement
arrival at the Murray-Calloway dering their weapons.
guard at the embassy gate. The everybody sat down to a chick- disappointed
that no additional relations have been excellent. with City Police. Shifts now tendent; Ronald P. Foster,
County Hospital at 5:30 pin.
Eight Thai officials including other two scaled the wall.
accountant; Mildred Nance,
en curry inside the embassy- black mayors have been elect- But nationwide and statewide I
change at 4:00 a.m., on an eight cashier; Sandra McKinney,
Armed with submachine guns the Arabs, the hostages, the
The Murray Route Two two cabinet ministers accomthink we have retrogressed a
hour shift. This will-ba.changed t‘
i.ileerrkk-s raertta-triyt'1e
ilesForB.
woman was de•covered by her panied the Arabs in the Thai and grenades, the four entered Thai officials and the anibassalittle bit," he said.
;l Pa asry'
to
6:00 a.m. on a eight hour
governmen
guarantee
t
plane
to
building
embassy
the
took
and
dor.
'Nyman said he "can see the
husband, Cecil Baker, about
the six Israelis inside as hosLater the terrorists apparentfruitio of a lot of things that we shift. Stalls said that it would Buchanan, asst. supt. & eng.;
iContinued from Page 1
five pin. in the bedroom of her their safety.
The plane. refueled at Ka- tages. They included the visit- ly balked, but finally they
wanted to do. And with revenue call for more efficiency but did -Paul Buchanan, supervisor home, according to information
rachi.
ambassado
some
Jsraeli
ing
car
Camr
to
during
the
sharing,
emerged
night.
I can see a lot of new not explain how it would in- pipe laying; John Nolin, chief
from the building with
released by Deputy Coronor
crease efficiency.
The Arabs had vowed to die bodia, Shimon Avimor, and two the six hostages bound by
operator-water plant; Max
opportunities."
James H. Shelton who, along
Some objections to the change Barnett, foreman-service
Twynian, an elementary
with Sheriff Clyde Steele, were with their hostages if Israel did women, but Ambassador Amir ropes. They boarded a bus Someone reported seeing a
&
not release 36 Arab and Japa- was attending the royal in- along with Air Marshal Dawee,,, wife Squirrel east of Murray. school principal, served as a were made with some coun- repair; Eugene Williams, backcalled to the hospital.
nese terrorists it holds prison- vestitute. The Thai guard seven other Thai officials
city councilman for six years. cilmen saying it would interfere hoe operator; Earl Norsworthy,
and
-Deputy Coronor Shelton said er. The Israeli government re- called the police;
hundreds of the Eg)-ptian ambassador, and TheSeare not necessarily After the incumbent mayor re- with the school work 04 sonic heavy equipuient oper.; J. I..
he ruled that death was due to a jected the demand, maintaining troops and
signed, he was appointed by the policemen and also a second job Barnett, chief
police surrounded the party was taken to the air- albinos:
oper.-waste tr.
self-inflicted 12 gauge gun shot its position that any concession the building, and
council to fill out the last year held by some policemen.
the Arabs port.
plant; R. C. Jones, back-hoe
of the term. .
wound in her chest and said no to terrorism breeds more threw
The
change in shifts will be operator;
out a note containing
Larry
Jones, .
The terrorists freed the hos- Nice visit from Elva Bailey,
inquest will be held. Shelton terrorism.
In November of 1969 he car- tried for ,sixty
sixty days.
their demands.
Educational Programs Officer
equipment oper. & brick layer;
tages
airport,
at
the
handed
said she was reported to have
Fire
The Arabs gave up after
Jackie Cooper Don Alexander, trainee-sewer
The Arabs were negotiating their weapons to a Thai officer at Goddard Space Flight Center ried all nine precincts as he
been in ill health for sometime. negotiating all night with the with.
was elected to a four-year term urged some type of action to
Air Marshal •Dawee and boarded the plane with the' in Greenbelt, Maryland. An
plant oper.; Lloyd Cooper, asst.
of his own.
prevent
motorists
from oper. waste tr. plant; Barton
Mrs. Baker was a member of Egyptian ambassador to Chullasapy.a of the ruling Thai eightThais for the Hight to erudite fellow and a local man.
thought
that
because
ran
"I
I
following the fire truck. He said Jones, asst. water
the Coldwater Church of Christ. Thailand, high-ranking Thai ofCairo.
plant ((per.;
this perhaps was-the time fur a
Fellow says if anything makes a black man to come to the front. that a small fire on Dogwood Mitchell Hill, maintenance
She was born November 10, ficials and leaders of the milchild thirstier than going to bed, I felt I could do the job and I this week resulted in about one man; Thomas Crass, IllsOrer;•-•
1938, in Calloway County and lion-strong Moslem community
was the daughter of Relda in Thailand.
it is knowing you've gone too. felt some black would have to hundred cars following the fire Robert Martin, laborer;
trucks completely blocking
Ruth Hadass, a hostage along
Watson and Kathleen Bazzell
do it eventually.
Watson. The Baker family with her husband, Nitzan, the
Leonard Lyons reports a
"I just decided I would be the each end of Dogwood. He said
(Continued from Pagel)
that if the fire had been serious
resided on Kirksey Highway embassy's first secretary,
demonstration recently in front ((fie," he said.
Gerry MRGuerras
q uaaSyr
}
iNshta
,etrn
a
us
rs
ati. supt;
clutched a wine glass and
299.
Cilous Higgins, age 84, died field found table cloths to wrap of Gracie Mansion, Mayor John
The mayor said he is un- that the firemen would have
Johnny . Robbins, service
danced as she shouted in Hebr- Thursday at 12:15 a.m. at the around the children she said.
been
prevented
from
laying
Lindsay's residence.- The ,deetded•abourrIMhing for anforeman;
James
Bean,
The Calloway County woman ew, "1 didn't know it was so Shady Lawn Nursing-Home,
hose because of the traffic..
"We found out later how pickets said they would speak to other term next November.
inaintenance-laborer;
Bobby
husband,
survived
by her
is
good to be alive."
Police Chief James M. Brown
Twymini, who was born in
no one lower than the Mayor.
Cadiz, after an illness of several lucky we were."
Butler, welder; U. L. Knight,
Cecil Baker,one daughter. Julie
Premier Golda Meir and the years.
The next inoriirg they re- Lindsay sighed: "There is no Barren County, grew up with reported citations issued from
crew chief, maintenance;
Ann Baker, and one son, Steve Israeli government expressed
segregOion. "I look back at November
24
through
Born July 27. 1888, he was the turned to the hetet for their be- one lower than the Mayor".
Baker, all of Murray Route "deep adniiration and gratitude son of the late Francis and
that • tline and about how December 27 as follows: DWI 6, James Hopwood, maint„ meter
longings and left the city in a
Two; parents, Mr. and Mrs. to the government of Thailand" Rhodes Josh Higgins. He was a
strange that was. I went to a fleeing police officer 12, public reader, insp.; Kent Kingins,
taxi.
Relda Watson of Mayfield for its handling of the matter. retired farmer and was married
separate school and everything. drunk 12, no operator's license asst. crew chief, mach. oper.;
James Green, laborer &
"His whole family 1Dr. SalaRoute Seven near Coldwater; A Cabinet statement praised Li Mande Cothran Higgins who
"But at the same time I nev- 12, disregarding stop sign 11,
truck driver; John Bugden,
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. the Thai government for "ac- died in 1943. He was member zar's) was in Managua some
felt
,
•
er
like
was
I
part
an
of
inreckless
driving 11, una
place," she said, "and we
(Continued from Page I)
Gernie Bazzell of Murray Route tive vigilance and supreme re- of a Baptist Church.
ferior race. I was very close to necessary noise 5, improper asst. crew chief-welder; Jim
couldn't
go,
so
we
a
got
taxi
"Anyone
who
watched
her
grandmothe
sonic
One; great
whites when I was grow- registration 2, disorderly Thurman, meter dept., reader,
r, Mrs. sponsibility."
Survivors are one son, James
Ophelia Bazzell of Farmington
The four Arabs and the 36 Edward Higgins of Hardin; and started looking for his sis- face couldn't help but admire ing up. They helped me and conduct 4, speeding 26, insp. Betty Meadows, office
her," he said.
mm.-boo
s
nilig
iitr:
ootk
h. bass
.kkeeper,
.;
made me feel that I could do as disregarding stop light 4
Route One.
terrorists whose release • they three daughters, Mrs. Hale ters and brothers."
illegal
Seated beside Margaret, hatThey made their way
the
bookkeeper, sec.;
well as anybody else."
possession
of
alcohol
1,
driving
Funeral services will be held sought were all members of Crump of Cadiz Route Three, nearby. town of Chinandega
Jenna Bucy, clerk, billing
, less and in a simple black coat, . He left home to get a degree on
suspended license 2, no city
Saturday at 3:30 pin, at the Black September, the Palestin- Mrs. Thelbert Joyce of Hardin, where relatives lived,
Bess watched almost smotion- in education and history from
iiiach.
"and
oper.; Tommy Cavitt,
organizatio
ian
n responsible for and Mrs. Jim Allen of Aurora;
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Kentucky State College and lat- sticker 2, no state inspection janitor
they started coming in one by less as the final honors were
sticker
5,
improper
Funeral Horne with Bro Henry the slaying of 11 Israeli athletes twelve grandchildren; ten great
diming
2,
performed over the brown ma- er earned a master's in educaone."
Hargis and Bro. Ralph Reaves at the Munich Olympics and granchildren.
hogany casket.
tion administration from In- shoplifting f:
One
brother
everything
lost
the
massacre at Israel's interChief Brown reported 76
officiating.
Funeral services are being
At one point she reached for- diana University.
national airport last May. It is held today at 1:30 pin, at the except the cli(thing he were, an- a handkerchief and her daughautomobile accidents and 6
Since
he
has
been
mayor,
acother
lost
Interment will be in the financed by the oil-rich Libyan
his store-"that's his
ter helped remove it from a
cording to 'Nyman, he has breaking and entering reports..
Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz.,_ income."
Coldwater Cemetery with the government.
pocket. But Jessee, standing
with
been "identified as a city offi- Of the 118 cases brought before
Rev.
Harold Lassiter _ufwal•gettin
"It
arrangements by the J. H.
g
hard
to
find
The four Arabs invaded the ficiating.
not far away, said he had seen
cial-just
that. No one equates City Judge Donald Overbey 76
Burial
will
be
in
the
bread
and butter," Mrs. SalaChurchill Funeral Home where Israeli embassy Thursday while
no tears.
were tried as charged and 29
very
much
to color.
Matheny
Cemetery
in
Trigg
zar said. -All bottled drinks
friends may call after three the King of Thailand's only son,
Margaret, too, put a hand to
During his period as mayor, wer* dismissed.
County.
were
pin, today Friday.(
completely
gone.
•
You
Prince Vajiralongkorn, was
her face once or twice, but %•he
Twyman said, "We have exPersonnel employed by the
were down to basic rice foods." maintained
a composure that panded every area of services. city council last night are as
Death claimed Mrs. Louis
Wednesday morning, the matched her mother's.
We have developed neighbor- follows:
Ana she
(01a.) Butler of Almo Heights
Salazar% returned to Managua leaned over frequently
hood parks, we have expanded
during
this morning at 6:45 at the
Police Department
for a flight home.
water and sewer service and ur
the interment service to speak
James Brown, chief; James Benton Municipal Hospital. She
"But we were stopped outside briefly with Bess.
housing program is in good
Witherspoon, captain; James was 67 years of age and her
the city by soldiers with guns,"
With them in the center of shape."
SAIGON (API-The air blitz against the Hanoi-Haiphong area
M. Wells, captain; Paul Jerry death followed an extended
he
But
added,
"We
still
have
Graveside services fur Mrsi she said. "I was getting panic- the spacious courtyard were
continued today as the U.S. Command announced the loss of four
Lee, captain; Edward Knight, illness.
more to do."
Byrtie Layne Frazee were held ky."
Margaret's
husband,
Clifton
more planes,including another B52,and 12 more fliers.
Mrs. Butler was a member of
sergeant;
Dale
Spann,
A Nicaraguan official "of Daniel, associate editor of The
this morning at 11:30 at the
The announcement raised acknowleged American losses in the
the
sergeant;
Spring Creek Baptist
William
D.
Kelly,
Murray Cemetery with Rev. some sort" gave them a ride to New York Times; the four Danair attack to 27 aircraft and 93 airmen missing, killed or captured
sergeant; John T. Phillips, Church. She was born Septhe airport. "Would you believe iel children, and May Wallace.
William
Porter
officiating.
The
in less than two weeks.
teinber 10, 1906, in Marshall
sergeant;
The two older Daniel boys sat
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home I don't even know his name.
County'
Gene
and was the daughter of
Parker,
patrolman;
Joe
quietly
through
ceremony,
the
was in charge of arrangements. The guy who drove us ran back
D. Grogan, patrolman; Billy the late Ed Cohoon and Ella
Mrs. Frazee, age 79, formerly and told this guy our situation. but Thomas,6, and Harrison, 9,
Wilson, patrolman; Earnest D. Henderson Cohoon.
of Murray, died Tuesday at 4:30 He didn't even have to stop ( for frequently looked around in apWASHINGTON ( API-The Agriculture Department reported
Elkins,
The deceased is survived by
patrolman; Gene
parent
wonder
at
gathering.
the
at the Williamsburg the guard i."
today a decline in retail beef prices in November for the
Roberts, patrolman; William H. her husband, Louis Butler of
Skies were clear and
fourth
From
the
Nursing
airport,
they
were
Home,
Little
Rock,
straight month, but said increased markups by middlemen
McDougal, patrolman; David Alrno Heights; four daughters,
kept
flown to Homestead Air Force teniperatures were comfortable
Ark.
prices from falling even more.
during the burial service atMrs. Dorothy Pugh of Almo
E. Lamb, patrolman;
Base,
Fla.,
and
She
was
then
the
widow
to
Louisof
William
The average retail price for all beef was $1.12 3-10 per pound
Mrs. Lois Waterfield, Murray
tended by about 250 persons.
Joseph
W.
Blackford, Heights, Mrs. Virginia Stroud,
in
ville.
B.
Frazee
is
and
survived
by
November. a decline of one-half cent from October and five
But within an hour after the fu- insurance executive, was patrolman; Robert L. Elkins, 415 South 8th Street, Murray,
cents
one sister, Mrs. K.M. Gibbs of
"The most awful thing was neral ended,
below the record high prices of July,a department report
a few drops of stricken at her home at 602 West patrolman; James T. Hughes, Mrs. Betty Mohundro, 1103 Vine
showed.
Thompson Station, Tenn., and the fire," Mrs. Salazar re- rain began to fall.
Main Street, Murray, on patrolman; William V. Allen, Street. Murray, and Mrs.
called. "the whole city on fire.
several nieces and nephews.
WASHINGTON AP i-A group of 18 House Democrats
Thursday. She was pronounced patrolman; David Coker, Rosemary
Herdman
of
today
And
people
walking everyurged a national campaign to mobilize public opposition
dead on arrival at the Murray- records clerk; Art Lee, meter Clarksville, Tenn.; one sister.
to the
where, but not really knowing
bombing of Vietnam,
Calloway County Hospital.
man; Chester Yarbrough, radio Mrs. Jewel Rowe of Hardin; one
where they were going.
They sent a letter to party Chairman Robert Strauss
asking him
brother, Arthur Goheen of
operator.
"I
don't
think I ever was
to convene a special session of the Democratic
The Murray woman had
National ComFire Department
Benton; ten grandchildren; five
really threatened, but when
(Continued tram Page 1)
mittee to organize the campaign.
served as state manager of the
Jackie
Cooper,
chief; great grandchildren.
you're faced with so much
that of Mexico City, for in- women's division of the Clarence Boren, inspector;
The funeral has been
death around you ..."
Woodmen of the World Instance."
Donnie Newberry, assistant scheduled for Sunday at two
surance
business
for twenty chief;
He said the damage was so
John Shirley Davidson, father
Clayton
Garland, p.m. at the chapel of the Max
great because the epicenter of years and was still actively assistant chief; James Horn- Churchill Funeral Home with
of Mrs. James H. Frank of
engaged
as
an
insurance
the quake was right underneath
buckle, captain; James L. Rev. Heyward Roberts ofMurray, died suddenly Wedexecutive with tbe company.
the city.
Pridemore, captain; James H. ficiating.
nesday at four p.m. at his
"It was like a direct hit by a
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP )-Kentucky communities are beginPrior to being in the in- Spann, lieutenant;
residence on Frazier Street,
Burial will be in the Mt.
bomb," he explained.
ning to decide how to spend the revenue-sharing funds given them
Camden, Tenn. He was 67 years
surance
Joe A. Allbritten, lieutenant;
business,
Mrs.
Carmel Cemetery with the
The Mexican experts sug- Waterfield taught school
by the federal government.
Ronald
if age and his death was due to
J.
Gardner, lieutenant;
for
In Allen County, the fiscal court voted Thursday to use $4,000 of
gested that the damaged area thirty years. She was a member Kenneth W. Bucj., lieutenant; arrangements by the Max
a heart attack.
Funeral
services
for
J.
B.
its revenue-sharing money to buy 40 Army surplus prebe turned into a park or "green of the Seventh and Poplar Dwight G. Rutledge, fireman; Churchill Funeral Home where
Mr. Davidson had served on Trevathan
friends may call after five pin.
of Murray Route zone."
constructed bridge sections for use on rural roads.
Church of Christ. David F. Boyd,fireman; Morris
the Board of Stewards of the Four will be
today ( Friday ).
held Saturday at
The Pulaski County Fiscal Court is in the process of drawing
estimated
An
15,000
persons
G. Prescott, firenian;
Camden United Methodist ten a.m, at
the
Born
chapel
of
the
J.
October
7,
1885,
preliminary plans for a new courthouse to be constructed with its
at
were still roaming the city cenChurch. He as senior vice- H. Churchill
Gary D. Nance, fireman; Joe
Funeral Home with ter despite its designation as an Tobacco in Calloway County she
share of the federal funds.
Pat Witherspoon, fireman;
president of the Bank of Rev. Jack
Jones officiating.
"emergency"
or
"con- was the daughter of the late Rickey N. Clark, fireman;
Camden where he had been on
Members of the Senior Adult taminated
RUSSELLVILLE, Ky. AP)- The office of County Judge
" area and orders to John William Burton and Alice Danny M. Paschall, fireman;
the board of directors for 32 Sunday
School Class of the evacuate it. Shooting was heard Willis Burton.
Robert Brown has been presented a petition bearing 750 names,
years. Davidson had served as Locust
Johnnie L. Lane, fireman;
Grove Baptist Church Thursday as national guard pacalling for a referendum March 3 on the sale of liquor in this
Mrs. Waterfield,- age -87, is Jackie M. Canady, fireman;
recorder for the town of where he
was a member will trols tried to drive off looters,
Sec
presently-dry Southwest Kentucky city.
be
survived by her son, Former Lt. James P. Scott, fireman.
Camden for two terms. He had serve as
Kentucky Purchase
an honorary group.
Officials are attempting to determine whether the petition
se
a Hog
appkared
but
ihat
mostly
it
Governor
retired as a train master with
Harry Lee WaterStreet Department
Market Report Includes
contains the required number of names, equivalent to 25 per cent
['dement will be in the they were shoolint over their field, now a Frankfort in9
the N.C. & St. L. and L. de N.
superinten
Knight,
Roy
dent;
Buying Stations
of the persons who voted in the last general election.
Railroads after working for Murray Cemetery . with the heads. Unofficial report. leaf- -surance executive and member Lee B. Bolen, assistant
Receipts:
In a 1965 referendum, Russellville voters rejected 2-1 a proposal
Act. 710 Est, 1500
them for 32 years. He was a arrangements by the J. H. only 32 persons had been of the Murray State University superintendent;
Samuel Barrows and Gilts
for the legal sale of liquor.
fully 50 cents
charter meniber of the Camden Churchill Funeral Home where treated for bullet wounds since board of regents; one sister, Outland, equipment operator; lower
Sows steady
friends may call.
Saturday. There were rumors Mrs. John I Mavis) Gibbs of Otis Anderson, equipment
Lions Club and a Mason.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs..
SADIEVIIJ.E., Ky.( AP )-State police, county officials and the
30.25-30.75
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Trevathan, age 79, 'died of looters being killed, but no Murray Route Four; three operator;
US 1-3 200-250 lbs.,
FBI searched Thursday night for three men thought to be in their
reports.
confirmed
29.50-30.25
grandchildren, Mrs. Robert
Grace Smothers Davidson of Thursday at 9:45 a.m, at
Snyder,
driver;
Raymond
Hal
US 2-4 240-260 lbs.,
the
20s who, armed with pistols, held up a bank in this Scott County
In an attempt to drive all ( Rose Gayle) Hardy, Harry Lee A. Holt. driver; Richard Ar28.75-29.50
Camden, Tenn.; one daughter, Murray4'alloway County
US 3-4 260-280 lbs.,
community earlier in the day,escaping with about $15,000.
survivors
city
from
the
facilto
28.00-28.75
Waterfield,
Mrs. Jaiiies H. I Norma i Frank, Ilespital. He was
Jr.,
and
Mrs.
Nancy
nold,
driver;
Tucker,
Freed
H.
Sows
a retired itate the clearing operation,
No customers were in the bank during the robbery. The thieves
W. Dudgeon; five great grand- driver; Esti! W. Johnston,
and two grandchildren, Miss farmer. Born
February 9'. Gen. Anastasio Somoza, the
locked three bank employes in a vault before leaving.
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 22.50-23.50
children.
Jamie Frank and David Lynn 1893, he was the son of the late
driver;
State police said the men fled in a car reported stolen in
Funeral services will be held
Frank, all of Murray; two Oscar Trevathan and Alice country's ruler, ordered that
1-3 350-650 lbs„ 22.00-22.50
US
Sanitation
Departmen
t
Newport. which was later found abandoned near Corinth, about
food be given out only at dis- Saturday at two p.m. at the
sisters, Mrs. I. C. Lindsey of Guthrie Trevathan.
Rex Billington, superin- US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 21.00-22.00
ten miles from the bank.
tribution points outside the city. chapel of the J. H. Churchill tendent; Marvin Horn, asst. Boars 20.00-21.00
Decatur, Ga., and Mrs. Alvin
The bank at Sadieville is a branch of the Georgetown bank.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
A fire department official es- Funeral Home with Bro. Roy supt. and mechanic; Coy Crass,
Dinkins of McKenzie, Tenn.;
dozer operator; Henry Sanders,
one brother, Frank Davidson of ()tie Houston Trevathan of timated that a third of Manag- Beasley, Jr., officiating.
FREE PUPPIES
IDUISVILLE,Ky.( AP )--Warden Howard Kassulke has said it
Murray Route Four; one ua's 300,000 population still disBurial will be in the Hazel driver; Willie Dunn, driver;
Lincoln Park, Mich.
Two female puppies, ten
is not known how a 26-year-old Louisville man escaped from the
daughter,
Mrs.
Edwin
the
get
orders
(
regarded
to
out.
Robbiel
Dale
Cemetery
Thorn, driver; James weeks
Funeral services will be held
with
the
Jefferson County Jail.
old, which will be small
The others have moved on to arrangements by the J. H. Kimbro, dirver; J. R. Hentoday at 3:30 p.m. at the Stock- _Stamps of Murray Route Three;
dogs, are free to persons for
The escaped prisoner, Robert C. Probus, who was being held on
one
son,
Ben
H.
villages
Trevathan,
towns
io
and
s
radius
804
derson,
Churchill
dalewhere
Malin
driver;
friends
may
Harold An- pets. For information call 753Funeral Home,
a parole violation after a conviction for storehouse breaking, was
of 75 miles arm.
oagua. call after four p.m., today derson, driver; James F. 3815.
Camden, Tenn., with Rev. South 16th Street, Murray
discovered to be missing Thursday. Kassulke said he was last
three
grandchild
ren,
givi
Stev
were
porary
Many
( Friday). The family requests Dowdy, cushman drirer;
Gordon Henderson of Camden
seen at a cell check Wednesday night.
Lobsters do a lot more
arid Rev. Paul T. Lyles of Trevathan of Murray Route refuge in schools and stadiums, that in lieu of flowers that
J. D. Pace, cushman driver;
Probus also was being held for Oldham County authorities on
traveling than is commonly
Jackson, Tenn., Officiating. Three, Miss Melissa Trevathan but the distribution of food and donations be made to the Willard Pace, tippler; David
charges of detaining a female and operating a car with out the
of Fort Worth, Texas, and Kim medicine over the large area _Sas:enth and
believed. They drift hundreds
Burial will be in the Camden
Poplar Church of Davis, tippler; Cletus Blanton, of
owner's permission.
miles as baby lobsterlings
Trevathan, 804 South 16th was slow becaue of a shortage
Christ or the Calloway County tippler; Herbert Cochrurn,
Cenietery.
before settling to the ocean
Street, Murray.
of trucks.
Heart Fund.
tippler; Hollis F. Hale, tippler; bottom.
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Among the featured performers on "Roger Miller with His Friends and His Music" are Donna
Fargo (top) and Chet Atkins. Miss Fargo is the top new singer in the country and western field,
winning Cashbox awards for the best record of the year. best album of the year best single of the year
and best female vocalist of the year in 1972. She sings two of her hits on the Channel 8. late-night
special: "The Happiest Girl in the Whole U.S.A. and Funny Face." Chet Atkins (left ) is one of the alltime superstars in the country music field and he displays he sersatllity by playing "Autumn
Leaves" in various styles. The show airs Monday, Jan. 1, at 10:30 p.m.
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8:00 p.m.—Movie: channels 3, 8.
"Incident in San Francisco,'." Original made for
television movie starring
Connelly,
Christopher
Richard Keiley, Dean Jagger
and Tim O'Conner in an
exciting suspense drama
about a young, crusading
reporter who
newspaper
tries to prove the innocence
of an accused murderer.

flowers, and of top marching
bands and equestrian units.
Bob Barker and June
Lockhart are the commentators. The theme of this
year's parade is "Movie
Memories."
1:00 p.m.Cotton Bowl channels
5, 12. Texas vs. Alabama.
Lindsey Nelson and Tom
Brookshier describe the play
by play. ( From Cotton Bowl,
Dallas, Texas.)
3:45 p.m.—Rose Bowl channels
4, 6. University of Southern
California versus Ohio State
from Pasadena, Calif.
Bowl
p.m.—Orange
6:45
channels 4, 6. Nebraska
versus Notre Dame from
Miami, Fla. •
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girl.
val
9:30 a.m."Cotton Bowl Festi
Parade," channels 5, 12.
( From Pasadena, Calif.)
largest
''The Southwest's
parade, in its 17th year,
presents a gala array of
marching bands, floats and
costumed equestrians.
and
Conrad
William
Marilyn Van Derbur are
host-commentators. The
theme of this year's parade is
"The Now Generation."
(From Dallas, Texas.)
4
s
10:30 a.m.Tournament of Rose
Parade, channels 5, 12. 84th
annual presentation of one of
the world's most colorful
events, in Pasadena, Calif.
John Wayne will be grand
niarshal of this procession of
b
floats, entirely adorned with

Monday, January 1
is
9:00 a.m.—Movie: "Fame
,"
Game
The
Of
e
Nam
The
channel 8. Anthony Franciosa, Jill St. John, Jack
Klugman, George Macready,
Lee Bowman, Nanette
Fabray. Reporter for a
weekly magazine while on
assignment accidentally
discovers the body of a slain

Monday Highlights

Sunday, December 31
Chris
by
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ming
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The King of Siam channel
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,
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Inunediate clash of temLoring and comedian-singer
.
peraments between Anna and
Doug Crosley as guest stars
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the
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A highlight
p
egotistical despot continues
will be a live remote picku
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event
but
time
a
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for
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s
Tune
at
d
crow
the
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ight
develops into mutual respect.
in New York City as niidn
7:30 p.m.—Movie: channels 4, 6.
oaches. ( From the
appr
"An Elementary Case of
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New
Murder," starrini- Rock
York City.)
Hudson as Commissioner
p.m. Movie: "Gigot,"
11:15
McMillan and Susan Saint
nel 3. Jackie Gleason,
chan
James as his wife, Jane.
Katherine Kath, Gabrielle
,
Barbara McNair guest-stars
Dorziat, Jean Lefebvre
as a torch singer—an old
Jacques Mann, Albert
,
flame from the ComRemy, Yvonne Constant
missioner's past—who is
aine Delbat, Albert
Germ
accused of murdering her
Dinan, Diana Gardner,
le
husband.(Repeat). •
Carmille Guerini. A simp
8:00 p.m."The Sugar Bowl,"
the tattered janitor in
,
mute
.
channels 3, 8. ABC Sports
a cheap Paris lodging house
presenhe
when
special late-night
felt
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n
taticr. of Penn State vs.
agrees to shelter a woma
New
from
game
Oklahoma
her little daughter.
and
Orleans, Louisiana, with
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Friday, January 5
fy,"
9:00 a.m.—Movie: "Fluf
channel 8. Tony Randall,
Shirley Jones, Edward
Andrews, Howard Morris,
A
Ernest Truex, Jim Backus.
biochemistry, conduction
studies on a lion is forced to
leave his college after
reports that the lion is loose.
Checking into a hotel he finds
life with the lion more
complicated until a young
.
woman takes both in hand
Best
"The
ie:
—Mov
3:30 p.m.
Things in Life Are Free,"
channel 4, Gordon MacRae,
Ernest
Dailey,
Dan
Borgnine, Sherree North. Set
in 1920's... The partnership of
DeSylva, Band Henderson
who team up to write songs
for the George White
Scandels. Problems as
success gorws.
4:00 p.m.—Movie: ''Ailiazing
Dr. G," channel 5. Franco
Franchi, Ciccio Ingrassia,
Gloria Paul, Fernando Rey.
bunibling
Two
photographers are drafted by
Spymaster, head of British
halt
to
Intelligence,
robotize
to
plot
's
inger
Goldg
1
-important governemnt
personnel for eventual
control of the entire world.
•
8:00 p.m.—Movie: "The Sand
Pebbles," Part II, starring
Steve McQueen, Richard
Attenborough, Candice
Bergen, Richard Crenna,
Simon Oakland and Richard
Loo. A U. S. Navy
y
niachinist's mllate, en route to
his assignment in China
g the 1926 uprising,
durin
4
American
an
meets
schoolteacher and becomes
romantically involved

BEST
NON-BELTED
4.-PLY TIRE
114V404

Sears
7—

Torn-rage Team
OOD (UPI) —
Geraldine l'age and Rip Torn,
man and wife in private life,
will play brother and sister in
an episode of the new television
series "Ghost Story.-

sionally with a group then
came further training at Flikida State.
Kearce obtained his law degree in Birmingham, Ala.,
• practiced there for a time, but
had ambitions to further his
talents as a singer.
He got his first national exp((sure on the old Art Linkletter
show, then came additional
wiirk on the West Coast in limyies and television.
Kearce has done some
recOrdings, his best known
beitig a Christnias holiday
song, "And The Bells Rang."
DurMg the first year of his
show here, Kearce and the
crew put togitther 48 hours of
progranin ling, making it necessary to repeat only four of the
more populat offerings during
the season.
He has hopes for bigger and
better things and has put
together a pilot program for
which he is attempting to get
backing for syndication.

Friday
Highlights

A native of Florida, he
moved here about 18 months
ago and has been making a
ripple in the entertainment
w(4.1d.
Kearce is host and star of his
own 30-it mute musical variety
over
Sunday
each
slariv
WBKO—TV. It is a Kearce production from beginning to end.
-We do everything but sweep
the floor, arid I hire that done,"
says Kearce.
He leases the station's facilities to tape ach program and
WBKO sells hini the time to air
it, with Kearce rounding up his
(,540 spoils('I'S.
Many of the shows boast nationally or at least regionallyknown talent such as Pee Wee
King, but the backbone of each
production is Kearce and a lot
(4 talent that conies from
around Bowling Green.
Keane learned to sing at his
grandmother's knee. She liked
Ii. sing religious. songs and accompany herself on the organ
but was on the diminutive side
and couldn't play and pump the
organ at the same time. That's
how Kearce got his start.
In high school, he began per.t..ruling Inure-or-less profes-
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News
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The
Men

Mod
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Truth or
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Parent
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Nashville

WSI X
Ch. B

KF VS
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"treaty
lords and foreign
powers," and of an American
gunboat caught in the middle of
the turmoil.
In 1926, U. S. Navy Machinist
Mate Jake Holman (McQueen)
is ordered to the gunboat San
Pablo on patrol in a remote
stretch of the Yangtze River.
En route from Shanghai on an
old steamer he meets Shirley
Eckert (Miss Bergen), thus
beginning the nearest thing to
romance he has ever exprienced. Aboard the San
Pablo, Holman is stamped as
rebellious and an irritant to all
on board, including the captain
Crenna ), until disaster and
upheaval minimize all personal
concerns.
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By RAY GLENN
Hopkinsville New Era
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
( AP) — "A city she* with a
wisp of hay in his mouth" or a
"country boy who has had the
edges knocked off." Either description might well be applied
ti JI111 Kearce.
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Bowling Green Show Is Kearce
Production From Start To End

'Sand Pebbles' On CBS
McQueen To Head Cast On

1, starring Steve McQueen,
Richard Attenborough,
Candice Bergen, Richard
Crenna:Simon Oakland and
Richaed Loo. A.U.S. Navy
machinist's mate,en route to
his assignment in China
during the 1926 uprising
American
an
meets
schoolteacher and becomes
romantically involved.
('The Sand Pebbles," part
II, will be presented on
Friday, January 5, 8 p.m.)

Steve McQueen stars in "The
Sand Pebbles," exciting two4:00 p.m.—Movie: "All Fall
part color presentation set in
Down," Channel 5, Eva
China during the action-packed
Marie Saint, Warren Beatty, days of 1926, on "The CBS
Karl Malden, Angela LanTelevision Network. (This film
sbury, Brandon De Wilde,
was originally presented on the
Constance Ford, Barbara
Network on October 10 and
Baxley, Evans Evans, October 17, 1971.)
Jennifer Howeard, Madame
Produced and directed by
Spivy, Albert Paulson.
Academy Award-winner Robert
Adolescent matures into a
Wise, and nominated for eight
decent young man although
Academy Awards, the film
threatened by his adulation
features Candice Bergen,
for his brothers, a selfish,
Richard Attenborough, Richard
irrational free spirit. When
Crenna, Larry Gates and Simon
he proceeds to destroy young
Oakland.
spinster who the younger boy
-"the Sand Pebbles," based
adors, the latter has his on' Richard McKenna's admoment of reckoning.
-venture novel, is a drama of the
War I
8:00 p.m.—Movie: Channels 5, days when Post-World
by war
over
t
fough
Part
was
a
es,"
Chin
Pebbl
12. 'The :and

3:30 p.m.—Movie: "The Horror
of Party Beach," Channel 4,
John Scott, Alice Lion, Ailen
Laurel. Far out to'sea, a
barrel of radioactive waste
spills open and gives'life to
the seaweed and ooze on the
bottom of the ocean. The
monsters swim to the
California coast to a beach
popular with young people to
seek human blood for sur-

Thursday, January 4
9:00 a.m.—Movie: "Damned
Don't Cry," Channel 8, Joan
Crawford, David Brian,
Steve Cochran. Beautiful and
clever woman in all but love,
rises from lower middle class
surroundings to glamour
woman.

Thursday Highlights
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Academy appointment
HOLLYWI1011 (UPI) —
Producer Howard W. Koch has
been appointed to produce the
.teith
Annual
Asiards
Presentation Program -Of Ole
Academy of Motion Nature
%rt., and Sciences.

It offers the same action
elements—hard driving and
crashes. And it also involves
big money. Did you know that
the average haul from a bank
robbery is 84,500 while that
from a truck hijacking is $47.000—after the fence has taken
his share?"
Traynor expects to continue
in the action market—"we want
to get the family in to see our
movies. Sex'? It's ben overdone."

3:30 p.m.—Movie: "Down
Among
the Sheltering .
Palms," Channel 4, Mitzi
Gaynor, William Lundigan,
Jane Greer, David Wayne,
Gloria DeHaven. Captain
and Lieutenant, at end of
World War II, given occupation duty in South
Pacific, find it difficult to
abide by nonfraternization
rule for Army personnel and
native women.

Wednesday, January 3
9:00 a.m.—Movie: "White
Witch Doctor," Channel 8,
Susan Hayward, Robert
Mitchum, Walter Slezak. A
nurse who goes to the upper
reaches of the Congo in early
1900's to fulfill duty to
husband, bears hardships in
winning confidence of
natives.
7:00 p.m.—Movie: "We're No
Angels," Channel 5, Humphrey Bogart, Aldo Ray,
Joan Bennett, Peter Ustinov.
Basil Rathbone. Three
convicts break out of Devil's
Island and take over store of
French shopkeeper just as
auditors arrive.

King of rodeo cowtiliys bring
lin» to his senses.'

Wednesday
Highlights

with a saturation campaign."
"Steel Arena," Traynor admitted, is not aimed at the
Academy Awards or film festivals. Its target is the millions
of Americans who like action
movies.
Traynor hired a young Berkeley film maker, Mark Lester,
to photograph demolition derbies and auto thrill shows in
such California towns as Lodi,
Vallejo and Sacramento. The
star is Dusty Russell, a fearless
car-wrecker who travels the
thrill show circuit.
"We've already lined up a
thousand play dates for 'Steel
Arena,' mostly in the South and
Southwest," said Taynor. "Now
we're starting on our next movie, which will be about crime in
the trucking industry.
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7:30 p.m.—"Royal Gala Variety
Alan King, who has zinged the
serves as the basis for the next
Performance
In
The
medical profession, lawyers,
sketch, in which King, lying in
Presence Of Her Majesty
airlines and public utilities
traction in a hospital, is inThe
Queen"-90-minute
among other fat cats in nis TV
terviewed by Jack Weston, as a
entertainment special filmed
specials, is about to vent his
representative of an auto
at the famous London
scorn on a year-1972, by name.
company.
Palladium with hosts Dan
"As years go," says King;
Rowan and Dick Martin and
Sex therapy clinics and their
"I 's say Fin gald 1972 went."
guest stars Liza Minnelli,
impact
on
average
American
we
Lily Tomlin, The Osmonds,
couples is the subject of Alan's
And thereby hangs the theme
Des O'Connor and Roger
next
onslaught
dubious
against
his
of
forthcoming ABC
Moore, Channels 3, 8.
Television Network special, developments of the past year.
He is joined in the sketch by
"Alan King Looks Back in
7:30 p.m.—Mystery Movie,
4:00 p.m.—Movie: "Arena,"
Jerry, Anne, Jack and Nancy.
Anger—A Revue of '72,- which
Channels 4, 6. "The Lisbon
Channel
5,
Gig
Young,
Jean
Hollywood
columnist
Rona
will Wednesday, Jan. 3 8:00Beat," starring Richard
Hagen, Polly Bergen, Henry
Barrett then takes center stage
9:00 p.m.)
Widinark as Madigan.
Morgan, Robert Horton.
to
impart
"inside"
news
about
Helping King to put the pan on
Madtgan
Success
loses a prisoner he
goes
to
the
head
of
a
such personalities of '72 as
'72 is a roster of guest stars
is taking back to New York
high-riding rodeo star,
Mark
Mitchell,
Spitz,
Martha
including actor-comedian Jack
when his plane is delayed in
causing marital trouble
Ralph Nader, Mkt Reynolds,
comedian Weston,
Lisbon.
Tragic
death
of
one-time
Kissinger, Bobby
Henry
impressionist Larry Storch, the
Fischer and Sammy Davis, Jr.
comedy team of Stiller and
Sketches on a New Year's
Meara, Johnny Brown, former
Eve
party in an old folks home
"Laugh-In,"
comedy star of
and a Woad take-out on the TV
actress-singer Nancy Dussault,
Show, "Ail In the Family,"
Hollywood columnist Rona
round out King's caustic
K F VS
WDXR
WLAC
WSI L
WSM
guest
Barrett, in a special
commentary on the departing
01. 29
Ch. 12
Ch,6
Ch,5
Ch. 3
appearance, and the Joy
Paducah
Cape
year.
Nosny , Ile
Nashville
Harrisburg
People, a singing-dancing
Gorord•au
group.
...,
-Alan King Looks Back in •
B.,
1
NewsTrut
CBS
Truth a,
In a rousing opening nwnber.
News
Anger"--A Revue of '72," was
l
Voley
P•te
Cons'ces
News
Alan and the entire company
12 O'Clock
I 0,, g,„ al
Nashville
Lett. ma k.
Sports
To T•Il
Hollywood
produced by Herb Sargent and
High
Cho Ilene.
Truth
A Deal
ely•Ic
leonn.•
SOveref
take note, in song and dance, of
Bob Ellison, who also share
se•
we•
set
•
the Presidential campaign of
Adorn -12
po,,i
and
Paul
Sonny
writing credits with John Boni.
Adam -12
h4°;;•:,..
..
1972. Such songs as "Gloom
Lynda
CS.r
Lynd•
Norman -Barasch, Carroll
Ilayst•ry
No
Movi•
Royal Gala
Royal
.
Ga la
Mystery
I 30
Over Miami," "Doing the
T
islov.•
B A
Angele'
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Mov.•
Mi ore directed by Dave Wilson. i
—
A
•
•
"The
Tap,"
Watergate
''esod.gon
Musical Dirmtor was Norman
lead,tra
Medical
P•rforrn•
P•rforn,
McGovelues," and "Hooray for
C•nter
once
ante
Paris. June Reizner Perse
30
Apathy," indicate the tenor of
s
provided special musical
King's continents on the big
-AY
I
I
material and choreography was r
00
A L
I anoK
k ,ng
Ilkedical
Alan K.ng
Cannon
Searc h
Scorch
politicial event of the year.
created by Nick DeNoia,
, Center
Looks
Next. Alan and his guest stars
One Step
Bock in
Back in
30
..
Beyond
Anger
'.
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'
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NIews
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N•ws
Movie
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_
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arid Lee
•
•
*
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/t
from
100
Nee?
Hallmark Hall of Fame
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production of the stage rorned •
30
ABC
Economy," and "Family" size.
1
"
"The Man V.h.. Came to
News
The recall of defective cars
,..
,
Dinner."
1
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Alan King Special To Be
Shown On ABC January 3

By BOB THOMAS
Associated Press Writer
HOLLYWOOD ( AP) — Film
financing now comes from a
variety of sources, from toy
companies to Indian tribes.
Perhaps it was inevitable that
a band of wealthy, doctors
would get into the act:
A major reason for the improved health of the movie industry is the wider base of financing. In the past, film companies had to go to banks and
other lending institutions to acquire the millions to make
movies.
That has changed. "Sounder"
was partly financed by the
Mattel toy firm ,"Dirty Little
Billy" by the Wells, Rich, and
Green advertising agency,
"Tom Sawyer" by Reader's Digest.
Now comes a film called
"Steel Arena." Its backers: 18
Northern California medical
doctors
who contributed
8475,000.
The man behind "Steel Arena" is Peter Traynor, 34, a
Bostonian who moved to Oakland, Calif., and founded Leverage Funding Systems Its purpose: to make doctors and dentists richer by investing their
excess cash. He says that more
than 1,500 of them have enlisted
his services.
Like other such investment
groups, Leverage Funding has
gone for real estate developments that offer tax shelters.
Last year Traynor decided that
movies might also present a
worthwhile investment.
"I believed there was a profit
potential there," he said. "I felt
we could transpose our financial and management experience into film making. One
of our strong suits is salesmanship, and that has been
wanting in the movie business.
"Most of our clients are conservative; they're certainly not
anxious to lose money. But with
the rampant inflation and the
constantly rising cost of living,
they need to find ways to hold
onto and increase the money
they have saved.
"We sold our investors on our
approach to film making. Basically it is this: to make a picture at the right price; to sell it

Film Financing Now Offered
From Variety of Enterprises
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Murray, Ky.
753-5273
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our. Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
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Roger
Miller

News

•

I. Taltdis
a Thlef

Richard Rowsdtree (I) and Vince Edwards play two firemen,
slaving property, lives and sometimes--reluctantly--each other in
•'Firehouse.' a drama of racial angers and human comradeship
on the Channel 8 -Tuesday Movie of the Week" Tuesday, Jan 2,
7:30-9:00 p.m.
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By MARY CAMPBELL
AP Newsfeatures'Writer

NEIL DIAMOND

hirlwind promotion
HOLLYW OOD 1UP1/ — In
whirlwind of promotion for"
his syndicated comedy show
George Kirby appeared on
-Love, American Style,- "The
Bill Cosby Show."'The Men
Griffin Show.- '•Dins
Place," "I've Got a Secret" and
"The Johnny Canon Tonight
Shins."

Angie is tops
HOLLY WOOD U 1'1 I —
Angie Dickinson headlines the
cast of an episode of television's
"Ghost Story" with John
Ireland and Madlyn Rhue,

OFFICE HOURS:
8:00 to 5:00 — 753-5005
After Hours — 753-8144

Bel Air Shopping Center
South 12th Street

Murray Cablevision

•

and Try Our
•Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
•Country Hams amd Steaks
•AU Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
6 a.m. to 10 p.m., 7 Days a Week
— J. C. GALLIMORE —

HAZEL CAFE

COME TO ...

Tired of Your Own Cooking?

inside you. That is the yardstick
really."
Does Diamond need solitude
to write a song? "All that is
required for writing songs is
that I have a need to do it. Any
other work thing I do is almost
irrelevant. During some periods of greatest pressure I've
written some of my best music.
The desire and need for song
writing stands by itself. When I
want to do it. I do it
" *I Am . I Said was begun
during a break in a screen test I
did for a film I wanted to do. I
was doing rather poorly at it. I
went back to the dressing room
for an pour or so and the beginning of 'I Am . . I Said' started
to come."
Diamond did get the part, to
play Lennie Bruce in a film
based on his life, but then the
whole film was scrapped.
"I wrote the entire lyric of
'Brother Love' on an airplane
between New York and Memphis. That was unusual for me
because generally lyrics take
much more time than that I
worked on the lyric of 'I Am
I Said' for four months before I
was satisfied with it.
"Lyrics are really emotional
outpourings They have to say
something so that they make
your point. And you have to
write in certain rhythmic patterns, so they can be sung to a
melody.••
Diamond's gold singles are
-Sweet Caroline," "Holly
Holy," "Cracklin• Rosie" and
"Song Sung Blue." His gold LPs
are "Neil Diamond Gold,"
-Touching You .. Touching
Me." "Tap Root Manuscript,"
"Stones" and "Moods."

-Moods.. still is on the 0:ft.tselling chart and a
gle,
"Walk on Water:* is climbing
It was No 33 on Nov 25.
A lot of Diamond's songs
sound like youthful daydreams
When did he stop having those
fantasies?
•'About last week It's all a
throwback to my childhood in
Brooklyn. Both parents worked
I was alone most of the time
and I had some friends but I
was never able to get into a
social thing in school Much of
my life revolved around about
fantasies of me being a great
scientist and finding cures to all
the diseases of man. About 15 I
started taking guitar lessons
and music became the focal
point. of what I could be and
whafl was."
Diamond left college during
his last year and went to work
as a writer in a "song factory.. But he wasn't a success writing
for other people "I spent seven
or eight years knocking around
trying to have my music accepted and not succeeding
Evidently it did some negative
things to my head about what I
was worth and the music was
worth: I never did interviews
until very recently: I was
loathe to let people delve into
my feelings. I've come out of
myself to a large degree now -T
have more confidence, greater
self-esteem."
Diamond's first record, a
single, was "Solitary Man.- in
1966. for Bang Records. Then he
recorded "Cherry. Cherry.'
also a hit, and "I Got the Feetin'" the same year Them he
went to UM records, where he
has been until now. recording
some
po e ohe
t it best contemporary
music

Diamond Takes Leave from Stage

Records

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY. KENTUCKY

T•aight

Neil Diamond is on a sabbatical leave from live performing. He had an engagement at
the Greek Theater in Los Angeles in late summer, from
which comes his eighth LP, a
two-LP set. That was followed
by two weeks at the Winter
Garden Theater on Broadway.
Then — off stage for maybe two
years. Diamond doesn't know
just how long.
"I have a love for the stage
and for performing. But I won't
start again until I feel I have
something so special that it will
make me want to go out and do
that whole thing again.'
Soon after Diamond went to
Uni Records in the middle
1960s, he says, he took his first
respite from performing, a
little more than a year "I began to write different'types of
songs. I wrote 'Holly Holy,•
'Sweet Caroline.' 'Brother
Love,' so I feel very optimistic
about this upcoming sabbatical."
This won't be a vacation. Diamond will be writing songs:
recording, under a new, 85 million contract with !Columbia
Records: doing a ',V special.
and maybe making a movie.
Asked what he'll write for his
first LP for Columbia. Diamond
says, "I don't know. I've started writing a number of things.
As much as I'd like to think I
can determine what the albums
will be like, the music sets the
"Multiplication Rock," a new series of 3-minute informational
direction more than I do. I am
programs for children, set to contemporary music, premieres
the victim of the kind of music]
Saturday, Jan. 6, on Channel S. A series of eleven animated films,
write, which is determined by
each dealing with a different number, will be televised eight times
what I'm feeling and going
each weekend throughout the children's program bloc.
through.
"You can plan out certain
kinds of conceptual things but
the best things I've written
have come unplanned."
Asked about his "African
LEXINGTON,Ky.—The state
of them among young people. Trilogy" on the "Tap Root
reported over 7,900 cases of
And more cases of VD go Manuscript" album, which we
veneral disease last year—most
unreported than those that greatly admire, and of which
become Health Department "Soolaimon" is a part, Diamond says •
statistics.
"I really started with gospel
This epidemic is the focus of a music and I became involved
Educational with African folk music through
Kentucky
Television (KET) Special at gospel, because I was inter6:30 p.111. Wednesday, Jan. 3. ested in finding out what the
First broadcast over KET last roots of the whole gospel form
October, "VD Blues" received was. I fell in love with it. I
vast amounts of national Collected tapes and obscure
rdings of African folk muresponse. The program was,
"A Step Out of Line," tense
and stirring drama starring
part of a nation-wide venereal! iic for a few years before that
Peter Falk, Vic Morrow and
disease awareness campaign. tame to be popular. I really
absorbed it. The 'Trilogy was
Peter Lawford,' will be
The program's host is Dick done as a way
for me to express
presented in color on "The CBS
Cavett, who said, "You reach my love for the music.
Late Movie" Friday, Jan. 5
the young by being cool, not by
'It as the first long form I'd
(starting at 10:30 p.m.) on the
moralizing, by telling them
CBS Television Network, . facts and even by poking fun at done, too. It took 14 months of
work. It gave me a chance to
(Originally presented on this
the most-esteemed stereotypes work with an a
cappella chorus
series on August 2, 1972-1
of their elders."
and a large symphony. It was a
Jo Ann Pflug, Lynn Carlin,
"Apart Front the Crowd" is tremendous learning process
Susan Adams and Tom Bosley
set for 10 p.m. Monday, Jan. 1, for me.
"
co-star in the exciting story
and again at 8 p.m. Jan. 3. The
"I've started to work on anabout three Korean War
program focuses on several other extended piece now I'd
veterans ( Falk, Morrow and
Americans who have changed like to write in some classical
I,awford) whose financial
their life styles to incorporate forms, too. I'd like to try a
difficulties lead them to plan a
more personal forms of number of different forms for
daring crime.
achievement. They use their my own interest and enthusiConnors (Falk), after his
own abilities to make home asm."
And what about "Song Sung
boss, Jack Berger ( Bosley ).
products, and avoid niass.-_,Blue," his most
recent million
shows him plans for the alarm
produced, soinetimeil selling hit, so much simpler
system in a foreign exchange
questionable quality, -consumer than some of his previous writ- t
house, secretly copies them and
goods.
ing^
induces Rawlins( Morrow) and
Stoyer Lawford) to help him 'Sonora'
"1 wrote that eight months
plot a robbery that will net them
ago We touched on this before
HOLLYWOOD ILPI I —
Leslie Warren will star opposite
a million dollars. They carry
As much as I would like to think
Vincent Edwards in -Saga of
that I am the determining facout their dangerous scheme
Sonora." a musical comedy
tor of the music. I'm more a
with results althogether difwestern for television.
voice of what is inside. 1 have
ferent than they expected.
very little control
Steve Shagan produced.
Motile! headlines
"But that song is special to
Bernard McEveety directed,
HOLLYWOOD IL P11 —
me because of its simplicity. I
Zero Mostel will headline
and S.S. Schweitzer and Shagan
don't think songs can be judged
"Old Faithful.- a television
wrote the screenplay for the
on how complicated or sophismusical
comedy
special
1970 Cinema Center 100
ticated they are, but on what
scheduled to air on ABC, next
producli
.o.n. ...
sympathetic cords they strike
May 6.
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another _American revolution,
and it's going to be the best kind
of revolution—one where
nothing changes."
After
President
Nixon
thanked the nation for reelecting the Nixon team, he
asked for the entire team's
resignation. In a piece initially
written by Art Buchwald for
which it is reported he was
given inside information by
several Informed sources i•
viewers will see one member of
the team balk at filling in the
standard resignation form—Pat
Nixon, the President's wife. He
tells her he can't make exceptions for any special interest
groups but he assesses her.
chances of staying
on as
"better than 50-50."
&resident Nixon will undoubtedly be a key figure in the
world's events in 1973.
And George S. Irving as the
President will be a key figure in
the comedy look at the next 12
months as seen in "This Is the
Year That Will Be," which airs
on ABC Friday, Jan. 5 10:3012:00 a.m., CST.

c Pro2 Info 753 3 141

President Richard M. Nixon
is one of the most important
people involved in the events of
1972.
The P4sident, portrayed by
George S. Irving, is also one of
the most important figures in
-That Was the Year That Was,"
a late-night comedy celebration
of the., past year, airing on the
ABC"' Television Network
Thursday, Jan, 4 110:30 p.m.12:00 a.m., EST.)
Irvuk, who also played the
President on Broadway in "An
Evening with Richard Nixon,"
has a remarkable physical
similarity to the President and
has mastered the mannerisms
and speech patterns of the Chief
Executive to play his role
convincingly.
Early in the _ program, he.
givesa new version og.president
Nixon's accelatanc# speech.
-During the canaign," he
says, "I niade a promise and
I'M going to give you exactly
what I promised you during the
campaign...Four More Years."
Ir., a later speech, the
President In.Jrigj tells his
listeners. -We're'going to have
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murder his young nephew.
movie: "Day of The
Triffids," channel 5. Howard
Keel, Nicole Maurey, Janette
Scott, Keron Moore, Mervyn
Johns. Science-fiction drama
about man-eating plants,
brought to earth after a
meteorite shower renders all
but a few blind. A professor
finally
discovers
that
seawater destroys them.
: 30
p.m. —Movie:
"Firehouse," ehannels 3, 8.
Original 90-minute drama
made especially for ABC
starring Richard Roundtree
of "Shaft" fame', Vincent
Edwards, Andrew Duggan,

4:00 p.m.

Richard Jaeckel and Val
Avery. Conflict erupts in an
old, closely knit engine
company of a big city fire
department when a black
recruit and an angry, white
veteran clash during a wave
of suspected arson in ghetto
area.
8:30 p.m.—Movie: channels 5,
12. "The 500 Pound Jerk,"
starring James Franciscus
and Alex Karras, with
special guest star Hope
Lange. The comedy-drama
concerns a gentle hillbilly
giant turned into an overnight Olympic weight-lifting
champion, whose prospects
for winning a gold medal look
good until he arrives in
Munich and falls in love with
a Russian girl gymnast.
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MONDAY- FRIDAY

Tuesday, January 2
9:00 a.m.—Movie; "The
Frogman," channel 8.
Richard Widmark, Dana
Andrews, Gary Merrill. U.S.
Navy's
Underwater
Demolition Team 14 is
'assigned to destroy submarine base on one of the
Japanese home islands.
3:30 p.m.—Movie:"A Blueprint
For Murder," channel 4.
Jean Peters, Joseph Cotten,
Gary Merrill, Catherine
McLeond. After mysterious
deaths of his brother and
neice,a man sets out to prove
that
his
sister-in-law
poisoned both and plans to

Tuesday Highlights

THE LEDGER &
TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

'That Was The Year That
Was' To Be Feature, ABC

Carol Lynley and Shirley Booth star in "Vie Smugglers" on the
Award Movie Sunday. Jan. '7. The story is about a little old lady
who is being used as a cover up for a smuggling ring.
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Elvis Presley in

Children's Movie
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Washington, D. C.—On
January 3, 1973, a new crop of
congressmen will be sworn in on
Capitol Hill foil their two-year
term of service in the nation's
government. For most of these
men and women it means the
beginning of a new life and the
end of frantic months of campaigning. To examine the
phenomenon of winning and the
unexpected problems it can
create, National Public Radio's
1.inda Wertheimer will present
on "All Things Considered..." a
three-part documentary on
freshman Congressman Alan
Steelman (R-Texas). The
documentary can be heard on
NPR
WKM-FM,
station
January 2,3 and 4, on "All
Things Considered..." which .
begins each week-day at 4 p.m.

WKMS to Air
'All Things
Considered'

can we do that's different?"
"We're just out to plity good
music," interrupts leadiguitarist Alan Rush.
Cullers, 28, grew up in Oklahoma in a home filled with
country-western music. His
parents were so far removed
from rock that he never dared
tell them he was a rock drummer who had several songs
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The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.
Jackson Purchase Production
ci Credit Association

FACA Ithe go ahead people

7

so it cost less.

PCA showed me how
to use their money

WALLIS DRUG

Carlin Show To Air As Late Night Feature

published.
Rob Galbraith, 28, gives the
group its greatest diversity.
The roots of his musical experience are buried deep in
blues. His ballads, together
with solo shots on the acoustic
guitar and piano can hold an
audience spellbound—as if it's
flabergasted to see the sudden
shift from rock to soft work.
Rush, 27, also was reared in
an Oklahoma country music atmosphere. Through it all
though, he's emerged with a
guitar that thrashed the hard
slide sounds or the chordy rock
'n roll beat.
Ed "Lump" Williams, 25, of
Birmingham, is the group's
bass guitarist, something he
does with a rhythm an blues
flair reminiscent of the Deep
South black man's music.
The group's most musically
unorthodox character is Bobby
Ogden, who until a few years
ago was strictly a classical musician. Now concentrating on
the organ, Ogden's repertoire
of music is heavily felt in the
group's sound.

"l'he George Carlin Show,"
western flavor of Alice Stuart.
Including their diets.
starring the popular conThe
White
House
John Gilroy produced "The
temporary comedian and
correspondent
for
Life
George Carlin Show" for
satirist, will be seen as a lateniagazine for many years, Hugh
Daphne Productions. The
night special on the ABC
Sisley, discusses ( with tongue
director is Art Forrest. Bob
Television Network Tuesday,
firmly in cheek) some of the
Rosengarden is the musical
Jan. 2(10:30 pill. 12:00 a.m.,
presidents' personal habits.
director.
CST), it was announced today
Perkins signs
by Edwin T. Vane, Vice
HOLLYWOOD IUPII —
President, National Program
Anthony Perkins signed to star
Director
for
ABC
Enin -Molly. G id and Johnny," to
tertainment.
film on location in Austin, Tex.
Carlin's guests will be Shelley/
Phone 753-127Z
Winters, Jimmy Breslin, Kenhy I
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
*
Prog Info 753 3314
Rankin, Alice Stuart and Hugh
We Have It —'We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had
Sidey.
TONITE
The talented Carlin is a
(if
.
:1000/carie
comedian
thru SAT.
whose
improvisational technique
Hicsoy King writes pulp, lives pulp,
depend' largely on characvery soon could be pulp!
terization and conversation. His
mickey
uproarious hunior often is
lionel
lizabeth
termed avant garde but Carlin
RdO,.GNEY•STANDE
•sr
Rair
calls it just "crazy stuff." He
Uniled
a
l a,ASSINI
draws much of his material
kites
PG 4110
from his experiences as a
youngster in New York when he
lived in Morningside Heights,
ohe preferred to call it "White
Harlem," because it sounded
SAT. & SUN. 1 tit 3
tougher.)
Long-time motion picture star
Shelley Winters talks of the.
"
difficulties of making her most
recent picture, "The Poseidon
Adventure."-Paul Gallico's
story of a luxury liner that
capsizes and the efforts of the
ADULTS ONLY
— All Seats 50' —
passengers to escape the
- J10 PiP
El; 0;ra rtl.T4illANAWFWEEM sinking and burning ship.
. rrr r •
110,•••.•••0......
An unsuccessful candidate for
TONITE
President of the New York City
Council on the Norman Mailer
thru Tue.
ticket, Jiniz»y Breslin is a
famed political columnist and
writer of humor, including the
WILLIAM INYLER,.
RAY STARK •
best-selling "The Gang that
Production
are the luckt
Couldn't Shoot Straight."
est
Kenny Rankin writes and
in the is,
sings ballads and folk songs in a
.0
•
soft, pleasant voice that serves
°1.47,
as a gentle, pleasant comIs'h 40t
plement to his guitar. He will be
COLUMBIA PICTURES
:1:30 N1.taly•
and RASE AR PROOUCTiONS onMent
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doing "I Wrote a Simple
BARBRA
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AND•OMAR SHARIF
•.
&mg."
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-1:30 SaT is-SU
Keys Keel, Other Manager
Such numbers as "Full Time
0.. 1 01.4.•
Woman
"
and
"Golde
Rocket
n
"
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North 4th Street Phone 753-560Z
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display the full country and

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Nashville—the town of country
fiddlers, mountain pickers and
the high hill whine—could be on
the verge of breaking loose
with its first big-time rock
group. .
youngish version of bluegrass.
Yet there's one thing Nashville never has produced: a
widely recognized rock group.
Those days, too, promise to
end. The first to do it could be
a six-man group called "Jubal"
— handpicked from Oklahoma,
Alabama and Tennessee about
a year ago by Combine Music
Co.
Its members have backgrounds delving into the classical, blues and country music
fields, as well as rock. The end
product reflects their diversity—with everything from a
foot-stomping boogie beat, to a
It's no secret that the Nashville Sound has\been reaching
far and near in recent times.
What used to be home for only
hardcore- country music now
harbors country rock, country
blues, popular, folk and a
soft rock to lyrical ballads.
It's this striking aspect about
Jubal which, more than anything else, has enabled them to
emerge with a sound emulating
hard, chunky rock but maintaining a Top 40 appeal.
All of them are songwriters.
And when six songwriters put
their heads together and decide
to join the world of performers,
something's got to give.
It has. And it's good.
Says Randy Cullers, drummer-vocalist: "Our look at success is different. We didn't get
together and say. 'Now what
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Queen Elizabeth -II and Prince
Phillip arrive at the London
Palladium for the "Royal Gala
Variety Performance in the
Presence of Her Majesty the
Queen," a 90-minute special on
the
ABC Television Network
Wednesday, Jan. 3, (7:30-9:00
EST. Dan Rowan and Dick
p.m.
Martin host this benefit for the
British Olympics Appeal with
guests Liza Minnelll, Lily Tomlin
.
The Osmonds, Des O'Connor
and Roger Moore.
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Nashville On Verge Of Breaking
Loose With Big Time Rock Group
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